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NONE of us likes paying tax, although we
all resign ourselves to it. You may have read
or heard, earlier in the year, of the result of
the first appeal the EBU had made concerning payment of VAT. It gave bridge
some unexpected and, for the most part,
positive publicity. We lost but that does not
mean it is time to give up – far from it!
Our case is about the payment of VAT on
entry fees to our tournaments. There are
other areas in which we pay VAT but these
are not, for the moment being challenged.
Central to whether we pay VAT on entry
fees is how bridge is regarded. In some
countries, including EU ones, bridge is
regarded as a sport and is therefore exempt
from VAT on those competition entries.
We hear much about consistency of rules
and regulations within the EU and, indeed,
every time you pass a layby and see a lorry
driver taking a rest you might be reminded
of harmonisation. However, HMRC does
not see it that way and firmly does not
regard bridge as a sport. At the tribunal
there was much talk about dictionary
definitions and physical activity. That, of
course, gave an opportunity to poke fun at
some activities which are on the list of
sports they do accept. How much physical
activity is there in gliding? Are darts
players particularly physically fit? If a characteristic of a sport is to exercise bits of the
body, then perhaps exercising the brain
may be one of those. There is already
research that indicates activities such as
bridge – whether sports, mind sports,
activities or something else – help
significantly in keeping the brain alert and
engaged especially for those getting older.
They also have great social advantages. So
what’s not to encourage? To some extent,
the government are hidebound by
definitions put into place eighty or more
years ago and an attitude of mind that in

the past regarded cards as the devil’s playthings and made bridge inextricably linked
with gambling. It doesn’t matter whether
some or none of this is true. We will have to
change the perception. If you doubt
perception is important, cast your mind
back to some of the interviews on radio
and TV. Most of the broadcasters gave
bridge a fair hearing but Radio 4’s Today
programme got an ‘expert’ from one of the
leading accountancy firms who presented
the image of elderly colonels sitting in
armchairs idly flicking a card or two while
sipping at their gin and tonic. Sounds just
like your local club, I’m sure!
Taking on the revenue is not only
difficult (ask Mr McVitie who fought the
good fight over many years with his Jaffa
cakes), but can prove expensive. We are
very lucky in having an Honorary Counsel,
David Ewart, who has not only taken this
on willingly but is in the very good place of
being one of England’s leading tax
barristers. Could we do better? I think not.
Thank you, David. We are moving to a
second appeal. No-one yet knows when
that will be. The movement of government
on matters like this can best be described as
glacial. Eventually there will be argument in
a tribunal which will revolve around
interpreting a European Directive correctly.
Whatever ‘correct’ actually is, it is clear that
not all countries agree (Poland and Italy for
example). I have heard people going on
about whether they think bridge is or is not
a sport and invoking pictures of Wilson of
the Wizard running a three-minute mile,
but in the end what will be important will
be: ‘Is bridge a sport within the legal framework of VAT.’ If the eventual answer is yes,
we can look forward to a reduced burden
and a significant refund of past tax. I’ll now
twiddle my handlebar moustache, sip at my
r
g+t and lead against 3NT!
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Pairs Tactics

by Andrew Robson
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Prefer 4´ / 4™ to 3NT – Usually
AT teams (rubber/Chicago), there is much
to be said in punting 3NT (preferably giving
away as little information as possible en
route) and not worrying overly about missing a major-suit fit. For it to be materially
better to play 4™/4´ at teams, you need to
score two more tricks than 3NT. This is
because 3NT making nine tricks and 4™/4´
scoring ten tricks is essentially the same
score at teams. Not so at pairs, where there
is a huge difference between +420 (620) in
4™/4´ and +400 (600) in 3NT.
Pairs scoring rewards playing 4™/4´. If
you think there is an extra trick to be had in
the major, play there rather than in 3NT.
With a 4-4 fit, there is almost always an
extra ruffing trick (in either hand); with a
5-3 fit (less clearcut to play 4™/4´ over
3NT – you have five potential winners in
no-trumps), there’ll be an extra ruffing
trick if it’s in the short trump hand.
In this exercise, partner opens 1™; you
respond 2® (cheaper of four-card suits
and much better than a bucolic leap in notrumps!). Partner now rebids 2NT, to
show 15-16 balanced* and the question is:
what should you do now?

Hand A
´ 62
™ Q42
t KJ52
® A972

Hand B
´ Q3
™ J 10 5
t A862
® QJ42

choice of games – it is 100% forcing.
(Typically partner will bid 4™ with five
hearts and 3NT with four). The small doubleton spade makes this a clear choice (at
teams too). Once in a while, spades are
completely unstopped, making 3NT a disaster; more likely partner has a spade holding such as A-K-x, well enough stopped, but
providing an extra ruffing trick in 4™.
Hand B: bid 3™. Much closer decision,
because your doubleton spade is stronger.
The suit is unlikely to be wide-open as a
result and, more importantly, give partner a
spade holding such as A-K-x (or K-J-x) and
there is no third-round loser to ruff. I’d just
bid 3NT at teams, but there are too many
occasions where 3NT makes nine tricks and
4™ makes ten that I’d feel duty-bound to
offer the choice at pairs.
Hand C: bid 3NT. The spade doubleton is
now so strong, you’d back against it
providing a ruffing trick. All those queens
and jacks in the minors suggest no-trumps.
And furthermore, you have so many high
cards that you’d expect both no-trumps and
hearts (should there be a 5-3 fit) to make
eleven tricks. Yes, once in a while partner
will have two small spades, but that’s not so
likely – especially in the days where
opponents bid decent five-card spade suits
on precious little. Note, however, that not
investigating for an eight-card major fit at
pairs is the exception, not the rule.
Now have a look at this illustrative deal:

Hand C
´ QJ
™ K84
t QJ92
® Q J 10 2

Hand A: bid 3™. This shows delayed (i.e.
three-card) heart support and offers a

*After a two-over-one response, it is
sensible to play that a 2NT rebid is forcing
to game and shows 15-19. This gives more
room for investigation.
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer North.
´ K62
™ A873
t AK32
® A3
QJ97
´ 10
N
Q 10
™ J954
W
E
Q J 10 5
t 864
S
KJ8
® Q 10 7 5 4
´ A8543
™ K62
t 97
® 962

West

1
2
3

4

North
1™
2NT1
3´3

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
1´
3™2
4´4

Pass
Pass
All Pass
17-18 balanced.
Showing three hearts and offering a
choice of games.
Showing three spades (but presumably
only four hearts – no 4™ bid) and similarly offering a choice of games.
As usual at pairs, preferring the eightcard major fit to 3NT. Note that NorthSouth’s total absence of tens, jacks
and queens (all no-trumpy cards) further
accentuates the desire to play in a suit
contract.

North cannot make 2NT, let alone 3NT. Yet,
despite the 4-1 trump split, 4´ is makeable.
Without any fancy footwork either.
Declarer won West’s queen of diamonds
opening lead with dummy’s king and
cashed the king of spades, both following.
He refrained from leading a second spade,
however, for now he needed to set up the
club ruff, by playing ace and a second club.
West won the jack and led the queen of
spades (East discarding a club), but declarer could win the ace and ruff a club.
At trick seven declarer cashed dummy’s
ace of diamonds, then ruffed a low diamond. He cashed the king of hearts,
crossed to the (queen and) ace of hearts,
then led a fourth diamond. With East
discarding, he could safely ruff the
diamond, whilst West helplessly had to
follow with his last diamond. That was ten
tricks in the bag, leaving West to score the
last two tricks with his trumps (crashing
partner’s winning heart). Game made.
When my brother James and I started out
as shy early teenagers at Abingdon Bridge
Club, we had a simple rule. If we knew we
had an eight-card major fit (or might have
one) we’d always play there (or explore the
possibility). Yes, there were a few occasions
where no-trumps would have scored better
(often on a misdefence, mind). But the rule
stood us in pretty good stead.
r
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Bridge Fiction

by David Bird
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Hutson’s Light Response
IT was nearing the end of term and the
masters had been snowed under with the
necessary paperwork. Few of them
looked in the best of shape as they took
their places for the Thursday school
duplicate.
‘A lacklustre performance this term,
Hutson,’ declared the Headmaster, as two
fourth-formers arrived at his table.
‘Imagine your parents’ reaction when they
hear you came fifteenth in the Divinity
class.’
Hutson looked back warily. ‘I made a
decision to concentrate on the more
important subjects, Sir,’ he replied.
The Headmaster’s eyes bulged. ‘I’ve
rarely heard such a senseless observation!’
he exclaimed. ‘What could be more
important than Divinity? Do you think
the whole world turns on the pluperfect
subjunctive of vinco-vincere? Or er . . . the
area of an isosceles triangle?’
‘Of course not, Sir,’ Hutson replied.
‘Sorry, Sir’.
The Headmaster looked across at the
Reverend Benson. ‘Perhaps you could set
the boy some extra Divinity essays for his
holiday work?’ he suggested. ‘Choose some
topics that will require lengthy research at
the local library. That should correct his
unfortunate attitude.’
Silence reigned as the players extracted
their cards for this deal:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer North.
´AK64
™AK832
t4
®8 5 4
QJ8
´ 9
N
10 5
™ QJ74
W
E
AQ97
t KJ85
S
J 10 9 7
® KQ62
´ 10 7 5 3 2
™96
t 10 6 3 2
®A 3

www.ebu.co.uk

West
Headmaster
Pass
All Pass

North
Neil
Phillips
1™
3´

East
Rev.
Benson
Pass
Pass

South
John
Hutson
1´
4´

The Headmaster led the jack of clubs and
down went the dummy. ‘Only fourteen
points, boy?’ queried the Reverend
Benson. ‘A raise to Two Spades is right on
that hand.’
‘Yes, Sir,’ Phillips replied. Wow, that was
a close escape! With two ace-kings and a
singleton diamond he had been briefly
tempted to raise to 4´. No doubt he would
then have spent next Saturday afternoon
in detention.
Hutson won the club lead and played a
trump to the ace, the eight and the nine
appearing. If there was a trump loser, he
would have to establish the heart suit.
Both defenders followed to the ace and
king of hearts. When he led a third round,
the Reverend Benson followed with the
jack.
Hutson paused for thought. Ruffing this
trick would risk an overruff from the
Headmaster. If he’d started with ´Q-J-8,
the defenders could score a club and a
diamond trick followed by another heart
ruff. That would put him one down.
Surely it was better to discard his remaining club.
The Headmaster showed out on the
third round of hearts and the Reverend
Benson switched to the king of clubs,
ruffed in the South hand. Hutson
conceded a diamond trick, preparing to
ruff some diamonds in dummy. The
Headmaster won and returned the queen
of trumps to dummy’s king, East throwing
a club. These cards remained:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

J
—
AQ9
10

64
83
—
8
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

—
Q
KJ8
Q

10 7
—
10 6 3
—

‘Small heart, please,’ said Hutson, proceeding to ruff in his hand. If the Headmaster
overruffed, declarer would score the last
four tricks with three ruffs and a good
heart. When he opted to discard the ten of
clubs instead, Hutson returned to dummy
with a diamond ruff. He then called for the
established eight of hearts, discarding a
diamond. The Headmaster could score no
more than his master jack of trumps and
the game was made.
‘Goodness me, you had absolutely
nothing for your bids!’ exclaimed the
Headmaster. ‘Only four points, boy? Do
you think the normal rules of bidding
don’t apply to you?’
‘I didn’t like to pass with an ace in my
hand, Sir,’ Hutson replied.
‘No wonder there’s been such a sad
decline in your school report,’ declared the
Headmaster. ‘I’ve rarely witnessed such a
lack of discipline.’
The Headmaster turned to Neil Phillips
in the North seat. ‘There’s only one way to
teach Hutson a lesson,’ he said. ‘Adjust the
contract to One Heart played by North,
will you? Just the seven tricks made, that
will be +80!’
r

MASTER-POINT PROMOTIONS
The latest list can be found at
www.ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-promotions
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CAPTION
COMPETITION

Heather’s Hints
click
link

by Heather Dhondy

Guard Against Bad Breaks
Game All. Dealer South.
´ Q4
™ 6532
t Void
® AKQ9876
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

West

A 10 7
AKQ4
J984
J3

North

East

Pass
4t
Pass
Redble
Pass
5®
All Pass

Dble
Pass
Pass

South
1™
Pass
4´
6™

PLAYING teams, South opens 1™. What
do you respond with the North cards?
This is an awkward holding. On the one
hand, you have an excellent suit that you
would like to show, but on the other, you
have four-card support for partner, even
though they are pretty poor. You are not
really strong enough for 3® and, although
not ideal, a splinter of 4t is probably the
most descriptive bid you can make.
After East’s double, redouble by South
would show a first-round control in the
suit, and a pass requests partner to confirm
whether the splinter is a first- or secondround control. North redoubles to show
first-round control (any other call would
have shown a second-round con trol),
South cue-bids 4´, and over North’s return
cue-bid of 5®, South has a go at 6™.
West leads the two of diamonds. Take
the South seat. What is your plan?
HHHHHH

you had bid seven; however, you should
remember that it is teams, so you can
afford to play safely for twelve tricks. The
only danger comes from a 4-1 trump
break. Trump the diamond and cash a
trump. When both defenders follow, you
should continue with a low trump from
both hands. This will guard against a bad
break, while retaining a trump in the
dummy to ruff a diamond continuation.
You can then cross back to hand, draw
trumps and run the clubs.
If you play three rounds of trumps from
the top, the defenders can ruff your third
club, and cut you off from the dummy.
Even if you only play two top rounds of
trumps, you are too late to recover.
This was the full deal:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

J85
J987
Q762
10 2
´
™
t
®

Q4
6532
Void
AKQ987
´
N
™
W
E
S
t
®
A 10 7
AKQ4
J984
J3

6
K9632
10
A K 10 5 3
54

My partner does not understand me!
THE winner of our April competition,
with the caption above, is Michael
Wilkes of Hatfield, Worcester who will
receive an elegant bridge mug from
our sponsors, Bridge and Golf Gifts
Direct (see page 19). Other excellent
captions were: Believe me, all I said
was, ‘I would like to have my turn at
directing’ (Samuel Holden, Stone); We
are here because I suggested a change
of partner at bridge (Bill Roberts,
Thornton-Cleveleys); All I said was, ‘We
have no partnership understanding!’
(Mike Bowthorpe, Peterborough);
Communication was lost along with
partnership understanding (Frank
Fallon, Charminster); She keeps ignoring my signals! (Patrick Holden, Tewin);
and I don’t think I can handle another
summer congress . . . (Graham
Tenneson, Ashwell).
The cartoon for our new competition is below. Please send your
bridgy captions (multiple entries
accepted) to Caption Competition,
English Bridge, 23 Erleigh Road,
Reading RG1 5LR or by e-mail to
elena@ebu.co.uk not later than 20th
June 2014. Don’t forget to include
your full postal address!

Heather’s Hints

•

•

Playing teams, you should always
be looking to guard against a bad
break where possible to make sure
of your contract. This is never
more important than when you are
in a slam.
If you make a cue-bid or a splinter
and it is doubled, a redouble by
either partner confirms a firstround control.
r

Sponsored by Bridge
& Golf Gifts Direct

At the sight of dummy, you may wish that
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge with a Twist

by Simon Cochemé
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Cherchez la Femme!
Simon looks at the perennial problem of finding the queen, missing five cards in the suit
YOU (South) and dummy hold the
following in the heart suit:
™AJ87
N
W

E
S

™ K 10 6 5

How do you find the queen? First of all
you should remember the saying
click
‘Eight Ever, Nine Never’ (see our
April 2014 online issue, page 57) link
and plan to take a finesse rather
than play for the drop. The only decision
is choosing which way to finesse; cashing
the ™K and finessing the jack, or crossing
to the ™A and playing East for the queen.
Should you always take a finesse? No.
EENN is a fine maxim, but sometimes it
should be over-ruled. There are deals where
you should be combining your chances;
playing against the odds for the drop in one
suit, such as the heart suit shown here, and
then, if the ™Q hasn’t appeared in two
rounds, taking a finesse in another suit.
But assuming you are going to take a
finesse, should you play East or West for
the queen?
The great Eddie Kantar says: ‘Hungry
players finesse toward the kitchen, romantic players finesse toward the bedroom
and practical players finesse toward the
bathroom,’ but I don’t think he is being
serious. Fortunately I have found lots of
other bits of advice to help you.
You could invoke Bentley’s Law: cashing
a top honour and finessing through the
person you like less; that way you won’t
feel so bad if the finesse loses. All things
being equal, this strategy is the least
harmful to your emotional well-being.
Alternatively, you could follow the
Norwegian rule and play for the defender
with the longer nose to hold the queen. I
got this independently from two Norwegians, one a world champion, so it is
definitely worth considering.
www.ebu.co.uk

Some think it is best to play for the
queen to be sitting over the jack, but that
is an old rubber bridge adage followed by
old rubber bridge addicts, and it doesn’t
apply in duplicate. In rubber bridge the
cards are played together in the middle of
the table and the queen might well have
been put on top of the jack. Imperfect
shuffling means there is a good chance
that it is still there the next time cards are
dealt. If you don’t believe me, get out a
pack of cards and do a little experiment.
In India they have a saying that the queen
and the nine of a suit will be in the same
hand, so you should wait until the ™9
appears and play for that hand to hold the
queen. As a statement of statistical fact it is
dubious. As a strategy it is unlikely to work,
especially against someone who knows it to
be a favourite superstition of yours. If you
were to start by playing small towards
dummy, then you would feel obliged to
take an immediate finesse if West played
the ™9, and he will be happy to false-card
with ™9-x, ™9-x-x or ™9-x-x-x.
I found this one on
the internet. Have a
look at the eyes of
the king of the suit
in question and play
for him to be looking at the queen. In
this example, with
hearts as the key
suit, you should
play West for the
missing queen.
The ™K, tK
and ®K all look to
their right (your
left); the ´K looks
to his left. With no
other clues it’s as
good a strategy as
any. But don’t just
rely on what I say
about who looks where; you will have to

double check when you play bridge
abroad. The dastardly French kings all
look the opposite way; no doubt something to do with Napoleon insisting that
the French shouldn’t do anything the
same way as the English – they drive on
the right, for example, they use kilometres
instead of miles, and they don’t have small
side-plates on which to put their bread.
Barry Crane was a top American bridge
player (and also a TV producer and director of programmes like Mission Impossible
and Hawaii Five-0). He had a rule which
said that the queen would be sitting over
the jack in a minor suit, and under the
jack in a major suit. He would have played
West for the queen.
One third of the Belgians I polled said
he always played for the queen to be on his
left. ‘And if it isn’t,’ he told me, ‘I am sitting
in the wrong seat.’
So, which of those seven strategies
should you adopt to locate the missing
™Q? (I know, you would rather have one
technique that really works, and not have
to pick from a menu of dubious alternatives. Alas, life is not like that and
neither is bridge.)
The answer is none, at least not until you
have recalled the bidding and analysed the
play to date. If East opened a weak two bid
then, in the absence of other information,
the Theory of Empty Spaces makes West a
strong favourite to hold the missing
queen. On the other hand, if West failed to
open the bidding and has already shown
up with 10 points, he is very unlikely to
hold the ™Q.
If you do have to resort to one of the
seven, then my advice is to ignore the
Indian saying and pick one of the others
– and remember its origins. That way, if
the finesse fails, you will be able to
recover some kudos by saying something
like: ‘I thought I’d try the Norwegian
method.’ or ‘Sorry, Crane’s Rule didn’t
work this time.’
r
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Traps for the Unwary

by Michael Byrne
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Coping with Pre-empts Part I
PRE-EMPTIVE openings are a powerful
weapon and come both as a shock and a
surprise. Often they work because a
barrage bid that gets in quick and in your
face before you know what you’re doing
can often paralyse you, and cause you to
make a hasty decision that haunts you for
the rest of the deal.
Only by knowing what action you
should take in advance are you able to
maintain your composure and cope
effectively with the pre-empt.
What tools do you have to deal with
three-level pre-emptive openings?

The Take-out Double
The take-out double is by far the most
effective counter measure to use against an
opponent’s opening three-bid, and it
works in similar fashion to its one-level
counterpart. A double of any three-level
enemy opening bid shows a good opening
bid with support for the other three suits
and shortage in the pre-empted suit. Obviously, if you double a three-level preempt partner has to bid at the three level
(perhaps the four level if his suit is a
minor), so you need to have good points
or good shape, preferably both.
To make a take-out double you need a
solid opening bid, and something like the
traditional shape you see in textbooks –
4-4-4-1 or something similar. By a ‘solid
opening bid’, I mean something like 14+
points, but of course you can’t afford to
pass when you are dealt the right shape.
Say that 3™ is opened on your right and
you hold:
You simply have to
double on this hand –
partner might be expecting a bit more in
high cards, but if you
pass partner will be
stuck, as he will be the
one holding the heart length. And that is
the key to deciding whether or not to act:
there are two of you in the partnership,
´
™
t
®

12

A 10 5 4
Void
A984
K 10 8 5 4

English Bridge June 2014

and the one shorter in the opponent’s suit
should be the one who strains to act.
If a pre-empt is passed around to you in
fourth seat, then a shape-suitable hand
(say the magic 4-4-4-1 or 5-4-3-1) should
double on as little as 9 or 10 points;
partner is almost certainly lurking round
the corner with a penalty pass.
Facing a direct take-out double, partner
has to decide either to respond at the three
level or the four level. He doesn’t need
much to jump to game in a major,
something like a five-card suit and 8 or 9
points would be OK, or a four-card suit
and some more points. His other options
are to make a penalty pass (which only
needs one defensive trump trick if he has
nowhere to go), or to bid 3NT if he has a
good stopper in the enemy suit. This is particularly tempting if that stopper is the ace
with some length (e.g. A-4-3-2 or A-5-4), as
that way he can hold up and hopefully
shut out the pre-emptor forever.
If partner has a fair hand and is trying to
decide what game to play in, he can cue-bid
the enemy suit; this asks the doubler to
choose a game. A sequence such as:
West
3t
Pass

North
Dble
?

East
Pass

can leap straight to a major-suit game over
a pre-empt; this would tend to show a fair
hand but a very good suit and distribution. If by contrast you had a six-card suit
and a very strong hand, say 6-3-2-2 with
19-20+ points, then start with a double and
later convert to four of your major suit.

The 3NT Overcall
One other very useful bid is an overcall of
3NT. This has to be made on any (semi-)
balanced hand with 16+ and a sufficient
stopper in the opponent’s suit. There is no
guarantee when bidding 3NT: you do it
because you have to and because in the
long run you expect to show a profit; it is
fair to expect partner to produce a few
points for you.
The one good thing about bidding 3NT
is that the opponents are never quite sure
you don’t have a long running suit (for
you would make the same bid on that sort
of hand as well), so they will rarely be able
to double you for penalties even when you
are going two or three off.
Say the opponent’s opening bid is 3™; all
of these hands are suitable for some action:

South
4t

would ask the doubler to choose his lower
major suit (even bidding hearts first if he
had four hearts and five spades); if the cuebidder doesn’t have support, then he
carries on bidding until a fit is found.

The Suit Overcall
What about overcalling, just bidding your
long suit? Well, the rule is simple – safety
first. At the three level you would typically
have a six-card suit and nearly opening
values, and the strength of the suit is paramount. Again, the person short in the preempted suit should strain to bid, so if you
have a singleton (or better still void) in the
enemy suit you can stretch it a little bit.
If you have enough playing strength you

Hand A
´ KQ
™ A54
t K J 10 8 4 3
® A4

Hand B
´ AK865
™ J
t AQJ3
® AJ9

Hand C
´ J
™ AQ
t AKJ9743
® Q 10 2

Hand D
´ A Q 10 8 4 3
™ J6
t KJ2
® Q2

Hand E
´ A K J 10 7 4 3
™ Void
t K Q 10 4
® 74

www.ebu.co.uk

Hand A should bid 3NT, ignoring the long
diamond suit. It is fair to hope that partner
has 6-8 points and scattered values, and the
fact that your stopper is the ace will mean
you can shut the pre-emptor out even
when you have both top diamonds to lose.
Hand B starts with a double intending
to bid spades or raise diamonds.
Hand C tries 3NT once again, needing
only 10-8-x-x spades with partner to make
you favourite. Even if the contract should
go down, the defence will have little time
to work out what is going on and will
often feel obliged to lead hearts.
Hand D is a solid 3´ overcall, a six-card
suit and opening values being very respectable. You will still get carted out on a
stretcher now and again though, as even
the best players run into a trump stack in
the opponents’ hands on occasion.
Hand E should overcall 4´, showing bags
of playing strength but not necessarily a lot
of high-card points. Partner is welcome to
bid on if he has sufficient controls,
although the general maxim should be ‘try
and achieve the best result possible, not the
best possible result’. This well-known saying encompasses the aims of the players
against whom a pre-empt is made. Often
you will be tempted to go shooting off to a
delicate slam and hope partner has the
perfect 4-1-4-4 16 count for his take-out
double, but lacking the room to manoeuvre
you are better to try and take a sure plus
when it is going. Remember that when
someone pre-empts against you suits tend
to break badly – a slam that just needs

trumps to break 3-2 (68%) is well worth
bidding under normal circumstances, but
after a pre-empt it will be closer to a 50-50
shot – not taking into account things like
7-1 splits in side suits that people rarely
think about.
Let’s review the dos and don’ts of
defending against pre-empts:

Do:
Strain to act if you are the one in
your partnership who is short in
the enemy suit; the corollary might
be that when you both have length
in the opponents’ suit you should
let them stew in their own juices!
Be cautious when you are making a
unilateral bid such as a suit overcall
– you are in an exposed position
and must be careful.
Bid 3NT wherever possible. It is
hard to defend against and even
when it goes down it is normally
not a disaster.

•

•

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ
ON each of the following problems,
you are West. What should you bid
with each hand on the given auction
at pairs, Love All?
click
Julian Pottage gives his
answers on page 54.
link

Hand 1
´ J 10 4 3
™ K8653
tJ3
®96

W

N

E
S
1NT Pass

Hand 2
´ J 10 8 7 4
™ Void
tAKJ3
®KQ62

W

N

E

Hand 3
´ K 10
™ A9853
t Q 10 9 8 7
®J

W

N

E
S
1® 1t

Hand 4
´ A852
™ A 10 7 6
tK
®K874

W
1®
?

Hand 5
´ 10
™ A 10 5 3
tKQJ84
® 10 8 3

W
N
E
S
Pass Pass 1® Pass
1t Pass 1™ Pass
?

?

•

Don’t:
Push for pie-in-the-sky slams after
an opposition pre-empt. The suits
will break badly and there is often a
ruff lurking under the surface.
Guess which suit to bid when
partner makes a take-out double
and you have a game-going twosuited hand. Cue-bid the enemy
suit and get him to choose.
r

•
•

ONLINE EXTRAS
Rules & Maxims: The Rule of Fifteen
2014 Corn Cairdis
Five-Card Majors Part III

page 57
page 57
pages 59-63

click

links

1´
?

S
1™
1NT Pass 2™

?

N
E
Pass 1t

S
Pass
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Hand 6
´762
™4
t K J 10 8
® A Q 10 7 3

W N
Pass 1™
?

E
S
Pass 1´
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Great Bridge Disasters

by David Burn

click
link

Gift Horses
LARRY Cohen, the great American player,
writer and Law-giver, wrote an excellent
book called My Favorite 52 in which he
describes the deal below. It is a perfect
example of a phenomenon to which I have
already referred in this series: some hands
are disasters waiting to happen, but you
have to wait a very long time to find out to
whom they are going to happen. Suppose
you are East-West and suppose your
opponents hold these North-South cards:

´
™
t
®

92
A K J 10
K96
K852
N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

J6
Q3
AQJ43
AQJ6

By means of a sequence lost to posterity
(a pity, because posterity could use such
bidding methods) North-South arrived
in a contract of 4™. You might think that
this could not represent much of a
disaster, but that is because you do not
yet know that the form of scoring was
what Americans call BAM, or Board-AMatch. There is no logical reason for this
whatsoever, but then there is no logical
reason why Larry Cohen’s book is not
called My Favourite 52. What it meant,
though, was that minus 450 on reasonable breaks would lose the entire board
even if at the other table 3NT was
somehow avoided in favour of five of a
minor (at what we call Point-A-Board
scoring, every board is worth two points
to the side with the higher aggregate
score, no matter how much higher).
A disaster for East-West, then? Not
exactly. You see, the full deal looked like
this:
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

case it seemed impossible to avoid
disaster, but in the latter perhaps it might
be a good idea if West rather than East
were on lead. A lesser player than Cohen
might simply have run to his longest suit,
but he had visions of a North hand such as
this:

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ 92
™ A K J 10
t K96
® K852
Q873
´ A K 10 5 4
N
97
™ 86542
E
W
10 8 5
t 72
S
10 9 7 3
® 4
´ J6
™ Q3
t AQJ43
® AQJ6

´ A K x x ™ J x t K x x ® K 10 x x

opposite which 7® rather than 7t would
make if a heart were not led. So he bid 7®
– even if it were a 4-2 fit it might make
(although this kind of thinking had not
worked terribly well at the other table).
As you can see, it didn’t matter which
minor-suit grand slam he bid. There
would be thirteen tricks if West led any of
her nine non-spades and eleven tricks
otherwise. Eventually, she led . . . the nine
of hearts, and a brief computation established that North-South were entitled to
write 1630 (East had doubled 7® too) in
the plus column. Disaster had struck, but
it had been a long time coming.
This deal happened in 2002, since when
the great minds have been pondering how
such tragedies can be avoided. Not how
you can avoid bidding slams down in top
tricks – you are supposed to know how to
do that already. But the latest wheeze is
this: if you double something you can beat
in top tricks on your own lead, and the
opponents run to something against
which it is partner’s lead, you double again
if you want the highest-ranking suit led
and you pass otherwise. That would have
solved the problem on this deal, and
strangely enough there are a number of
other recorded cases in which it would
also have worked. But if you don’t want to
play the latest wheezes, I suggest that you
remember the sound advice about gift
horses, and where not to look at them. r

The 5-2 heart break meant that 4™ had to
go three down, which really was a disaster
even if North-South at the other table
could not avoid the trap of 3NT. As it
turned out, they avoided that trap with
considerable aplomb. Larry Cohen was
South playing with Lisa, the wife of his
regular partner David Berkowitz, and he
opened the bidding with a strong 1®.
Receiving a natural positive response of
2NT from North, showing a balanced 14+,
he made a practical jump to 6NT. This, on
a spade lead, would go four down, and it
seemed likely that East would lead a spade
against 6NT for one reason or another.
Four down would lose the board to three
down in 4™ at the other table, and it
appeared that the question of where
disaster would strike had finally been
resolved.
Not so. East, not content with defending
6NT when he knew it would not make,
doubled it. Now Larry Cohen reflected
that if East thought 6NT would not make,
he must be looking either at two aces or an
ace-king in the same suit. In the former
SMALL ADVERT

H

SMALL ADVERT

H

SMALL ADVERT

H

SMALL ADVERT

OUT-OF-PRINT BRIDGE BOOKS AND MAGAZINES FROM CARD GAME BOOKS
Bridge books, other card games and playing cards for sale.
Third catalogue now available from
Gordon Bickley email: gordonarf@aol.com or ( 07530 553594
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Bidding Systems

by Neil Rosen

click
link

Five-card Majors Continued
THE idea of writing a comprehensive
series of articles on five-card majors,
strong no-trump and two-over-one game
forcing is that the articles should provoke
interest and debate.
I also hope you will have a go at the
exercises that I set online. These are
designed to support and augment rather
than to catch you out or depress you!

Dealing with Intervention
after a 1® Opener
a) After a One-level Overcall
After your side opens 1® (the suit could
be just two cards long, remember) and the
opponents overcall, you should play a
fairly natural set of continuations.
So, introducing a new suit or making a
negative double could be played pretty
much as your partnership already does.
Jump bids in new suits are weak jumps not
strong (basically the same systemically as
if the opponents had not overcalled – see
article in the Online April issue, page 60).
There is some debate as to whether after
a 1™ overcall a double should be played as
guaranteeing four spades (with 1´ showing at least five cards in the suit) or for the
double to deny four spades, with 1´
therefore showing at least four cards. My
preference is for the latter (obviously
support doubles are vital here – see more
details in my next article).
Thus, holding Hand A below:
After 1® – (1™)
you can now double
´ 972
to deny spades and
™ 85
hence show minort AQ84
suit values. This
enables you to bid
® Q962
on a great number
of hands which
otherwise would be unbiddable.
You also have the option of supporting
partner’s opening 1® bid – in various
ways.
After the following sequence:
Hand A

www.ebu.co.uk

Partner
1®

Opp 1
1´

You
?

Opp 2

The following scheme works well:
2® = 5+ clubs, 5-9 HCP.
2´ = 5+ clubs, 10+ HCP.
3® = 6+ clubs, 5-9 HCP.
Note that if partner forces you to speak,
you are sometimes compelled to bid notrumps even without a stopper in the
opponent’s suit – as the best description of
your hand. Thus, after the start to the
auction below, and holding Hand B:
You
1®
?

Opp 1
1´

Partner Opp 2
2t
Pass

I strongly believe
2NT (11-14) to be
´ 852
the only sensible
™ KJ64
choice here. If partt K4
ner then wishes to
® AJ97
raise to 3NT, he can
always bid the opponent’s suit first
to check for a stopper if he does not possess one himself (in practice, partner will
invariably have one anyway).
Hand B

b) After a Double
1. A new suit at the one level is standard
practice: you ignore the double and
the bid is forcing for one round.
2. Jump bids at the two level (i.e.
2t/2™/2´) are Weak Jump Shifts
(WJS), just as if the opponent had
passed, so showing a six-card suit and
about 4-8 HCP non vulnerable and
5-9 HCP if vulnerable.
3. 2NT shows a good club raise, at least
five clubs, 10-11+ HCP.
4. 3® is weakish, typically showing six
clubs and 5-9 HCP.
5. 3t/3™/3´ are natural and preemptive (seven-card suits are expected, since WJS at the two level were
available).

Dealing with Intervention
after a 1t Opener
a) After an Overcall
Partner opens 1t and right-hand opponent overcalls with, say, 1™. Now:
Double shows exactly four spades.
1´
shows at least five spades.
1NT
shows 6-10 HCP and is
natural.
2®
shows 10+ HCP and is forcing
for one round. Please note that
this is not forcing to game as it
would have been without
intervention.
2t
is natural and weakish; it can
be based on a three-cards suit if
no other clear bid is available.
2™
is an unassuming cue-bid
showing a good diamond raise
with at least four diamonds
and 10+ HCP.
2´
is a fit-showing jump, showing
five spades, at least four
diamonds and 9+ HCP.
2NT
is natural and shows 11-12
HCP.
3®
is fit-showing, promising at
least five clubs and four
diamonds, and 9+ HCP.
Note that because 1t always promises a
real suit, it is best to play jumps as fitshowing rather than weak in competition
(this can of course be altered to suit your
own partnership style).
b) After a Double
Things are nice and straightforward now:
new suits are natural and forcing for one
round, jump bids are fit showing.
r

Read Neil Rosen’s full article
online (pages 59-63),
complete with exercises.
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Teach Your Grandchild Bridge

by Liz Dale

Pre-Bridge Games
Minibridge tutor Liz Dale offers tips and ideas to bridge-playing grandparents
AS bridge-playing grandparents, I am sure
you have considered, if you have not
already done so, passing on your love of
playing cards. But it’s not always easy.
Young people require action, pace and a
result. And quickly! Youngsters want an
instantly recognisable and playable card
game that will keep them occupied. No
complicated set up. No impenetrable
rules. Easily bored, if these needs are not
met, technological games will present an
effortless alternative. Oh, and, most
importantly, it must be fun!
This is a series of articles covering cardplaying games with easy to follow, step-bystep instructions, that will take young
people from age 4+ through the steps of
recognising numbers 1 – 10, suit rankings
and an introduction to scoring through to
playing minibridge.
I would very much like to reach out to
grandparents to support, encourage and
facilitate the card learning process. By
teaching your young family members to
develop their card-playing skills and cardplay etiquette, you are giving them a
unique introduction to the skills of a
partnership game that is played and
enjoyed in homes, schools and clubs
throughout the world. Your love and
enthusiasm for the game will be much in
evidence. What better legacy for your
grandchildren could you possible leave –
creating a love of the game in them for life
while empowering them with an opportunity to access new friendships all around
the world?

Getting Started
Already your ‘little people’ will be familiar
with the themed packs of playing cards,
i.e. animal families, etc. These packs are
excellent for teaching tiny fingers and
small hands how to hold and get the feel of
the cards. Quite a daunting task for such
tinies. But now it’s time to move on to
clever little games to get your grand18
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children started on to ‘proper cards’. You
may be wondering why I have removed
the kings, queens and jacks from the first
two games: it’s in order to remove any
difficulties that will delay play for a 4-yearold. Only the cards 1 (ace) through to 10
are used for 4-year-olds. No complicated
set up. No impenetrable rules. Just an opportunity for you to pass on your enthusiasm and love of cards while at the same
time developing your grandchildren’s
skills of concentration, numbers, memory,
recall, and sequence, during short bursts
of ‘animated’ play.

Game No. 1
Suggested age: 4+ years.
Name of game: Concentration.
Time: 10 – 15 minutes for one game.
No. of players: Minimum of two.
Equipment: One pack of proper playing
cards (i.e. not themed, not animal,
not family, etc). Remove all kings,
queens, and jacks from the pack.
One table. A chair for each player.
(NB: It is usually best for the ‘tinies’
to kneel on cushions on the chairs,
with elbows on the table.)
Pen/pencil and paper for recording
the score.

Scoring: The best of three games is
suggested, played over three separate
playing times. A record should be
kept to encourage competition.
Aim of the Game: To locate and find
matching pairs of number cards. The
player who wins the majority of the
cards is the winner.
Shuffle and deal the forty playing cards face
down on the table. It doesn’t matter
whether the cards are laid in rows, or in a
higgledy-piggledy fashion, but they must
not touch one another. Play begins by the
first player turning over any two cards face
upwards, showing the cards to all other
players. If the two cards do not have the
same values (say, a two and an eight), then
the player turns them over, face downwards
once again, positioning them exactly where
they were. The next player now takes
his/her turn. Play continues until someone
‘captures’ two cards of the same value, such
as two sixes. This player is now allowed to
extend his playing turn by turning over
another two cards. This player can continue
his/her turn as long as he/she locates two
matching cards. If a matching pair is not
located, it is the turn of the next player. The
game continues until all the cards have
been won and there are no cards left on the
table. The players now count up their
winning cards. The player with the most
cards is the winner.
r

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for
English Bridge) take all reasonable precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring
as far as practicable that advertisements in the pages of English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of claims made by
advertisers, whether these advertisements are printed as part of the magazine, or are in the
form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress is sought, and readers who have complaints should address them to the advertiser or should consult a local Trading Standards
Office, or a Citizens Advice Bureau, or their own solicitors. Readers should note that prices
advertised may not be accurate due to currency exchange rate fluctuations, or tax changes.
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Opening Leads

click

by Derek Patterson

link

Lead Passively Against 6NT
YOU are West, holding this hand:
What would you
choose to lead after
each of the following
two auctions?
a) West
Pass

b) West
Pass

´
™
t
®

10 4 3
Q9532
765
A5

North

East

3NT

All Pass

North

East

6NT

All Pass

South
1NT

South
2NT

Did you make the same choice for both? If
so, please think again! Let us conduct a
preliminary analysis to find the appropriate strategy in each scenario.
Against 3NT, a low heart stands out
(holding just four hearts, this would not
be so clear). Often, the opponents will
have around 26 HCP, leaving plenty of
room for partner to have a helping
honour card in hearts. There is a risk that
this lead could give a trick away, but it is a
risk worth taking when the reward could
be to establish your suit, which is a bright
prospect given that declarer is likely to
have to relinquish the lead, maybe more
than once.
Versus 6NT, the opponents will have
around 33 HCP (or more) and so establishing the hearts is out of the question –
partner is unlikely to have any helping
honour in the suit. We should note,
however, that this will not be necessary to
defeat the slam in any case because a mere
two tricks will suffice.

Furthermore, partner's known paucity,
in terms of high cards, suggests that a
heart lead away from the queen is, in fact,
likely to present declarer with a cheap
trick – the jack of hearts or lower! Any
such gift will probably end our chances of
emerging with a plus score.
By far the best chance of making a trick
in hearts is to avoid leading them, hoping
that declarer will be forced to take a losing
finesse in the suit. The conclusion is that
the strategy of leading away from an
honour card is flawed under these circumstances.
Almost always, with this type of
auction, expert players refuse to lead away
from unsupported honours, thereby adopting a totally passive approach – with or
without a side ace!
At this point, let us take a look at the full
deals for the respective auctions:
West

North

East

Pass

3NT

All Pass

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

10 4 3
Q9532
765
A5
´
™
t
®

South
1NT

KJ2
864
AJ32
KQ7
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

9865
A7
10 4
10 9 8 3 2

AQ7
K J 10
KQ98
J64

BRIDGE AND GOLF GIFTS DIRECT LTD
Large selection of bridge and golf gifts, and bridge accessories
available online at www.bridgeandgolfgifts.co.uk

( 07853 066 582 (quoting English Bridge)
E-mail: baggdirect@live.co.uk
www.ebu.co.uk

A heart to the ace and one back sets the
suit up for four tricks to go with West's
ace. Declarer cannot avoid leading clubs at
some point and when this happens, West
will pounce and cash out for one off.
West

North

East

Pass

6NT

All Pass

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

10 4 3
Q9532
765
A5
´
™
t
®

South
2NT

KJ2
864
AJ32
KQ7
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

9865
10 7
10 4
10 9 8 3 2

AQ7
AKJ
KQ98
J64

The most passive lead is a diamond,
which gives nothing away and leaves
North-South one trick short. Accordingly,
declarer will take the heart finesse at
some point and West will grab the
setting trick. Note that a heart lead
would present declarer with the (giftwrapped) twelfth trick.

Tip: When the opponents bid to 6NT,
it is normally right to lead passively.

Whereas at lower level no-trump contracts it is important to establish long
suits, against 6NT this is not an issue, but
the donation of a free trick is.
At pairs, this principle should be
extended to auctions such as 1NT – 4NT,
as well, because the opponents are
obviously close to 33 HCP and it is
important to restrict overtricks whenever
possible.
r
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Blue Point
Bridge Holidays
WE ARE pleased to be offering five EBU Blue Point Bridge
Holiday events in 2014. This is in response to the demand
from members for a more social and friendly play
environment with national ranking point awards. Bridge
Overseas has been successfully assisting the EBU with
venue selection and accommodation for some time, and
will be the booking agents for these holidays. You will be
able to use the Accommodation Booking Service (ABS)
already in place. A free phone number (0800 0346 246) is
available and you will be able to discuss your bookings with
advisers who will help you with your travel requirements.
The locations on offer also boast golf, spa and bowling, as
well as interesting local excursions. The bridge will be
directed by Tournament Directors approved by the EBU.
All bridge fees are included in the total price of the
holiday, but you must be a member of the EBU. You may
join the EBU in order to book one of these holidays, either
by joining an affiliated bridge club, or on payment of the
direct annual membership fee of £27.
These EBU Blue Point Bridge Holidays are the only
bridge holidays that will be able to issue Blue Points.

Bridge Programme and Venues
There will be seven sessions of duplicate bridge starting on
the first evening after your welcome drink and evening
meal. Bridge will be played each morning and evening
leaving the afternoon free to enjoy the hotel’s facilities or
the local area. Afternoon seminars will be offered and
details of these will be available nearer the time.
The venues (illustrated below) for holidays still available
in 2014 are:
(1) Albrighton Hall & Spa, Shrewsbury, 7 July 2014
(2) Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa, Clayton-le-Moors,
Lancashire, 1 September 2014
(3) Hellidon Lakes Golf & Spa Hotel, Hellidon,
Northants, 3 November 2014.

THE EBU &
BRIDGE OVERSEAS

MONTENEGRO
CONGRESS
8 – 14 October 2014
Hotel Bellevue, Becici, Budva, Montenegro

t
t
t
t

BlueAutumn Sim Pairs pointed
events
Open Pairs
Pivot Teams
Greenpointed
Men’s, Women’s and
Swiss
events
Mixed Pairs
t Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams

Bridge Fees: £128
EBU Comps Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219
E-mail: comps@ebu.co.uk
Attendance at the congress is exclusive
to delegates booking their package
with Bridge Overseas

∂
∑

For travel and accommodation please email
lindsey@bridgeoverseas.co.uk or contact

∏

BRIDGE OVERSEAS
( 0800 034 6246
A range of optional excursions will be available to book
at the venue to complement the bridge programme
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Basic Cardplay

by Paul Bowyer
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The Finesse Part III
THE last two articles have been about
finesses – why should this one be any
different? This time, though, we are going
to start with a deal and expand on a
theme:

Deal 1
South plays in 4™.
West leads the t9.
´ A Q J 10 9
™ AJ5
t K4
® 752
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

3
K Q 10 9 4
10 8 3
AJ43

North opens 1´, East sticks in a nonvulnerable overcall of 2t and South ends
up in 4™. Dummy is decent but the nine
of diamonds lead is not what South was
hoping to see (well, to be accurate, the
tK-x on table was not what South was
hoping to see). East takes his tA-Q and
switches to the ten of clubs. How are ten
tricks to be made here?
Well, a count of tricks might help…
South can see one spade, five hearts, one
club and a diamond ruff on table. That’s a
total of eight. Should he rely on the spade
finesse? Well, what use would that be?
Suppose you play a spade to the ´9 and it
were to hold. What next? That would be
nine tricks but where’s the tenth? Also, do
you really think West has the ´K after the
bidding and early play?
We need to think about this in a
different way. Taking the ‘normal’ spade
finesse gains us only one trick; we need
more than that as we have three club losers
we need to ditch.
Take a look at the full deal
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

A Q J 10 9
AJ5
K4
752
7652
´
872
™
N
W
E
96
t
S
KQ86
®
´ 3
™ K Q 10 9 4
t 10 8 3
® AJ43

K84
63
AQJ752
10 9

The right line of play is to hope that East has
the king of spades. We take the ace of clubs
at trick three and immediately play a spade
to the ace and lead the queen of spades.
What can East do? When he plays the king
we ruff, draw trumps ending on table and
bin the losing clubs on dummy’s long
spades. This play (as you probably know) is
called the ‘ruffing finesse’ and it is preferable
to the ordinary finesse on this deal firstly
because of the bidding and – more importantly – because it has the potential to
generate more winners. Note that we do not
even need the diamond ruff on table . . .
Preferring a ruffing finesse to a normal
finesse is not always because of its potential
to make more tricks. Take a look at this deal:

Deal 2
South plays in 4™. West leads the ®Q.
´ AQJ7
™ KJ9
t 875
® 843
´ ?964
´ ? 10 8 3
N
™ 83
™ 64
W
E
t A93
t K Q 10 4
S
® Q J 10 9
® 752
´ 5
™ A Q 10 7 5 2
t J62
® AK6

South plays in a normal 4™ and West leads
the obvious queen of clubs. In retrospect,
a low diamond lead would have been best
for the defence but no one other than an
escapee from a local institute would have
found that one . . . South can see nine
tricks on top (one spade, six hearts and
two clubs). There are three obvious
diamond losers and a slow club loser.
Now, there are two possible ways of
getting rid of a loser – declarer could play
a spade to the jack (a ‘normal’ finesse) or
could play the ace of spades and run the
queen of spades, taking the ruffing finesse.
Which line offers the better chances?
Well, suppose you draw a couple of
trumps and play a spade to the jack. If it
holds. you rack up your game bonus. If it
fails, though, East is likely to return a
diamond (at something round about the
speed of light) and down you will go. That
makes your chances 50-50.
Suppose, instead, you cash a couple of
trumps and play the ace of spades and run
the queen of spades. If East has the king of
spades, he is ‘toast’ (thanks are due to my
American colleagues for this one). He can
cover or duck; either way we have ten
tricks. If West has the king of spades, then
we discard a losing diamond on the queen
of spades. East-West can now cash two
diamonds if they wish but that is the end
of the party. We can cross to table with the
last trump and throw the slow club loser
on the master spade. This offers you odds
of closer to 100%.
So what do you prefer? A 50% shot or a
close-to-100% shot? As the great Homer
once said: ‘Doh!’ (That’s Homer Simpson,
r
by the way).
When you have
finished reading
this magazine,
if you don’t want
to keep it
please recycle it.
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Prize Leads Quiz

by Alan Mould

click
link

Answers to April 2014 Problems
and dummy will have more! This kind of
lead gets partner asking why you were
playing for a ruff in no-trumps . . .

Hand 1
´ KJ532
™ 874
t Q 10 5 2
® 5

West

North
1´

East
Pass

HHHHH

Hand 2
´ 97532
™ AK643
t 52
® 7

South
1NT

All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´3; (b) a heart;
(c) t2; (d) ®5.
An unappetising selection to lead from
and there is no clear lead, but my choices
would be:
(a) ´3: 4 marks. Fourth highest of your
longest and strongest, but you know this
is dummy’s suit as well. With a hand this
weak you are unlikely to get in to enjoy
your spades, even if you can set them up.
It is much more likely you have just led
the suit declarer would have been playing
on!
(b) A heart: 10 marks. Partner has a better
hand than you and this is a good compromise between passivity and trying to find
partner’s suit. It could of course be
declarer’s . . . but so could anything!
(c) t2: 7 marks. An attempt to set up your
suit, but again unless you can cash it out (in
which case it can probably wait), you will
have difficulty getting in to cash it.
(d) ®5: 2 marks. Sure, partner will have
some of these, but between them declarer

HHHHH
West

North

East

Pass

6t

All Pass

South
4t

Pick your lead out of: (a) a spade; (b) ™A;
(c) ™K; (d) ®7.
(a) A spade: 1 mark. I cannot see how this
is ever going to set up a trick in time for
you to be able to cash it.
(b) ™A: 6 marks. I am sure you should
lead a top heart (if that lets the contract
through, then blame the Great Shuffler for
dealing you an A-K on lead), but which
one? Some play in general ace for attitude
and king for count, and some play it the
other way around. Whatever the merits of
the two methods, against high level contracts you must play ace for attitude and
king for count. The point is that you are
quite likely to lead an unsupported ace
against a suit slam, so partner needs to tell
you whether he has the king or not. So, if

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master:

Linda Gallow,
Radlett, Herts

Sponsored by
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you lead a heart, the right card is . . .
(c) ™K: 10 marks. Partner will give you
count and you will know whether the ace
is cashing (and don’t tell me people have
never bid a slam against you with two
cashing tricks off it, because I don’t believe
you!).
(d) ®7: 4 marks. This will be right if, and
only if, one of the opposition has a void in
hearts and partner also has the ®A. Looks
like a tall order to me.

Open: Adrian Goulding,
Stanley, Wakefield

Hand 3
´ 872
™ KQ75
t AQ7
® KQ6

West
North
1™
Dble
All Pass

East
2™

South
2´

Pick your lead out of: (a) a spade; (b) ™K;
(c) tA; (d) ®K.
I hope none of you were tempted to bid,
despite your 16 points? You have the worst
possible shape for declaring and lots of
defence. Pass is clear-cut.
(a) A spade: 10 marks. Also clear-cut, in
my opinion. Firstly, you want to cut down
their ruffs and secondly, you have nothing
else you want to lead!
(b) ™K: 4 marks. This is helping set up
ruffs in dummy and also could help
declarer set up some heart tricks from a
holding such as A-J-9-x, say (declarer
must have some hearts).
(c) tA: 1 mark. I see no reason at all to
make this wild lead. If contracts such as
this are going off, they go off by the
defence sitting there and being very
passive – not giving anything away – and
declarer just running out of tricks.
(d) ®K: 6 marks. If you are not going to
lead a trump, this is the best of the rest . . .
www.ebu.co.uk

Albert Dormer

New Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and
therefore certain leads will gain more often
than others. In each issue you will be given
three hands and the bidding on each, and
you are asked to choose your opening leads
from those proposed by our Quizmaster.
Answers will be in the next issue. In each
problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnik.co.uk
( 020 8661 8866

1925 – 2014

THIS MONTH’S QUIZ
Hand 1
´ 98632
™ K5
t K84
® 10 7 2

West

North

East

South
1™
1NT
2™2

Pass
1´
Pass
Pass
2t1
Pass
Pass
4™
All Pass
1 Game-forcing enquiry;
2 Five hearts.

Pick your lead out of: (a) a spade; (b) ™5;
(c) t4; (d) ®2.
HHHHH

Hand 2
´ K 10 7 4 2
™ 6432
t K2
® 95

This attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing
cards (‘City Lights’) is the prize on offer this
month.
For information on the new Piatnik
cards visit www.gibsonsgames.co.uk
There are TWO categories in our
competition: up to and including Master,
and those with higher ranking. Please
indicate on the top left-hand corner of
the envelope, or in the e-mail subject
line, the category for which you are
entering. The first correct entry in each
category out of a hat will win the
prize. The Editor’s decision is final.

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR,
or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk

by 20th June 2014.
Please make sure you include your full
postal address AND rank
even if entering by e-mail and/or
you have entered before!
www.ebu.co.uk

West
Pass
All Pass

North
1™
2®

East
Pass
Pass

South
1´
3NT

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´4; (b) a heart;
(c) tK;(d) ®9.
HHHHH

Hand 3
´ Q 10 4 3 2
™ 8
t AJ85
® 10 7 6

West
Pass
Pass
Pass
1 Fourth

North
1´
2™
4®
6®
Suit Forcing

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

WE aresadtoreportofthepassing
of Albert Dormer (1925 – 2014)
who contributed in many ways to
Britishandinternationalbridge,as
a player, journalist, author and
administrator.
HewastwicewinneroftheGold
Cup,in1958and1963,andwonthe
World Senior Pairs in 1990 with
Alan Hiron. His journalistic career
included time as bridge editor for
The Times, editorofBritish Bridge
World, World Bridge News, andthe
International Bridge Press Association Bulletin, and contributing editorofThe Encyclopaedia of Bridge.
Hewasauthorandco-authorof
ten other books, including the
Complete Book of Bridge.
AlbertDormerwasnamedIBPA
PersonalityoftheYearin1981.His
work in bridge administration
included serving as Executive
Assistant to the WBF President
from1982-1986.

NATIONAL PAIRS
South
2®
3t1
4™

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´3; (b) ™8; (c)
tA; (d) a club.
r

PETER Lee and Bob Rowlands were
convincing winners of the National
Pairs, held in April. They won the final
by over 3%, ahead of Miles Cowling –
David Jones in second and Peter
Clinch – Julian Mitchell in third. This
is the fourth time Bob and Peter have
won the event, previously winning in
2003, 2007 and 2012.
The 'B' final was won by Michael
Hampton – Bill Charlwood.
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4 – 6 July 2014

24 – 27 July 2014

SUMMER SENIORS CONGRESS

SCARBOROUGH
SUMMER CONGRESS

Winter Gardens,
Eastbourne

Scarborough Spa Complex
South Bay, Scarborough
Thursday 24

7.15pm

Pre-congress Pairs

Friday 25

2.00pm

Multiple Teams (Q)

7.30pm

Multiple Teams finals

2.00pm

Swiss Pairs

8.00pm

Swiss Pairs

11.00am

Swiss Pairs

Saturday 26

Sunday 27

Championship Pairs,
Swiss Pairs (two sessions)
and Swiss Teams (7 x 7-board
matches, with a short break)

Greenpointed

To be eligible, you must have been born in 1954 or before

Entries ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or online at www.ebu.co.uk

Greenpointed

All events are Green-pointed
(except for Pre-congress Pairs, Blue-pointed)

Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219
e-mail comps@ebu.co.uk

or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk

Contact the EBU Accommodation Booking Service operated by Bridge Overseas – Call ( 0800 0346 246

26 – 28 August 2014

Greenpointed

TELFORD
MIDWEEK CONGRESS
Telford Hotel and Golf Resort,
Sutton Heights, Telford, Shropshire

A fully Green-pointed Tuesday to Thursday midweek congress featuring a three-session ‘all play
through’ Championship Pairs event and a one-day
Swiss Teams event . Both events will be ‘stratified’
into three categories according to the actual entry.
Entry fees and prizes especially reduced.
Entries / enquiries: EBU Competitions Department

( 01296 317 203 / 219 8 comps@ebu.co.uk
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REPORT

Excitement at Stratford
THE 2014 Schapiro Spring Foursomes
attracted its strongest-ever field: stars galore
joined bridge enthusiasts from the UK and
other parts of the world for the EBU’s
prestigious double-elimination event.
The semi-finals featured Hinden (Frances
Hinden, Graham Osborne, Jeffrey Allerton,
Jon Cooke) vs Allfrey (Alexander Allfrey,
Andrew Robson, Tony Forrester, David
Gold), and Lavazza (Maria Teresa Lavazza,
Alejandro Bianchedi, Norberto Bocchi,
Giorgio Duboin, Augustin Madala) vs
Sinclair (Anita Sinclair, Andrew McIntosh,
Sabine Auken, Roy Welland, Marion Michielsen, Zia Mahmood). Allfrey prevailed
against Hinden, even though as the only
unbeaten team the latter invoked their
privilege of playing an extra eight boards.
Lavazza, with its three Italian world champions, conceded to Sinclair (a glittering
mix of players from the UK, Germany,
Holland and the USA) after 24 boards.
In the final, the first two sets were very
close, with Sinclair building up a narrow
lead of 8 IMPs. In the third set, Sinclair put
on another 17 IMPs thanks to two big
swings to their side. This was the first of
them:

´
™
t
®

Sabine Auken declared 4™ from the
South seat and received the ®8 lead,
which had to be from shortage. She
found the excellent play of the queen
from dummy at trick one, which meant
that Alexander Allfrey had a problem. He
would like to duck this trick, in order to
retain communication to his hand if
partner were to gain the lead in trumps
but, when he did so, it meant that Auken
had the vital entry to dummy that she
needed for her contract. The two remaining clubs were quickly disposed of on the
ace and king of diamonds, and the
successful spade finesse taken, allowing a
ruff in dummy on the third round of the
suit. This left Auken with just one spade
and two trumps to lose for a huge result
for her side.

West

North

East

Zia

Forrester

Michielsen Gold

South

1™
Pass
1´1
Pass
2™
2NT
Pass
3™
Pass
Pass
3NT
All Pass
1 See explanation in previous auction.

At the other table, Tony Forrester declared
3NT from the North seat, and received a
diamond lead round into his tA-K-J. The
question was whether to play on hearts or
clubs. We can see from the diagram that
playing on hearts works well, but needs
the nine to be falling in three rounds.
Instead, Forrester chose to play on clubs,
and, playing them in normal fashion, led
to the king and lost to the jack on the way
back. From that moment he was doomed
to defeat.
In the final set, at the end of a gruelling
twelve hours of play for Allfrey, Sinclair
added 3 IMPs to win by 28 overall. Congratulations to Anita Sinclair, Andrew McIntosh, Zia Mahmood, Marion Michielsen,
Sabine Auken and Roy Welland.
r

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ Q6
™ 8
t AKJ42
® Q 10 7 3 2
843
´ K 10 7 5
N
AK9
™ 432
W
E
S
Q 10 8 5 3
t 976
85
® AJ6
´ AJ92
™ Q J 10 7 6 5
t Void
® K94

West

North

East

Robson

Welland

Allfrey

South
Auken

1™
2™
4™

1

were playing the 1´ response to 1™ as
denying five spades, and a 1NT bid as
showing at least five spades. In effect
they were swapping the 1´ and 1NT
responses around, except that the 1´
response could have up to four spades.

by Heather Dhondy

Pass
1´1
Pass
Pass
3NT
Pass
All Pass
At both tables, the North-South pairs

www.ebu.co.uk

2014 Schapiro Spring Foursomes winners, from the left: Andrew McIntosh,
Marion Michielsen, event sponsor Helen Schapiro, Anita Sinclair, Sabine Auken
and Roy Welland (Zia Mahmood not in the picture)
June 2014 English Bridge
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Stage 2 Conventions

by Neil Rosen

click
link

Splinters – Advanced Version
WHAT are splinter bids? A short answer is
that they are a devastatingly effective tool
used to describe a particular aspect of a
hand (shortage and trump support) used
to aid slam judgement.
Typically 1™ – 4®, as an example,
would show at least four-card heart
support with a singleton or void in the bid
suit, clubs in this example auction. A
useful tip at this stage is to try to avoid
making a splinter with a singleton king (if
you have a singleton king do not show it –
treat the hand as balanced). Singleton aces
are acceptable but not wonderful.
The partner of the splinter bidder then
attempts to use judgement as follows:
Positive features (leading to continuing in the exploration of a possible
slam):
a) Holding length in the suit splintered
in (good ruffing potential);
b) No wasted values in the splinter suit.
Beware of holdings such as K-Q-x,
K-J-x, Q-J-x etc. which are very poor
holdings since several High-card
Points may in fact end up having no
material value whatsoever.
Negative features:
a) Shortage in the same suit. Duplicated
shortage is often a reason to get too
high since both members of the partnership are expecting some ruffing
potential;
b) Holding wasted values in the splinter
suit (as detailed above).
Good players can use splinters in all sorts
of situations. They are a vital part of any

partnership’s armoury.
Here are a few auctions where the last
bid should be a splinter:
Opener
1™
3t

Responder
2®

2.

Opener
1™
4t

Responder
1´

3.

Opener
1™

1.

Oppo1
1´

Responder
4®

Auction 1: after a two-level response a new
suit would be construed to be forcing,
hence an unnecessary jump should be a
splinter.
Auction 2: the opener can also splinter;
it is certainly not solely the prerogative of
the responder!
Auction 3: despite intervention, an unnecessary jump is still a splinter.
As you can no doubt see, good partnerships use splinters in many situations
rather than just as a responder to an
opening bid.
The need to know whether the holding
in the suit splintered in is actually a
singleton or a void can be vital, however, in
judging slam potential.

response (though on rare occasions it can
be a very strong hand that intends to
continue with RKCB irrespective of the
response received).
After 1™:
3´
shows any singleton, at least fourcard heart support, 9-12 HCP.
3NT shows a void spade.
4® shows a void club.
4t
shows a void diamond.
After receiving the 3´ response showing
any singleton, if interested opener can
then ask with 3NT for the singleton.
So after 1™ – 3´ – 3NT:
4® shows a singleton club.
4t
shows a singleton diamond.
4™
shows a singleton spade.
Thus – nice and simple to remember – a
direct splinter at the four level shows a void.
Clearly if you have no interest in a slam
facing an unknown singleton, simply sign
off in 4™. One of the great advantages here
is that dummy’s singleton has not then
been revealed in the auction – making the
opening lead much tougher. Also, as you
are not always bidding the singleton
directly, the opponents have fewer chances
to make effective lead-directing or
sacrifice-suggesting doubles.

New Advanced Splinter Method
I propose that in direct response to 1™ or
1´ we can show specifically both singletons and voids in all the other suits.
This is, as I have already stated, a massive
advantage in deciding on slam prospects.
The range for a splinter that I prefer is
9-12 HCP, i.e. fewer than for a Jacoby

CORN CAIRDIS DEFEAT
THE EBU was defeated by the Contract Bridge Association of Ireland in this
year's Corn Cairdis (Cup of Friendship) by 299 VPs to 180. Congratulations
to CBAI. Report in our Online Extra section (page 57).

click

After 1´:
3NT shows any singleton.
4® shows a void club.
4t
shows a void diamond.
4™
shows a void heart.
After the 3NT (unspecified singleton) response, 4® then asks for the singleton.
So after 1´ – 3NT – 4®:
4t
shows a singleton diamond.
4™
shows a singleton heart.
4´
shows a singleton club.

link

Please note:
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a) These methods apply only as a direct
response to a 1™/1´ opener;
b) They apply even as a passed hand;
c) They do not apply after intervention.
Here are a couple of examples of the
system in action:

´
™
t
®

A83
AQ762
Q7
KJ5

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

West
1™
3NT
4™

K652
KJ84
KJ52
3

East
3´
4®
Pass

11 – 14 August 2014

Really Easy
Summer Congress
Hilton Metropole Hotel, Kings Road, Brighton, BN1 2FU
‘Really Easy’ events are an ideal way for bridge students and less experienced
players to sample the atmosphere of the Brighton Summer Meeting.
‘First Step’ sessions are suitable for beginners playing a basic Acol system and
run from Monday to Wednesday. ‘Next Step’ sessions are held from Tuesday to
Thursday and are for players who have been playing in a local club and want to
try out an EBU congress event.

FIRST STEP
Monday

The opener is mildly interested in a slam
facing partner’s unspecified singleton (if
facing a singleton spade, West would be
very interested indeed). The 3NT relay
asks for the singleton and the 4® bid
shows a singleton club. The opener can
now easily rule out a slam, holding
wasted club values facing a singleton
club.

´
™
t
®

AQJ872
J54
3
AK6

´
™
t
®

N
W

West
1´
?

E
S

K643
Void
KQ984
Q732

East
4™

Tuesday

Wednesday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

2.30pm
7.30pm
10.30am
7.30pm
10.00am
1.00pm

Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Lesson
Bridge

session 1
session 2
session 3 – Swiss Pairs
session 4
(topic to be arranged)
session 5

Entry fee for either event: £46 which includes the bridge sessions and the
lessons. First Step players wishing to stay on for Thursday can do so for an
additional £8.
Blue points will be awarded to the top 1/4 of the field in all events.

Enter by July 30th to ensure a place
Entries / Enquiries:
Peter ( 01296 317203 or
Dawn ( 01296 317219
or email comps@ebu.co.uk

Summary

www.ebu.co.uk

Lesson (topic to be arranged)
Bridge session 1
Lesson (topic to be arranged)
Bridge session 2
Free evening or Informal play
Bridge session 3 – Swiss Pairs

NEXT STEP

Facing a known void in hearts the opener
is now really in a position to drive to slam.
West could use Blackwood or even, on a
good day, just leap majestically to the oddson 6´ contract.

These methods are relatively simple to
learn and are tremendously effective in
improving your slam judgement. They are
also great fun.
What? You don’t already play splinters?
Well, it is high time you should! I think
that these methods should really be
adopted by partnerships already playing
splinters in some guise, however. Please
scrap Gerber, Swiss, Fruit Machine Swiss
and any other such antiquated methods in
favour of Advanced Splinters – you will
not regret it!
r

2.00pm
7.30pm
10.00am
2.30pm
7.30pm
10.30am

‘BRIDGE LICENSED BY THE EBU ’
When you see this in an advertisement in the magazine it means:
The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and received, a licence.
They may choose to give master points in accordance with EBU scales.
These master points will be accepted and added to player records.
The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and bye laws, thus affording
all players the protection of playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU.
All County events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National Bridge Organisation will not be
able to have master points credited to members’ records save for Wales, Scotland
and Northern Ireland with whom the EBU have a reciprocal agreement.

•
•
•
•
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REPORT

Foul Play in Bali
DALLAS, Texas, was the venue for the 2014
Spring Nationals. Top players around the
world competed fiercely in what must be one
of the toughest tournaments on the world
bridge calendar. But nothing that happened at
the tables could trump the interest shown by
the bridge community, and the world’s media,
in a meeting of the World Bridge Federation
(WBF) Disciplinary Commission held at the
same venue behind closed doors on 21st and
22nd March. The hearing concerned alleged
inappropriate communications by German
pair Michael Elinescu and Entscho Wladow,
known to many as ‘the Doctors’, as both are
physicians. In summary: the pair (who did not
attend the disciplinary hearing) had been part
of a six-person team that won the Seniors’
world championships in Bali (d’Orsi World
Senior Bowl) in 2013; strong evidence against
them was presented from multiple sources;
they were found ‘guilty of reprehensible
conduct as defined within the disciplinary
code of the WBF’ [1]. The relevant law is 73B.
What happened at the table?
Allegedly, via clearly audible coughing, Elinescu and Wladow communicated during the
bidding to show shortages in suits, and
during the play to suggest a lead. The WBF
emphasised that no wrongdoing was alleged
against the other four players in the team.
What was the background to the incident?
In Bali, during the final between Germany
and USA2, American players expressed their
concern over the amount of clearly audible
coughing. Their captain, Donna Compton,
acted by both informing officials and collecting evidence [2]. Video recordings were made
and officials and experts observed them. A
cypher was cracked – and so confident were
those who analysed it, that they themselves
tested the cypher to predict the signals on the
later boards.
What happened at the Dallas hearing in
March?
Evidence was presented. This included analysis of the coughs, as well as video evidence
from the table. The three-person Commission
(Georgia Heth, David Harris and Mazhar
Jaffri) was satisfied that they were sure (i.e. to
the criminal standard of proof) that Elinescu
and Wladow were guilty of a breach of the
rules, and therefore sanctioned them.
28
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What was controversial about the hearing?
The German Bridge Federation (DBV) and
the accused players were unhappy about a
number of matters: the nationalities of the
Commission members and the prosecutor,
the timing of the hearing (it coincided with a
pre-arranged DBV AGM) and the location of
the hearing (as the crow flies, Berlin to Dallas
is 5,211 miles). The Commission responded
that ‘the question of bias or prejudice raised
by the defendants was considered’. Prosecutor, Jeffrey Polisner, and Commission
member, Georgia Heth, are both Americans.
It is a matter for a Judge to decide whether or
not to recuse themselves. In the case of
Polisner, the Commission determined that as
Prosecutor there could be no bias. The Commission found no good reason that would
lead Heth to recuse herself. The other matters
are addressed too [1].
How did the doctors respond?
They reaffirmed their unhappiness with the
process. They denied all foul play, and stated
their intention to appeal. In the meantime
they published their own board-by-board
analysis of the deals [3].
What is the sanction?
Lifetime ban as a partnership from WBF
events. Ten year ban as individual players.
And they must foot the bill of the hearing.
How have the media responded?
The story first appeared on various bridge
bulletin boards. Within a day, news media
around the world had picked it up. It was
reported in all the main UK titles, as well as
on BBC Radio 4. Many of the British newspapers linked this story to that concerning
the game show ‘Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire?’ which featured a similar
coughing incident, in which Major Charles
Ingram was found to have cheated in a
similar way and was stripped of his
winnings, the £1m jackpot. The Express said
‘… The bridge world has been rocked by a
cheating scandal …’ The Sunday Telegraph’s
headline was ‘Dirty dealings: bridge world
champions caught cheating’. Robert
Mendick and Patrick Jourdain reported the
incident in detail, though it was Mendick
who penned the words ‘The game’s image
lies in tatters this morning.’ Cahil Milmo in
The Independent discussed: ‘…a judgment

by Shireen Mohandes
which demolishes the image of bridge as a
high-minded
pursuit
unsullied
by
trickery…’ but also reported the DBV’s
viewpoint and that of the doctors in more
detail than most titles. Milmo added that the
DBV had previously investigated the matter
and that they had found no evidence of
cheating.
What’s the ‘verdict’ of bridge-playing people?
Online bridge forums www.bridgewinners.
com and www.bridgebase.com have been
discussing all aspects of the matter –
unsurprisingly with quite a range of
opinions and oratory skills. In summary: the
evidence is believed by most to be compelling, but many also feel that (a) the hearing
should have been arranged in a place and
time more accessible for the German pair, and
(b) the WBF should have had no Americans
on the Commission.
What does former EBU Chairman, and
Commission member David Harris have to
say about all this, especially the controversies
surrounding the process of the hearing?
The incident took place in Bali. The WBF
HQ is in Switzerland, and the next scheduled
WBF committee meetings were arranged to
be in the USA some time ago. The people
charged had the option to attend by voice
conference or submit a written defence but
chose not to, and indeed engaged minimally.
Jurisdiction, potential bias, named defendants and standard of proof are all discussed
in the hearing write up [1].
What happened next?
Elinescu and Wladow, and the DBV, have
appealed the Dallas ruling. According to the
Disciplinary Code, the appeal will be examined in the following ninety days. In the
meantime, however, the DBV have suspended
them so, for example, they can't be picked for
a German team even if the appeal overall has
not yet been heard [3].
Where can I read more about this?
[1] The WBF report on the hearing: see www.
bridge.nl/documenten/Hearing21-22March2
014.pdf.
[2] The complaint by the USA2 captain: www.
bridge.nl/documenten/DonnaCompton.pdf.
[3] See www.bridge-verband.de (the DBV’s
r
website).
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EBU News
A CHARITY IS BORN
Jerry Cope introduces ‘EBED’, a major new initiative
HOW would you describe
your ideal game of duplicate
bridge? My words would
include sociable, mindstretching, fun, challenging.
However we would personally
describe our own enjoyment,
we all get a lot of benefit from
playing, whether that is meeting new people, visiting new
places, teamwork (when it is
not partner’s fault!), or just
exerting our brains.
So why is the game finding it
increasingly difficult to attract
younger and older players
alike? There are obvious and
natural reasons centred
around the competition for
our leisure time, often using
technology. But for a game
which has so many educational, medical and social benefits
we shouldn’t accept that as an
answer. Indeed, there are
already many brilliant examples where local initiatives,
often backed by the EBU’s
teaching aids, are turning
decline into growth. But it is
patchy and we need to do so
much more.
Sally Bugden, the previous

EBU Chair, with EBU Board
colleagues, therefore conceived
the idea of putting much more
focus behind promoting and
advancing bridge education,
with particular attention to
those in full-time education
and those who wish to keep
their minds
agile as they
get older.
That needs
money and
time, and
although the
EBU
has
always found
some money to underpin
basic programmes, more is
needed. It is both more efficient, and more probable, that
a properly recognised charity
can attract such extra money,
whether through donations,
legacies or from Charitable
Foundations or indeed perhaps even from government or
health funded programmes.
Thanks to a lot of hard work
from Andrew Petrie, the EBU’s
Treasurer, we now have that
officially recognised charity
and it is called EBED for short

(or English Bridge Education
& Development). EBED,
although granted funding and
practical support – broadly
equivalent to current spend on
education – by the EBU, is and
has to be distinct from the
EBU. To be an official charity,
it needs and
wants
to
seek to promote duplicate bridge
both inside
and outside
the EBU for
the public
benefit (although many of us
hope and expect that the vast
number of newcomers will
end up joining the EBU).
We are now starting work,
formulating our strategy and
approach both to raising
money and to programmes to
achieve our objectives, while
not losing sight of the existing
initiatives and teaching al ready going on, the support
for which is gradually being
transferred from the EBU to
EBED. We also have a Board of
Trustees, a manager (Simon

Barb) and, critically, we have a
lot of enthusiasm for what we
are trying to do.
I hope all of you reading
this article are also enthusiastic about what we are trying
to do and will support our
fund-raising initiatives, (such
as our Autumn SIMS, this
year run in favour of the
charity), or give of your time,
so we can all help to share the
benefits of our great game
more widely.
If EBED is even just a bit successful, maybe then the words
we can all use to describe
duplicate bridge would also
include growing, vibrant, and
perhaps most importantly a
‘game for everyone’.
Jerry Cope, who is also an EBU
Board Director, is the first Chair of
EBED. He or Simon Barb, EBED’s
Education and Development
Manager, would be pleased to hear
from you. Simon’s email address is
simon@ebedcio.org.uk; Jerry can be
reached at herbscope@virgin
media.com. Both can be reached by
post to EBED, Broadfields, Bicester
Road, Aylesbury HP19 8AZ.

YOUNG BRIDGE CHALLENGE WINNERS
THE team of Jack Ronayne, Dylan Dissanayake, Jonathan Clark
and Kripa Panchagnula (pictured) from Haberdashers’ Aske school
have won the Schools Cup, defending the title the school won in
2013. They beat the Loughborough Grammar School team of
Ben Norton, Sam Parry, Surendran Harendra and Ben Palmer by
15 IMPs in the final. A Loughborough Grammar School team and
a team from Manchester Grammar School were the beaten semifinalists, with LGS winning the 3rd place play-off.
The event was part of the Young Bridge Challenge, held in
Loughborough in March, which saw a number of competitions
take place. The Harry Scully Trophy was won by Harry Madden,
Bethany Madden, Gideon Harvey and Daniel Winter. The Plate
competition was won by the St Paul’s School team of Theo
Heymann, Nicholas Heymann, Meng Chen Li and Joe Benton.
The minibridge competition was won by Jack Bratley and James
Ruxton.

www.ebu.co.uk
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CALENDAR

OF EVENTS

n JUNE 2014
Pachabo Cup, Park Inn Hotel,
Nottingham (new venue)
14
Garden Cities Final, Solihull
Oxfordshire Congress
14-15
Woodstock
Northants GP Pairs, Bugbrooke
21
Berks & Bucks GP Weekend
21-22
Windsor Community Centre
21-1 Jul 52nd European Teams
Championships, Opatija, Croatia
22
Dorset GP Teams
Hamworthy Club, Dorset
22
Sussex GP Pairs, East Grinstead
Bedfordshire GP Teams, Luton
22
27-29
Riviera Congress
Riviera Centre, Torquay

EBU News

7-8

n JULY 2014
Summer Seniors Congress
Eastbourne
National Inter-County Leagues
6
Finals, West Midlands BC
EBU Blue Point Bridge Holiday
7-11
Albrighton Hall & Spa,
Shrewsbury
11-19
12th European Youth Pairs
Championships,
Burghausen, Germany
Essex/Herts GP Weekend
19-20
Wodson Park
19-20
Notts GP Weekend, Spondon
19-20
Glos/Hereford GP Weekend
Ross-on-Wye
20
Dorset GP Pairs (see June 22)
20
Manchester GP Teams
Altrincham
20
Sussex GP Teams
East Grinstead Sports Club
24-27
Scarborough Summer Festival
Scarborough Spa
28-1 Aug British Summer Sim Pairs, Clubs
4-6

n AUGUST 2014
28 Jul-1 Aug British

8-17
13-23
26-28

Summer Sim Pairs, Clubs
Brighton Summer Meeting
World Youth Championships
Istanbul, Turkey
Telford Midweek Congress
Telford Hotel & Golf Resort,
Shropshire

n SEPTEMBER 2014
1-5
5-7
6-7
8-12
8-13
12-21
13-14
20-21
21
27-28
27-28
27-28
27-28
27-28

30

EBU Blue Point Bridge Holiday
Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa,
Clayton-le-Moors, Lancashire
Isle of Man Congress
The Palace Hotel, Douglas
Crockfords Cup Finals
Park Inn Hotel, West Bromwich
(new venue)
EBU Autumn Sim Pairs, Clubs
Commonwealth Games
Radisson Blu, Glasgow
The Confiance Guernsey
Congress, St. Martins, Guernsey
Bedfordshire Congress
Milton Keynes
Premier League 1st weekend
London
Cornwall GP Teams, Liskeard
Premier League 2nd weekend
Manchester Bridge Club
Surrey GP Weekend, Guilford
Derbyshire GP Weekend,
Spondon
Essex/Herts GP Weekend,
Woodson Park
Cumbria/Westmorland GP
Weekend, Kendal
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REPRIMAND
Please note that if you don’t qualify to receive
English Bridge, you will not receive the Diary either.
See www.ebu.co.uk/documents/universalmembership/magazine-points.pdf

LAST CALL
THE closing date for entries to
the Knock-out Seniors’ Teams
of Four for the Gerard
Faulkner Salver is June 6th.

HANTS & IOW
RECOGNISED
AS A CHARITY
BRIDGE in Hampshire and
the Isle of Wight has received a
boost with the recognition of
Hampshire & Isle of Wight
Contract Bridge Association as
a charity.
By affording HIWCBA this
status the Charity Commission
recognises the social benefit of
the work HIWCBA does to
organise and promote bridge
in the county.
HIWCBA is the first county
to be afforded this status, and
joins a small number
click
of clubs (see page 44
for the latest, Oxford link
BC), and the new
charity English Bridge Education and Development, in
being recognised in this way.

WOMEN’S
TEAM
THE England Women’s Team
for the 52nd European Teams
Championships taking place
this month in Opatija, Croatia
is: Heather Dhondy – Nevena
Senior, Sally Brock – Nicola
Smith, Fiona Brown –
Catherine Draper, with Derek
Patterson as NPC and David
Burn as Coach.

LADY MILNE
RESULTS
ENGLAND finished fourth in
this year’s Lady Milne, held
over the weekend of 11th –
13th April in Gormanston.
England were represented
by Jane Moore – Gillian
Fawcett, Catherine Seale –
Anne Rosen and Christine
Jepson – Catherine Curtis,
with Derek Patterson as NPC.
Scotland claimed their 13th
victory in the competition,
winning by 21 VPs, ahead of
Ireland in second and Wales in
third.

A DISCIPLINARY hearing was
held recently, at which the
EBU Selection Committee
charged a member with
improper behaviour while
representing England at a junior international event. The
charges related firstly to excessive drinking on a specified
evening after play had ceased
for the day and secondly to
behaviour likely to cause
offence while returning from
the event in the company of
the team.
The disciplinary panel convened for the hearing considered evidence presented by the
committee and by the defendant. It ruled that the first
charge was not proven. However, it ruled that the second
charge was proven and issued
a formal reprimand to the
member.

Please help us to
help you by ensuring
your contact details,
including your email
address, are up to
date. Visit the
Members’ area at
www.ebu.co.uk
and use the
‘My Details’ tab,
or contact us on
( 01296 317200.

TOP TEN CLUBS IN ENGLAND
CONGRATULATIONS TO Richmond Bridge Club for coming top in the list of most popular clubs in England for the fourth consecutive year. The list is in order of player sessions
over the year April 1st 2013 – 31st March 2014, and the top eight clubs are the same as
last year, though two (Kenilworth and South Bucks) have swapped positions. Cheltenham
and Stratford-Upon-Avon are new entries to the top ten.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Richmond
Wimbledon
West Midlands
Kenilworth
Bristol

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

South Bucks
Welwyn Garden City
Tunbridge Wells
Cheltenham
Statford-Upon-Avon

A more extensive list can be found on the EBU website.
www.ebu.co.uk

Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful
lessons to be learned from them. See
how your efforts compare with the
experts’ bidding.

June 2014
WEST HANDS

June 2014
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Game All
Dealer West
(Thompson)
2. Game All
Dealer West
(van den Bos)
3. N/S Game
Dealer East
(Alishaw)
4. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Green)
5. Game All
Dealer South
(Drijver)
*South opens 3™
6. N/S Game
Dealer East
(H. Liu)

´
™
t
®

Q 10 8 7
KQ9643
K 10
A

1. Game All
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

4
A Q 10 7 6 5
2
AKQ63

2. Game All
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

AKJ
10 9 7 5 4 3 2
A9
A

3. N/S Game
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

AKQ
A 10 8 4
KQ62
A3

4. N/S Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

10 9 4 3
Q
KQ
A 10 9 8 7 3

5. Game All
Dealer South

´
™
t
®

J
AJ
A K Q 10 3
J 10 9 8 5

6. N/S Game
Dealer East

(Hoffman)

(van Lankveld)

(Nonnenmacher)

(Holland)

(Brink)
*South opens 3™

(P. Huang)

´
™
t
®

KJ6
A J 10 7
Q5
KJ52

´
™
t
®

K Q 10 9 6 2
K94
A3
74

´
™
t
®

10 8 6
AJ6
KJ64
K84

´
™
t
®

643
9
A974
K J 10 5 4

´
™
t
®

AK7652
A 10 5
AJ5
J

´
™
t
®

AK7
KQ874
J75
K3
click

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 36-37

link

$
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Did you beat the experts? – Pages 36-37

link

EBU SHOP OFFERS

EBU SHOP OFFERS

Chicago Scorecards
EBU0040

aBRIDGEd

ONLY £8.50
A great game to enjoy with friends
and family!

ONLY £3.75 per pack
Available in packs of 100

Bridge Quiz
Challenge

Don’t forget
that you can order online at

www.ebu.co.uk
You will need your EBU number
and password to receive
your discount.
(No discount on special offers)
The online shop is just one of the
EBU services which works best when
we have your email address. Please
add, or update, your address via the
members’ area of the website –
www.ebu.co.uk/members

104 Bridge Quiz Cards. Perfect as a gift
for bridge-playing friends.

( 01296 397851 / 317200

( 01296 397851 / 317200

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p,
but include VAT.

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p,
but include VAT.

$

Offers end 30th June 2014.

ONLY £8.99

Offers end 30th June 2014.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Send your letters to the editor,
Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road,
Reading RG1 5LR, or e-mail
elena@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to
condense letters. Publication does not
mean the EBU agrees with the views
expressed or that the
comments are factually correct.

Not a New
Record
Sorry David (‘Do not try this at
home’, April issue), but contracting for twenty-three tricks
in the same suit isn’t a new
record – unfortunately. In the
Spring Fours many years ago,
Tim Rees and I proudly
returned to our team-mates
with a +1510 on our card from
7™ on a combined 26 count,
confidently expecting a doublefigure swing. We got one.
One of our team-mates, who
wasn’t playing Texas, had
opened a natural 4®. His
partner, who was playing Texas,
alerted and converted this to
4™. Our first hero (who was
correct about their system)
very ethically left this alone,
even when doubled. Our
second hero actually managed
three tricks, getting out for
minus 2000 rather than the
minus 2900 which could have
resulted had the defence been
double dummy. So despite
making 16 tricks in all, we lost
10 IMPs for our efforts
(though we did still win the
match).
Andrew Macnair, by email

Closest
Match Ever?
HUBERT Phillips, Round 4:
After 10 boards, + 120 points
After 20 boards, + 90 points
After 30 boards, + 10 points!
Dave Robinson, Sheffield
www.ebu.co.uk

Equality and Diversity
IF the EBU is inspired by the
example of the Canadian Bridge
Federation (English Bridge, issue
252, page 54) for changing the
cards to attract younger players,
from all sectors of the community, it must surely embrace the
principles of political correctness and equality. But why stop
there? Further changes could be
made to widen the appeal of the
game to other groups.
The King should be replaced
by the Elvis – he is everyone’s
king. In the year we celebrate gay
marriage, the Queen could
become the Sir Elton. UKIP is
attractive to many different
groups and its leader is very
much the ‘jack the lad’ of
politics, so why not make the
Jack the ‘Nige’ or the ‘Farage’?
The colours of the four suits
are not very PC or trendy. Red is
bold and aggressive and black
has long had racial overtones.
Pink and green would be more
in keeping with modern trends.
Pink to broaden the appeal to
the gay community, and green
to include the environmentalists. Furthermore, the two

(current) black suits could then
be referred to as ‘Buckets’ for
spades, ‘Balloons’ for clubs.
Then other terms used in the
game should be considered. For
example, nobody likes to be
called a ‘Dummy’. How about
‘Coalition Partner’ to indicate
equal but powerless – or simply
‘Clegg’ for short?
Finally, to overcome the damaging element of competition,
we suggest no winners or losers
merely ‘participants’ who could
be graded by their peers according to their willingness to make
the tea, provide biscuits and
general helpfulness / sociability.
No doubt other members of
the EBU will be inspired to
create other more apt terminology in keeping with its new
ethos of ‘Political correctness,
equality and diversity.’
David Drinkwater,
Chairman, Stafford BC,
on behalf of an inspired
pair of club supporters

Correction

Coughing

WITH reference to David
Richardson’s letter on page 33
of the April issue, I think that
he may be interested to know
that the use of a 3NT opening
to show a solid suit with no
more than a queen outside is
hardly a modern innovation.
In his seminal work The
Theory of Bidding (1957) Norman Squire set out three possible options for a 3NT opening,
one of which was a solid minor
with little or nothing outside,
and recommended that the
partnership should decide
which one it preferred.
In Bridge for Tournament
Players (1968), Terence Reese
and Albert Dormer referred to
an Acol 3NT opening as containing, presumptively, no outside strength.
Richard Fleet, by email

I GOT this email on Tuesday
morning from a club member:
‘I would have come to play
bridge this afternoon but as I
have a cough, and in view of
the German bridge scandal,
I would be very concerned that
a cough or two would draw the
attention of the Director!
Enough pressure already.’
So at the club’s afternoon
session I announced: ‘Could I
request there be no coughing
during the bidding!’ This got
quite a laugh, so most of the
players had heard about it.
I learned about it from the
EBU website, which is great for
keeping abreast of news items
about bridge.
Ian Dalziel, Troon

In case you’re wondering, this year’s
April Fool was provided by Peter
Stockdale.

A report on the German bridge
scandal is on page 28.

Looking the
Part
ON page 15 of the April issue
of English Bridge you publish a
photo of the winners of the
Camrose Trophy. I always
thought that as well as playing
the part you also looked the
part, particularly when representing your country. In that
respect the photo is a terrible
advert for an international
team. The captain is in jeans,
which I always thought you
wore when changing the oil or
laying a few bricks. Another of
the team is also in jeans and
showing off his vest.
Our top sporting teams
cricket, football etc. are always
well turned out even if they do
not win!
Les Hood, Longton
A similar letter also came from
Frank Ellis, Aldbrough.
Andy Bowles, Chairman of the
Selection Committee, replies: At
most international bridge events,
the winners’ photograph is usually
taken at the prize-giving, some
time after the end of the event,
when the players have had a
chance to change. On this
occasion some of the team had to
leave straight away, so the photograph was taken immediately after
the end of play. Hence the readers
of English Bridge have been treated
to a candid picture of our national
team in their playing clothes.
Top-level bridge can be demanding, and the players play at their
best if they are dressed in a way
that they find comfortable. For
many people, jeans are what you
wear when you play bridge, so we
would be reluctant to impose
restrictions on the players’ choice
of legwear.
Continuing Mr Hood’s analogy,
one wouldn’t expect a winning
football team to look particularly
smart at the end of a match.
Bridge teams are not very different. After two and a half days of
hard work at the table, it’s not
surprising that some of them
looked a little crumpled.
r
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Bridge in Literature

by Dave Simmons

Moonraker
ASK any red-blooded male bridge player of
the baby-boom generation what got them
interested in bridge and I’d stake my
mortgage that one particular answer would
crop up again and again – James Bond.
I first read the Bond books as an
impressionable teenager in the sixties –
the entire series were bestsellers by then as
the Bond film franchise started gathering
momentum – and scenes and phrases
from Fleming’s books have remained in
my memory ever since. In particular, there
is an iconic bridge scene in the third of Ian
Fleming’s James Bond books, Moonraker,
first published in 1955.
The book opens with M reluctantly
enrolling Bond in an attempt to unmask a
card cheat at his exclusive gentlemen’s
club, Blades. What makes the whole thing
especially delicate is that the presumed
cheat is Sir Hugo Drax, a wealthy
industrialist, who is bankrolling Britain’s
entry into the space race. Yes, really!
Bond accompanies M to an evening’s
bridge at Blades and almost immediately
spots how Drax is cheating. Bond decides
to give Drax a taste of his own medicine by
substituting a doctored pack at an opportune moment on his own deal and Drax,
sitting West, is dealt a rock-crusher of a
hand − a massive 31 points. Bond blithely
opens 7® as North, feigning drunkenness
as a cover for the scam. Not too difficult
after a pre-bridge cocktail of champagne
and benzedrine − stirred, not shaken, on
this occasion.
The trick deal used by Fleming was
based almost card for card on a hand wellSTOP PRESS
THE Teltscher Trophy, previously known as
‘the Senior Camrose’, has been won by
Ireland. They won the event in Belfast by 2
VPs, picking up enough points against Great
Britain (which included two 91-years-old
legends of the game, Tony Priday and
Bernard Teltscher) in the final match to finish
narrowly ahead of their opponents.
England were third. See Simon Cochemé’s
online blog for highlights of the event.

www.ebu.co.uk

known from the days of whist, the Duke of
Cumberland’s Hand. Here it is pretty
much as it appears in the book:

´
™
t
®

Dealer North.
Contract: 7® by North, redoubled.
´ Void
™ Void
t Q8765432
® A Q 10 8 4
AKQJ
´ 65432
N
AKQJ
™ 10 9 8 7 2
W
E
AK
t J 10 9
S
KJ9
® Void
´ 10 9 8 7
™ 6543
t Void
® 76532

Drax’s partner, Meyer, leads his jack of
diamonds with rightful trepidation against
Bond’s grand slam − which by then has
inevitably been doubled by Drax and redoubled by Bond. But the lead is immaterial. Bond ruffs out Drax’s diamonds in
between finessing trumps and is soon
claiming the remainder, inflicting upon
the villain a lesson in cheating that he
won’t forget in a hurry. Drax writes him a
cheque for his winnings and stalks off
issuing a thinly veiled threat that Bond
should spend the money quickly.
This whole episode was cleverly designed
to highlight the megalomaniac nature of
Bond’s latest adversary. But perhaps more
interestingly for the readership of this
magazine, it also says a lot about the way
bridge was played and perceived at the
time.
In those days, the term bridge was
synonymous with rubber bridge, which
was usually played for small stakes − a
penny a hundred in my schooldays − and
for much larger stakes at clubs such as
Blades (loosely based on the Portland
Club and Boodles). Drax plays for the
innocuous-sounding stakes of ‘One and

One’, which M helpfully translates for
Bond as £10 per hundred and £100 on the
rubber, say £200 for an average rubber.
Bond agrees to play for Five and Five
against Drax, and reflects that four bad
rubbers would cost him double his
income for the year, so by my reckoning
Bond must have been on £2,000 a year as
007. And for the final climactic deal the
stakes are trebled and side bets per trick
added, to spice it up a bit. High stakes by
anyone’s standards.
More to the point, Fleming felt no need to
explain the terminology or mechanics of
the game itself. We are assumed to be
familiar with both, which was certainly the
case for readers of the time. It’s easy to
forget just how popular bridge once was. If
the book were to be updated for today’s
reading public, the card game would almost
inevitably be poker rather than bridge – and
the book a lot the poorer for that.
To my mind the Bond books stand up
well, both as period pieces capturing the
aspirations and concerns of post-war
Britain, and also as harmless wishfulfilment. Remember, the first Bond book
was published in 1953, in those early postwar years when foreign travel was still very
much a preserve of the rich and food
rationing in Britain had yet to end.
James Bond’s lifestyle has taken a bit of
a hammering in these more politicallycorrect times – first the womanising, then
the smoking and now the drinking. In a
report recently published in the British
Medical Journal, it emerged that a pair of
dedicated researchers had ploughed
through all fourteen of Fleming’s Bond
books keeping a tally of his drinking. They
came to the conclusion that his average
consumption of alcohol over the entire
period was 92 units a week, more than
four times the recommended amount for
an adult male.
But don’t let that put you off. Give the
Bond books a try, you may be pleasantly
r
surprised.
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Bidding Quiz

by David Bird

click
link

Beat Today’s Experts
Answers to Problems on Page 31
1. Game All. Dealer West.
´
™
t
®

Q 10 8 7
KQ9643
K 10
A

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

West
Thompson
1™
4™
5´

KJ6
A J 10 7
Q5
KJ52

East
Hoffman
2NT
4NT
6™

THE deal comes from the semi-final of the
Australian Summer Nationals women’s champi-

2. Game All. Dealer West.
´
™
t
®

4
A Q 10 7 6 5
2
AKQ63

´
™
t
®

N
W

West
van den Bos
1™
3®
4™
5™

E
S

K Q 10 9 6 2
K94
A3
74

East
van Lankveld
1´
3™
4´
6™

3. N/S Game. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

AKJ
10 9 7 5 4 3 2
A9
A
West
Alishaw
1t
2t
3™
4NT
6™

36

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

10 8 6
AJ6
KJ64
K84

East
Nonnenmacher
1®
1™
2™
4™
5®
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onship. East’s response appears to be the familiar Jacoby 2NT, usually played as a game-forcing
raise with at least four-card trump support.
No, according to their convention card, EastWest treat it as a 10-12 limit bid or better. Jenny
Thompson had enough to accept a game-try.
Julia Hoffman, East, who had used the response
with plenty to spare, now sensed the possibility
of a slam. She bid RKCB and the 5´ response
(two key cards and the trump queen) carried
the partnership too high. The slam went one
down for a 13-IMP loss. What do you make of
that?
It is essential to have a response to launch
hands with a major-suit fit and slam possibilities. Much of the world uses the Jacoby 2NT,
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usually with the opener rebidding 3® (or game
in the major) on all minimum hands. This is far
better than the method in use here. Secondly, the
East hand was not suitable for RKCB. One risk
was that the partnership might not hold a diamond control. OK, that was a small chance. A
much bigger risk was that a 5´ response would
be disastrous.
The same deals were played in the Seniors’
semi-finals, with Lavings and Krochmalik also
reaching 6™ and losing 13 IMPs. There are 101
ways to lose IMPs without doing very much
wrong. It’s a shame to add to them by bidding a
slam off two cashable aces!
n Awards: 5™/4™ (10), 3NT (4), 6™ (1).

This deal comes from a semi-final of the 2014
Slava Cup in Moscow. What should Berend
van den Bos rebid after 1™ – 1´?
West will have a play for game if partner has
as little as the ™J. He is therefore entitled to
make the game-forcing rebid of 3®. This rare
type of rebid is over-used by inexperienced
players, some of whom think it appropriate
whenever they hold 17 or 18 points. East gives
preference to hearts. Should West bid Roman
Key-card Blackwood (RKCB) now?
No, because he has already shown a great
hand. If partner happens to hold true heart
support and two key cards, he will surely
advance himself. If not, you may go down at

the five-level.
Joris van Lankveld’s 4´ is ‘Kickback RKCB’.
This convention uses the bid one level above
four of the trump suit to ask for key cards.
West’s 5™ shows two key cards and the trump
queen (the equivalent of 5´ over a normal
4NT). Note that this method would have rescued Julia Hoffman on Hand 1. How would
you play the slam when North leads the t7?
Van den Bos won with the ace, crossed to the
™A and led a spade. North rose with the ´A
and declarer now had two discards for his club
losers.

England won the 2014 Junior Camrose Trophy.
Scotland’s hopes of overtaking them on the
final round were extinguished by this fine
slam auction from England’s Michael Alishaw
and Toby Nonnenmacher.
Many players use transfer responses to 1®
nowadays. This works so well that those
favouring the strong 1NT are persuaded to
open 1® on all 12-14 balanced hands.
Alishaw’s 1t response duly showed hearts, the
1™ rebid indicating a weak 1NT type with 2 or
3 hearts. The 2t continuation was a gameforcing checkback and 2™ showed three
hearts. West’s 3™ set the trump suit and
Nonnenmacher’s sign-off was well justified on
his 4-3-3-3 shape.

Alishaw still liked the slam chances and he
headed for 6™ via a 1430 RKCB sequence. In a
7-3 trump fit, there was no need to check for
the trump queen.
Nonnenmacher won the ®Q lead in dummy
and ran the ™10, a safety play against ™K-Q-8
with North. He discarded the ´J on the ®K
subsequently, claiming a slam which Scotland
failed to bid.
Congratulations on their fine win to the
England team, also including Shivam Shah –
Tom Paske and Simon Spencer – Kyle Lam
(non-playing captain, Tom Townsend).

n Awards: 6™ (10), games (5), 6NT (4).

n Awards: 6NT (10), 6™ (9), games (5).
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4. N/S Game. Dealer West.
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AKQ
A 10 8 4
KQ62
A3

J 10 9 8
K52
10 8
Q987
E
S

´
™
t
®

West
Green
2NT
4t
4NT
5NT
7t

´
™
t
®

N
W

643
9
A974
K J 10 5 4

752
QJ763
J53
62

North
Allerton
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Holland
3´
4™
5®
6®

South
Jagger
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

5. Game All. Dealer South.
´
™
t
®

10 9 4 3
Q
KQ
A 10 9 8 7 3

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

West
Drijver

North
Osborne

East
Brink

Pass
4®
5®
6t
7´

Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass

3´
4NT
5NT
6™

AK7652
A 10 5
AJ5
J
South
Hinden
3™
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

6. N/S Game. Dealer East.
´
™
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®

J
AJ
A K Q 10 3
J 10 9 8 5
West
H. Liu
3´
4NT
6™

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

AK7
KQ874
J75
K3

East
P. Huang
1NT
4™
5´

We end with an instructive deal from this
year’s Chinese Taipei Open Trials. Patrick
Huang opens with a strong 1NT and his partner’s 3´ shows spade shortage. This is quite a
popular method, played by Tony Forrester
(among others).
When Huang rebids 4™ West reads him for
a 5-card suit, since West would have started
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England (East-West) face the EBU on the first
weekend of the 2014 Camrose. John Holland
uses minor-suit Stayman, to find a diamond
fit. He cue-bids his heart control and shows
one key-card in response to Ben Green’s 4NT.
What should he do when partner asks for
kings?
It may seem obvious to respond 6® (showing the ®K). This is what Holland did, after
some thought, and his partner then leapt to
7t. Green won the ´J lead and drew trumps
in three rounds, aiming to take just one heart
ruff and eventually add four club tricks. After
playing the ®A-K, he led the ®J and was one
down when South discarded.
There was reasonable play for the grand
slam but not enough to justify bidding it,
particularly as the opposing East-West might
play at the game level. This is exactly what
happened, with Paul Fegarty (East) raising

2NT to 3NT.
Holland had made a fine decision to look for
a minor-suit fit. With only 8 points facing his
partner’s 20-22, it seems to me that he should
have denied a side-suit king and settled for a
small slam. He would then reap the benefit
from his earlier good judgement..

The England team captained by Frances
Hinden (Graham Osborne, Alex Hydes, Mike
Bell) did brilliantly to reach the final of the
prestigious NEC Cup in Yokohama City. There
they ran into a Russia/Netherlands team, who
produced some glittering bridge to win by a
big margin.
On this board both Souths ventured a vulnerable 3™ on ´8 ™KJ87432 t10976 ® 5.
Sjoert Brink protected with 3´ and Bas
Drijver responded 4®. Since he had not bid
over 3™, this bid agreed spades as trumps.
Brink liked his hand and bid RKCB, hearing
of one key-card. Mere humans would now
have been happy to bid 6´. No, Graham
Osborne’s lead-directing double had shown

useful clubs sitting over West’s ®A. Brink
could therefore place West with good values in
the red suits. He continued with 5NT, asking
for kings and partner showed the tK. Brink
persisted with 6™, suggesting a grand slam. He
knew there were only three hearts in the West
and North hands; with West holding length in
both black suits, the odds were great that he
held a singleton heart!
Drijver, who did indeed hold a singleton
heart, accepted the grand-slam try, ending a
truly excellent sequence. At the other table the
bidding was 3™ – Pass – 4® – 4´, for a 17-IMP
swing.

with Stayman if he held four hearts. He bids
RKCB and hears of two key cards, plus the
queen of trumps. The resultant 6™ proved to
be an easy make.
At the other table the bidding was 1NT – 2´
(minor-suit Stayman) – 2NT – 3´ – 3NT – 4t
– 4´ – 5™ – 6® – 6t. A spade was led and the
4-1 trump break meant that declarer had to
play for the ®A to be onside (or overtake in
hearts, hoping for a 3-3 break). Neither chance
was destined to succeed and he went one
down.
As is often the case when you have plenty of
points, 6NT was the best spot.
n Awards: 6NT (10), 6™ (9), 6t (6), games
(4).

´ ™t®
Our experts score 46/60, once again giving
you some chance to match them. Let’s search
for some bidding tips.

n Awards: 6t (10), 7t (7), 6NT (6), games/
7NT (4).

n Awards: 7´ (10), 6´ (7), games (3).

Tips to remember
not use RKCB when a response
• Do
inadequate for a slam may carry
you past five of your suit.
A jump shift by the opener (1™ –
• 1´
– 3®) is game-forcing. Do not
use it just because you hold 18
points, unless game is a clear
prospect.
You need enormous odds in your
• favour
to bid a grand slam when the
opponents may stop in game.
are entitled to refuse to show a
• You
side-suit king when your hand is
relatively weak overall and you do
not fancy slam prospects.
you have plenty of points bet• When
ween the hands, it is often right to
bid 6NT rather than six of a suit. r
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From the Archives

by Peter Stockdale
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(Un)Common Conventions
Peter continues to delve into our web archive. Read this article online to follow the links to the relevant past issues of the EBU magazine.
BIDDING styles, theories and conventions
are constantly evolving. Much of what is
commonplace now was, at one time,
unusual. Looking through the issues of
Contract Bridge Journal from the 1940s it
is strange to see some of the systems,
conventions, and features of bidding
which we take for granted being eagerly
introduced for the first time, or being
disdainfully dismissed as a fad.
A convention which is introduced to
readers in an article in 1946, is the
Conventional One Round Forcing Bid of
Two Clubs. I am sure you all know it, and
use it. Your partner opens 1NT, and
holding both majors you of course use
CORFBOTC to find out if you have a fit.
Disappointingly for lovers of hard-topronounce acronyms, this is now known
as ‘Stayman’, and is almost ubiquitous. In
1946, however, four pages were devoted to
explaining the rationale behind adding
‘yet another convention’ and explaining
how it should be used. When this is
possibly the first ‘convention’ taught to
students of the game, it seems strange that
this would be a new tool which would
need to be taught to players at an international level.
Blackwood, whether ‘standard’ or
‘Roman Key-card’, is played by the
majority of modern partnerships. In the
1940s, however, it was relatively new, and
certainly not well accepted. One author
wrote the following appraisal of the convention:

surely warrant some points. ‘Fourth suit
forcing’ was not in common usage in
1947, however, and certainly not
sufficiently common to be considered a
viable answer in the quiz, hence the score
which was given.
In fact, ‘bidding the fourth suit’ was first
introduced to readers two issues later, and
even then it was made to sound incredibly
daunting, particularly with the accompanying metaphor:
He added the observation that:
‘The facts may well be . . . quite insufficient
for the making of any intelligent decision;
the junior partner, now reduced to
serfdom, may hold a void suit, two
singletons, phenomenal suit distribution
or what not, of which his lord and master
is necessarily ignorant. But all this is of no
consequence; orders must be obeyed. [The
partner] has no greater powers of
independent volition than the salivating
dogs in Pavlov's famous experiments on
conditioned thought.
So it’s safe to say he wasn’t a fan. Of course
Blackwood is not without its flaws, and
certainly has critics, but it has come a long
way – from being something so vigorously
scorned in the EBU’s magazine to being
used by the vast majority of players.
My final example comes from a quiz in
the November 1947 issue. You sit South
and hold:
´ K 5 ™ Q 10 t K 8 7 ® K Q 9 7 6 4

‘You will submit to me a skeleton report on
your holdings of Aces and Kings, no more
and no less. On the basis of this information, I will then determine the policy to
be pursued. In no circumstances will you
question the wisdom of my final decision or
act on your own. I am the boss here.’
He provided this little picture to illustrate
his point:
38
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North
1´
2t

South
2®
?

What do you bid?
If you chose 2™, you would have scored
0 out of 10. It may not be every modern
player’s choice, but if not the highest
scoring answer in a 2014 quiz it would

‘This bid of the fourth suit is a very
delicate and dangerous weapon. It bears a
label "Not for beginners." If your small
boy wants to cut his nails he can use the
old scissors. Your best cut-throat razor
might make a better job of it, but might
also do terrible damage. The increased
efficiency is not worth the risk entailed. So
give him the scissors. The same applies
here.’
Move forward sixty years and it is used
by relative beginners, and experts alike.
The example conventions given above
were all, by definition, new and unusual at
the time they were introduced. They have
since gone on to become commonplace in
modern bidding. Similarly in sixty years
we will probably be using conventions
that, at present, do not exist. So when
someone at your club tells you they have
invented a new convention, do not dismiss
it immediately, even if it sounds ridiculous. Consider your counterparts from the
1940s and wonder instead if it may be the
convention that will be played by everyone
r
in 2070.
Past issues of Contract Bridge Journal
(as the EBU magazine was called at
one time) are available on the website and make great reading. Visit:
www.ebu.co.uk/englishbridge
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The Junior Page

by Kyle Lam
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Juniors Keep up Winning Streak
ENGLAND sent two teams to Belfast last
February to defend their titles in both the
Peggy Bayer Trophy and the Junior Camrose Trophy. These are the U20 and U25
Home Internationals competitions fought
out between England, Scotland, Northern
Ireland and Republic of Ireland with the
event taking a triple round-robin format.
Both teams fancied their chances with the
U25s off the back of a Channel Trophy
victory and the U20s keen to secure their
first victory of this cycle.
Unfortunately, things didn’t get off to the
best of starts with both teams losing their
first match to the Republic of Ireland: the
U20s by 2 IMPs and the U25s heavily by 49
IMPs. This first loss, however, was the wake
up call that the U20s required. After a
rallying speech from NPC Michael Byrne,
they secured 39 VPs out of a possible 40 in
their following two matches against N.
Ireland and Scotland to lead after the first
round robin. Matters were a lot closer in
the U25 matches. Despite winning the
following two matches they were still 16
VPs adrift of the leaders, the Republic of
Ireland. What could both sides do?
The U20s delivered a clinical performance winning the five out of their next
six matches and won by nearly 37 VPs from
second-placed Scotland. The debut pairing of Nick Dean and Sam Behrens
impressed me on the following board:

´
™
t
®

West

East
1´
2t
2NT
4®2
5®4
6NT

2®1
2´
3´
4NT3
6´
1 Natural, game-forcing
2 1st or 2nd-round club control
3 Roman Key-card Blackwood, 1430
4 One or four key cards

Nick Dean, as East, judged excellently to bid
6NT. In fact, they were the only pair from
both competitions, U20 and U25, to reach
this spot. Note that if spades are 4-1 or 5-0,
then 6NT has additional chances to 6´.
Declarer can make twelve tricks if clubs are
3-3 or, if the ace of diamonds is cashed, then
an opponent will be squeezed if he holds
four spades and four clubs or four spades
and four hearts. The opponents in the other
room were only in game and the 13-IMPs
gain was instrumental to England’s
19.44 VP – 0.56 VP victory in this round.

The England Under-25s team
www.ebu.co.uk

E/W Game. Dealer East.
KQ5
´ A9643
N
AQ62
™ K3
W
E
4
t KQ87
S
AQ764
® K3

In the U25 competition, things were a lot
tenser. England lost again to the Republic of
Ireland, leaving them in third place. They
fought back hard and won the next four
matches leaving them on 111.5 VPs with
second-placed Scotland on 101.24 VPs.
England played Scotland in the last match
and needed 5 VPs – could they manage?
England trailed early on having lost some
early swings but solid bridge led them to a
6-IMP victory and it would have to be
second place for the Scots again this year.
The Junior Camrose is a great competition played in good spirit and this year lived
up to this expectation. The closing banquet
was a fitting end to a weekend of excellent
hospitality, and our hats go off to the organisers (though those who had hoped for the
return of the disco were left disappointed).
Congratulations to the U20 team of Ben
Norton – Freddie Illingworth, Nick Dean –
Sam Behrens and Rhys Munden – Stephen
Kennedy, NPC Michael Byrne, and the U25
team of Shivam Shah – Tom Paske, Kyle
Lam – Simon Spencer, Michael Alishaw –
Toby Nonnenmacher, NPC Tom Townsend.
Special mention must be made of Stephen
Kennedy and Sam Behrens on winning
their first cap. We can only hope they keep
up their 100% success rate.
The Juniors next head off to the White
House Junior Internationals in Amsterdam.
r
Will the winning streak continue?

The England Under-20s team (missing Freddie and Ben)
June 2014 English Bridge
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The Magic of Bridge

by Andrew Kambites
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Endplays
THE deal in Layout A was reputedly
played at rubber bridge. Whatever its
origins does not diminish its beauty.

´
™
t
®

Layout A
N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ K8642
™ 43
t K43
® A95
3
´ 75
K Q J 10 9 8 7 6 5
™ Void
N
98
t Q J 10 7 6
W
E
S
10
® KQJ832
´ A Q J 10 9
™ A2
t A52
® 764

West

North

East

4™

4´

End

South
1´

West leads the ™K and East ruffs! Can you
give yourself any realistic chance?
No doubt you are looking for a minorsuit squeeze against East, but with duplication of minor-suit shape it is impossible to
rectify the count. The heart ruff is most unfortunate: if you could have won your ™A at
trick one, you might have been able to draw
trumps, cash tA-K and ®A, and use your
™2 to endplay West, but paradoxically that
might give you a glimmer of hope. The winning play is as unexpected as it is elegant.
You must jettison your ™A under East’s
trump! Now you can revert to your original
plan, but you are not going to let West off
the hook with just one ruff-and-discard.
East switches to the ®K at trick two. Take
your ®A, draw the remaining trumps, cash
the tA-K and exit with the ™2. West wins
and can only continue hearts. Declarer discards a diamond from dummy and a club
from his hand, leaving West on lead. West
reluctantly plays another heart: this time
declarer takes the ruff and discard, throwing
40
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a second club from hand and ruffing in
dummy.
For this to work declarer had to hope
that West held a singleton club and at
most two diamonds. Bearing in mind that
after the opening lead West was known to
have nine hearts, this was a real possibility.
Chess players would recognise this as a
true gambit, sacrificing one trick (the ™A)
in return for getting two back. West is left
bemoaning the fact that his hearts were
too good! If he had held the ™2 instead of
the ™5 he could have allowed you to win
the second heart trick . . .

HHHHH
Once you realise the possibility of an endplay on Layout B, the technique isn’t difficult. However, most players would just
take the doomed spade finesse and never
realise they had missed a once in a lifetime
opportunity:

club, took dummy’s tK and led the t4.
Thankfully, he paused before ruffing. East
had started with one heart. He had
discarded on the third round of clubs and
now didn’t follow to the t4. He must have
started with all eight missing spades,
leaving West with a 0-1-6-6 shape. The
spade finesse was doomed but he now
didn’t need it. Instead of ruffing the t4
declarer discarded a spade. West won but
could only give a ruff-and-discard, allowing
declarer to get rid of his other spade.
It is said that when a bystander asked
declarer whether he had seen this possibility
at trick one, or whether he was just carrying
out a reflex elimination before playing
spades, he pleaded the fifth amendment.
However, he must be given credit for counting the hand and being alert to the opportunity when it presented itself.

HHHHH
An endplay is clearly the only chance in
Layout C, but the timing is crucial:

´
™
t
®

Layout B
N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ K32
™ QJ984
t AK4
® A5
Void
´ A Q 10 9 8 7 5 4
N
W
E
S
5
™ 2
Q J 10 8 7 2
t 93
Q J 10 9 7 4
® 32
´ J6
™ A K 10 7 6 3
t 65
® K86

West

1

North

East

´
™
t
®

Layout C
N/S Game. Dealer
´ 9862
™ AKQ42
t Q2
® 72
Q J 10
J 10 9
N
W
E
S
K J 10 9
K J 10
´ AK753
™ 5
t A765
® AQ6

West.

´
™
t
®

4
8763
843
98543

South
1™

4NT1
6™
All Pass
Showing the minor suits

West led the tQ. Declarer won trick one
with dummy’s tA and drew trumps in one
round. He then cashed the ®A-K, ruffed a

West
1NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
Pass
Pass
3™
5´

East
Pass
2®
Pass
Pass

South
Dble
Pass
3´
6´
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West leads the ´Q. Declarer wins the ´A
and cashes the ´K but East discards a club.
What now?
You can forget the club finesse: West’s
1NT opening (12-14) shows he has both
minor-suit kings. Provided hearts break
4-3, you can establish a heart winner by
ruffing. This gives you three discards but
clearly won’t enable you to dispose of all
your minor-suit losers. You can certainly
use the ´Q to endplay West but the timing
is crucial.
Declarer cashed the ™A-K (discarding a
diamond) and ruffed a heart. Now he
exited with a spade, leaving West on lead
in Layout D:

Top Table Sarah Teshome
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Layout D
´ 9
™ Q4
t Q2
® 72
´
™
t
®

—
—
K J 10 9
K J 10
´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

—
8
843
985

7
—
A76
AQ6

West tried the ®J. Declarer took the ®Q,
cashed the ®A, ruffed a club and discarded the two remaining diamond losers
on dummy’s ™Q-4.
The endplay here is simple enough but
declarer must realise that he can only
succeed if West has exactly three hearts. If
declarer wrongly tries to cater for West
having four hearts by cashing the ™A-K-Q
before ruffing a heart, what can declarer
discard on the third high heart? He is left
with just a doubleton in one of the minor
suits, but then West can escape by exiting
in that suit, leaving two losers in the other
minor suit and just one heart winner in
dummy.
r

OVERSEAS SUCCESS
ENGLISH teams took the top two places
at the 2014 Pakistan Day International
Bridge Championship. Jason and Justin
Hackett, Mike Bell and Alex Hydes won
convincingly, going through the competition unbeaten. Sandra Penfold,
Brian Senior, Tom Paske and Ed Jones
claimed second place. Penfold and Senior
also finished second in the pairs event
which preceded the teams competition.

www.ebu.co.uk

SARAH TESHOME is one of England’s most
successful players, and has represented the
country several times in women’s international events. Over the years, she has amassed
an impressive six wins in the Lady Milne, and
has added medals in women’s and mixed teams
and pairs at European level to the silverware
gained in county and national open and
women’s events.

When did you start playing bridge?
At university, courtesy of one of my housemates, Annabel Murday. We played at the university club, then graduated to the bridge club
in the city. When Annabel took a year out, I
started playing with Daron Acemoglu, who’s
now a seriously eminent professor at Harvard.
With team-mates Heather Dunstan (now
Dhondy) and Harry Anoyrkatis we won the
Portland Bowl.
How often do you play?
There isn’t a pattern. Life is tremendously
busy so I fit in games when I can. I hardly ever
get to play at the club, because of work commitments and I tend to or ganise to play in
events, mainly now domestically.
Do you always play with the same people?
There’s a lot to be said for always playing in the
same team, but things can get stale, and you
need to mix things up a bit to get different
inputs and start different trains of thought. I
play with various partners and team-mates in
different events.
I always respond to enthusiasm and positivity in other people. I also respond well to courtesy – both to me and to the opponents. At the
same time, though, I do want my mistakes
noticed. I definitely cannot play in a team
where bad bridge is not understood. If I’ve
made a mistake, I prefer to have a discussion
about it. It’s because I’ve not seen something
that I’ve made that mistake and I don’t want to
repeat it.
What do you do for a living?
I’m a chartered accountant and I work for one
of the big four accountancy firms, heading up
the Transfer Pricing team in the North. It’s a
fascinating job, full of different challenges every
day. I’m lucky to enjoy my work.
What are your favourite bridge books?
My desert island bridge book would have to be
Bridge with the Blue Team. I like The Expert
Game by Terence Reese (which was revelatory

in the way that the Forquet book is not, but it
all depends on what stage you are at when you
read it), and enjoy Victor Mollo and S.J. Simon.
What are your hobbies?
I enjoy spending time with my immediate and
extended family. The children are teenagers
now and they are always finding new stuff for
us to read or watch or go see. We had a Breaking Bad TV marathon! I read a terrific amount,
which is either the cause or the effect of an
English degree. I also enjoy the theatre and
walking my pooches. Attendance at the gym is
more honoured in the breach than the observance. My very favourite thing to do is go out
to dinner with old friends. I’m skipping off to
Paris on Tuesday to do just that!
What do you like and what would you
change in bridge?
What I like about bridge is the huge range of
people from different walks of life, and different stages of life. Tomorrow, one of my partners (Hubert Phillips) is old enough to be my
father and on Sunday my partner is young
enough to be my son. I also like the camaraderie that can/should come in a good team.
There are some things that could be improved upon in terms of tournament organisation
and I never understand in bridge why the referee’s decision isn’t final. Appeal committees
promulgate adversarial behaviour and don’t
tend to add much in terms of accuracy in interpreting the laws. But not much else, to be fair.
What’s the bridge success (so far) closest to
your heart?
You're only ever as good as your last result, and
in any case I take more joy from playing a hand
well than by coming top in an event.
Danny, my son, has just started to learn
bridge. He is prone to drawing trumps immediately, then counting his tricks and then
going ‘oopsy’ when he realises he is at least a
trick short. He’s just won the Harry Scully. I
am more pleased and proud of that then I am
about anything else.
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Around & About
TWENTY SUCCESSFUL YEARS
AT SOUTH BUCKS BC
IN April, the South Bucks Bridge Centre – based in Burnham’s
historic Tudor Barn – celebrated twenty years of providing
uniquely comfortable and attractive surroundings for playing
bridge. The Centre (SBBC) was created and developed by bridge
enthusiast Laurie Champniss, who spent several years looking for
suitable premises to convert into a full-time, dedicated bridge
centre. He finally realised his vision in 1994 when the Centre was
officially opened by the chairman of the English Bridge Union.
The Centre offers duplicate bridge sessions every weekday (with
morning, afternoon and evening sessions catering for all ability
levels), as well as courses and seminars tailored for everyone from
complete beginners to advanced players. To celebrate its twentieth
birthday, the Centre offered members special prizes, birthday cake,
and the chance to play at 1994 prices at all sessions in the first week
of April. It also held its first-ever Blue-pointed Swiss Pairs on 13th
April, which was won by Kevin Elstow and Paula Hopkinson.

EVERYONE’S A WINNER
IN NORTH NORFOLK

Fun and (bridge) games in Aylsham, North Norfolk
AYLSHAM & North Walsham Bridge Circle held a bridge charity
event at Aylsham Lodge Hotel, Norwich, Norfolk in February
raising £700 for the Aylsham Community Defibrillator Fund. A fun
afternoon was had by everybody, with prizes for both winners and
losers. An excellent afternoon tea was provided by the proprietors
of the hotel, and there was a magnificent raffle with prizes donated
by club members, local supermarkets, the EBU and Mr Bridge
which raised over £200.
(David Melville)

CELEBRATING AT HOME

Laurie Champniss at the Tudor Barn bar
Ever since it was founded, SBBC has continually invested money
not just into the club itself but also into the game of bridge, and is
now recognised as one of the most popular and admired bridge
venues in the UK. SBBC has always been at the forefront of
technological developments in the game: it was the first club in the
UK to have a dealing machine and, for the past ten years, has used
the wireless Bridgemate scoring system which gives players
immediate feedback on the hands they are playing.
Over the years, SBBC has welcomed some of the world’s most
eminent players who all relish the opportunity to play in such
unique surroundings.
Tudor Barn itself was built in the early 1500s and was originally
a farm. When Laurie Champniss first saw it, in 1990, it was known
as ‘The House of Prayer’ and had been a convent for seventy years.
Throughout the renovation, Laurie went to great lengths to
maintain the original character of the buildings while introducing
modern standards of comfort, convenience and ease of access.
These efforts earned the Centre a conservation award from the
Burnham Society. Tudor Barn is set in six acres of attractive
grounds and on Saturdays – the only day when bridge is not played
(Sue Reid)
at the Centre – it is a very popular wedding venue.
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Paul Braby, club President. with founder members of Southend and
Leigh Bridge Club Mary Herbert, Jill Hair and Bob Hair
MEMBERS of Southend and Leigh Bridge Club celebrated the
club’s 45th anniversary in their current wholly-owned premises.
SLBC is a flourishing club with 340 members who can play bridge
in the club every day of the week. We have a strong teaching
programme with assisted play sessions to help new members into
the fold. We also have several social events during the year and like
to support our local hospice.
(Terry Wise)
www.ebu.co.uk

Around & About
A PERSONAL TRIBUTE
I WOULD like to share my pleasure in being introduced to and
taught the game of bridge by my father, Les Francis. Having played
some pretty clueless kitchen bridge full of mistakes, at the age of 18
I forsook the game until I turned 60. By this time my father was well
into his nineties and still playing well. I started becoming interested
in the game again and Les took me under his wing. At the age of 96,
he now admits to the odd creaky bone and the beginnings of old age
creeping in. However, this has not decreased his independence or his
bridge prowess. It was therefore with great pleasure that we entered
the Charity Shield competition at Braunton Bridge Club, Devon.
Not only did he come away with a bottle of Moët & Chandon from
the auction but by playing exemplary bridge with minimal
conventions he (in spite of me) scored an impressive 71.68% and
won the competition with room to spare – a wonderful achievement
for the ‘old master’ and a great honour for his ‘young apprentice’.

£37,000 RAISED
FOR CHARITY

The top two Night of the Stars pairs: (from the left) stars Nafiz Zorlu
and Brian Senior with partners Anita Sinclair and Ranjy Rangarajan

Margaret Curtis, event organiser, presenting the trophy to
Les Francis and his son, Steve
Les first learnt the game of bridge as a librarian on a troop ship
off the coast of India in 1942. He came across a book by Ely
Culbertson, and set about learning the game and then teaching
three other comrades. Les and his partner later went on to win the
(Steve Francis)
Southern Indian Open Pairs Championship.

WELCOME TO OUR NEWLY
AFFILIATED CLUBS
t Bridge @ Kippington, Sevenoaks, Kent. They play on Fridays
(7.30pm start). Info at www.bridgewebs.com/kippington/
t Caledonian School of Bridge, Spondon, Derbys. See www.
bridgewebs.com/csb/ for info and timetable.
t Devon School of Bridge, Silverton. See www.bridgewebs.
com/ devonbridge/
t Naphill BC and KIB (Keep it Basic) Bridge. Naphill BC play
on Thursday evenings in Naphill, near High Wycombe, and
visitors are welcome. KIB (Keep it Basic) Bridge are based in
Bexhill. See www.bridgewebs.com/naphill/
t Oshwal, South London, meets on Wednesday evenings in Croydon). Info at www.oshwal.co.uk/articles/south-regular-events
www.ebu.co.uk

DUPLICATE players of all standards joined together to take part
in the annual Night of the Stars Pro-Am charity event on
February 27th at the Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability in
Putney. Sjoert Brink (Netherlands) and Nafiz Zorlu (Turkey)
joined over fifty of the greatest British experts, led by Zia and
Andrew Robson, to play in the event. Chief Tournament Director,
Gordon Rainsford, Tournament Manager, Martin Lee, and their
team which included Vigfús Pálsson, Iceland’s Chief Tournament
Director, ensured that the fifty-six table evening ran like clockwork.
The event was won by Brian Senior and Rangy Rangarajan with
Nafiz Zorlu and Anita Sinclair in second place. The biggest winners
of the night, of course, were the charities: Royal Hospital for Neurodisability, Teenage Cancer Trust, West London Action for Children
and Macmillan Cancer Support.
Across the country, Chichester Bridge Club, Chislehurst Bridge
Club, RAC Bridge Circle and Rugby Bridge Club took part in the
Night of the Stars by holding successful satellite events in which the
same deals were played.
At the end of the evening everyone was presented with a booklet
of the hands written by a panel of international superstars: Barry
Rigal, Boye Brogeland, David Bird, Fulvio Fantoni, Larry Cohen,
Phillip Alder, Ron Klinger and Tony Forrester, and edited by Simon
Cochemé.
Lots of information including results, the booklet and photographs can be found on the website www.nightofthestars.org.uk/.
Anyone interested in taking part in the Night of the Stars 2015
and the auction of Stars this autumn can get in touch with the
organisers through the website.
(Terry Hewett)

STEADY DOES IT
PRESTBURY Duplicate Bridge Club presented yet another cheque,
this time for £3,300, to the East Cheshire Hospice.
The club has now given £63,000 to the hospice in the twentytwo years since the club was set up.
(Lesley Marsh)
June 2014 English Bridge
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Around & About
ACQUIRING CIO STATUS
OXFORD Bridge Club (OBC) owns its own premises subject to a
ten-year mortgage. As an unincorporated organisation, OBC cannot
legally own property and so four members act as trustees to hold the
property on behalf of the members. Should the club default on its
mortgage, these trustees are legally liable – and a not insignificant fee
is payable to solicitors whenever there is a change of trustee.

A Tuesday morning session for improvers at Oxford Bridge Club
In 2011, the club decided to plan a major refurbishment.
Members approved an application for planning permission (subsequently granted) but there was some anxiety about the hazard of
taking on a much larger mortgage, with any default posing a potential risk to the property trustees – and the membership as a whole.
The OBC committee had been wondering about an application
for charitable status, ever since the pioneering work of Hitchin BC.
The inception of the Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO)
scheme, in December 2012, opened up the option of achieving two
aims within a single format: becoming a charity and becoming
incorporated, the latter provision removing members’ liability for
any potential financial default. The CIO scheme requires the sub-

mission of an annual report and accounts only to the Charity Commission (CC), so there are no dealings with Companies House.
The CC publishes a model constitution for CIOs, with various
optional clauses, and we were advised not to deviate much from
that model. It cannot be stressed too highly that it is necessary to
plan precisely how the club would operate in the CIO world, and
many months were spent in discussing and refining the options.
One major issue to be addressed is the question of public benefit,
since a charity has to demonstrate that it serves the community
rather than just its members. OBC presented statistics on the number of visitors welcomed to the club in the past year; outlined the
range of sessions available to players of all levels of ability and experience; mentioned that acceptance for membership is unrelated to
ability; and could point to the availability of access for the disabled.
Another key issue is the management structure. There would be
a single body of trustees (combining the roles of the previous property trustees and the previous management committee), and each
committee set up by the new CIO trustees would have to include at
least one trustee. These can be appointed, ex officio or elected
directly – the new CIO must choose how many of which type.
A motion to convert from a private members’ club to a CIO was
approved overwhelmingly at an EGM in January 2014. A formal
online application for CIO status is made via the CC website. This
task can be performed in various sittings but you must not start the
application prematurely, as there is a three-month time limit, at the
end of which you have to start all over again. Finally, there are
documents to be signed by all the trustees of the CIO – so there can
be a delay at this point, if any are away on holiday.
The online application was finalised on Friday 14 February, and
we sat back to await a response – expected to take about a month or
so. Astonishingly, an email was received the following Monday,
granting registration as a CIO. It was apparent that time spent on
the planning process – and on scrutinising voluminous advice from
the CC – pays dividends eventually.
You can see the public information about Oxford BC CIO by
going to www.charitycommission.gov.uk/find-charities/ and entering the club's charity number: 1155820. (Chris Kerr & Richard Sills)

THE GIFT OF LIFE
WHEN Norwich ABC member Anne Short was dying of a brain tumour, her husband Peter and their three sons did
not hesitate. Anne was on the organ donor register and had always made her wishes clear: ‘We knew what she wanted
and we all felt exactly the same,’ said Peter. ‘And afterwards it helped the grand-children to know that some good had
come out of it.’ Two people received Anne’s kidneys in life-changing operations after her death in February 2013 and
other tissue helped in medical research.
Shortly afterwards the Order of St John, working with the NHS Blood and Transplant Service, decided that organ
donors should be nationally recognised. Peter received Anne’s posthumous United Kingdom Award for Organ
Donation from Richard Jewson JP, the Lord Lieutenant of Norfolk. There were 1212 people honoured in the first series
of awards, which sounds wonderful – except that there are now over 7000 people awaiting transplants, of whom three
die on the waiting list every day.
Anne Short
Peter hopes that this story will encourage more people to sign up as organ donors and ‘Add life and give hope’, which
is the wording on the citation. You can register at www.organdonation.nhs.uk.
And bridge has been a great comfort and support to Peter since Anne’s death. ‘I can’t thank my friends at ABC and other Norfolk clubs
enough for the help and support that they have given me,’ he said.
(Jane Scarfe)
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Hands to Think About

BRIDGE ENGLAND
SIM PAIRS WINNERS

That Cursed Nine
of Diamonds
by Bill Townsend
THE most interesting hand of the 2014
Ranked Master Pairs went relatively
unremarked, but was a potential gem:

´
™
t
®

J9
10
J9
J8

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ AK76
™ 9842
t A64
® 32
85
´ 10 4 2
N
™ AQ763
W
E
S
72
t KQ53
76
® 9
´ Q3
™ KJ5
t 10 8
® A K Q 10 5 4

At my table partner, East, opened 1™,
South (Ben Green) overcalled 1NT and
North (John Holland) went straight to
3NT. I led my partner’s suit and the hand
was soon over.
East won the ace of hearts and switched
to the king of diamonds. Declarer won,
tested the clubs, getting the bad news, and
then cashed three spades ending in
dummy to take the marked heart finesse.
Nine tricks.
In the more interesting replay North
uses Stayman before settling in 3NT and I
am inspired enough to find the testing
lead of a diamond (the two, playing fourth
highest). Declarer correctly infers from
this lead of a four-card suit that my
likely shape is 4-1-4-4, and I’m therefore
favourite to hold the jack of clubs. What a
high class game this is!
The diamond is ducked, East winning
with the queen and continuing with the
king, just in case South started with tJ-x.
Declarer correctly ducks again (if the
defence switches he can establish clubs by
ducking a round to maintain communications) and wins the third round,
throwing a club from hand (this event is
www.ebu.co.uk

effectively scored as teams, so a club can be
spared). On the third round of diamonds
I contribute the jack, following the
principle of playing the card that I’m
known to hold!
Now a heart is played towards hand.
East correctly plays low, and the jack is
successfully finessed. Two top clubs are
cashed, declarer’s view of the suit being
confirmed.
What I hope for now is that declarer
plays my partner for the nine of
diamonds. If so, he will play three rounds
of spades ending in dummy and then lead
a heart. His plan is that East can have his
ace of hearts and the nine of diamonds
but is forced to play a heart next.
Unfortunately for him my partner is able
to win the ace of hearts and put me in with
the nine of diamonds to cash the fourth
spade for the setting trick.
However, South remains at the top of
his game. After cashing three top spades
he exits with his last spade, putting me in.
I make my nine of diamonds, but must
lead into his club tenace at the death.
‘Why did you play me for the nine of
diamonds, instead of my partner?’ I ask
South. He replies that had I not held this
card, then my clubs would have been
marginally stronger than my diamonds
and I might then have preferred a club
lead from my two four-card minors.
I realise then my subtle error. On the
second diamond I should have dropped the
nine of diamonds, before playing the jack
on the third. Now South has no clue as to
who holds the winning t7.
For the record, the nine of diamonds is
the so-called ‘Curse of Scotland’, one
theory being that it derives its name from
being the playing card which was used to
write the order for the Massacre of
Glencoe. A second is that ‘Butcher’
Cumberland wrote the orders on it for the
battle of Culloden. It figured in my
butchery of the defence. In future I shall
be more respectful of it!
r

Wed Feb 5 (Hunstanton BC):
Rosemary Howell and
Malcolm Smith.
A photo of the Tuesday winners,
Paul Spencer and Marc Chawner of
Thorpe Bay BC, was not available.

COMMONWEALTH
NATIONS BRIDGE
CHAMPIONSHIP

The 4th Commonwealth Nations
Bridge Championship will take place in
Glasgow from 8 – 14 September 2014.
Each member nation of the 71
Commonwealth states
is invited to enter, and England will be
represented by two teams:
Ben Green – John Holland
Phil King – Cameron Small, and
Catherine Curtis – Paul Fegarty
David Kendrick – Jonathan Mestel.

Vu-graph facilities will be
available free of charge.
A Transnational Swiss Teams event
and Open Pairs event will also
take place, and entries for these
are open to all.
Full info at www.
commonwealthbridgescotland.com
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CLUB & COUNTY DIRECTOR
TRAINING COURSES 2014

TEACHER TRAINING COURSES 2014
Partner Teacher Training Courses –
courses for prospective teachers
West Midlands Bridge Club,
Solihull July 11–13
Aylesbury EBU HQ October 10–12
Courses – £206 – include
how to teach bridge, what to teach,
short teaching practice, how to recruit, how to retain
and how to turn your students into a partner club.

For info ( 01296 317217 or email lisa@ebu.co.uk

Club Teacher Training Courses
NEW courses for affiliated clubs
Under the Universal Membership scheme affiliated clubs are invited to
nominate one club member in any two-year period to be trained FREE
OF CHARGE as a Club Teacher. Second and subsequent bookings from
the same club can be made at £105 each.
The course content will include how to teach bridge, what to teach
and a short teaching practice. Entries may only be booked by the registered secretary of the affiliated club. Courses are restricted to 12 people per course and may well fill before the magazine goes to press.

East Midlands Bridge Academy, Derby, July 12–13
Edgware, North London, Sept 20–21
For details ( 01296 317217 or email lisa@ebu.co.uk
Any club with permanent premises which would be prepared to host
one of the new courses is asked to contact John Pain at the EBU:
( 01296 317218 or email john@ebu.co.uk. There are additional
concessions available for clubs hosting the courses.

ESSENTIALS £39
Brighton
Monday 11 August
BOOK RULINGS £43 (£44 as from 1st August)
Saturday 7 June
Durham
Camberley
Sunday 20 July
Brighton
Tuesday 12 August
JUDGEMENT RULINGS £43 (£44 as from 1st August)
West Sussex
Saturday 7 June
Scunthorpe
Saturday 14 June
Durham
Saturday 19 July
Brighton
Wednesday 13 August
Camberley
Sunday 14 September
ASSESSMENT £49 (£51 as from 1st August)
Wimborne, Dorset
Saturday 7 June
West Midlands BC
Wednesday 11 June
West Sussex
Saturday 28 June
Scunthorpe
Saturday 19 July
Brighton
Thursday 14 August
Durham
Saturday 20 September
Camberley
Sunday 16 November

COUNTY TD & COUNTY REFRESHER COURSE
20-21 September 2014
Hilton Hotel, Coventry. £175 for one night full board + all course
fees. This is for county nominees or anyone who has passed the
club TD course with distinction.
The Refresher Course is for anyone who has previously been on
the County Course.

For further information, or to register for a course

( 01296 317203 or email peter@ebu.co.uk

CONCESSIONS FOR AFFILIATED CLUBS

JUNIOR TEACH-IN WEEKEND
22 – 24 August 2014
Loughborough University
All levels catered for, from absolute beginners
to junior experts (ages 7 – 21)

Under the Universal Membership scheme affiliated clubs are
invited to send a second club member to a TD course FREE OF
CHARGE where the club sends a full paying member to any of
the club TD courses. The offer is on a ‘like for like’ basis – so
when a club books a place (from one to four courses) it receives
the equivalent free for another member of the same club. To
take advantage of the scheme both the paying member and the
free member must be booked at the same time and the booking
must be made by the registered secretary of the club.
(Note: this scheme does not include the County Director or
County Refresher courses held annually, nor the County
Preparation day course.)

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Only £140 per student
Inclusive of all meals, two nights accommodation,
activities and bridge fees

Accompanying adults welcome (£155 each)

Entries ( 01296 317 217 / 218
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As a member of the English Bridge Union, you can
receive the following benefits:

•
•
•
•

HMCA healthcare benefits
Household Insurance Scheme (Osbornes Insurances)
Club Insurance (Osbornes Insurances)
Car Hire

Read all about it at www.ebu.co.uk/
member-benefits
www.ebu.co.uk

Ask Gordon

by Gordon Rainsford

click
link

Of Clubs and Players
Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk
or write to the editor, Elena Jeronimidis, at 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR.
Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information in the letters is incorrect or incomplete.
BOB TURNHAM writes: A heated
discussion arose at the club relating to
the up- and downgrading of hands. It
has always been the view of some of
us that it is normal bridge to assess the
hands and not necessarily stick rigidly
to the system on the card.
For instance I would view a 15
count 4-3-3-3 with no fillers as being
no better than a 14-count and would
happily open it 1NT which partner
would announce as 12-14. Also, if I
had a 14 count with good fillers and a
five-card minor, say to K-J-10-x-x, I
would open it one of the minor and
rebid 1NT which would be 15-17.
Two of the directors said that you
can never ever upgrade or downgrade
hands and that they must always
come within the limits stated on the
card otherwise the bid is illegal.
The hand in question was:
´
™
t
®

K J 10 9
10 5 4
Q6
QJ92

Opened as a mini no-trump and
announced as 10-12.
My question is whether there is any
problem with upgrading and downgrading hands?

I think the accurate answer is ‘It depends!’
In principle you are allowed to use your
judgement to upgrade and downgrade
hands – this is just general bridge
knowledge. However, there are some cases
where the regulations circumscribe the
permissible range for an action and in my
opinion it is not allowed to upgrade hands
in order to get around such regulations.
When it comes to opening 1NT bids,
the lower limit at Level 2 is 10 HCP, and
at Level 4 (and the former Level 3) it is 9
HCP. So, if you are playing at Level 2, I
www.ebu.co.uk

would not allow someone to open a 1012 NT with an upgraded 9-count and if
they did I would treat it as an illegal
system, cancelling the board (unless
their opponents had a good result from
it) and awarding 60/40 to the pairs.
However, if the game is run at Level 4 (or
3), I would allow the player to do this,
but if it is a frequent occurrence and if
the upgrader’s partner seems to take
account of this tendency, I would advise
him that he is not accurately describing
their agreement, and they should be
announcing their range as 9-12.
In the specific case of the hand you
provide, I would be inclined to ask them
what feature of it makes them think it is
worth upgrading. A couple of tens and
nines don’t seem to me to do more than
balance out the queen doubleton in
diamonds.

PETER COTES writes: I wonder if you
can help on events at the table, which
strangely happened twice at our local
club?
Playing pairs with two-board
rounds, I was called to find that on the
second board three players had bid
with the correct cards but the fourth
had bid on the cards from the first
board (thought they looked familiar!).
After bidding, they realised that something was wrong but no cards had
been played. What should happen
next?
The Red Book has some comments
in Law 15 but that doesn't seem to
cover this situation. I would be
grateful if you could point me in the
right direction.

The correct law is 17D, which tells us that
a call made with the wrong cards is
cancelled and the player is given the

correct cards to call with. However, the
board is cancelled if offender’s partner has
called after the cancelled call, or if his
LHO has called and offender’s new call
differs from his cancelled call, or if the
auction has ended (as in your case).
The auction can be allowed to proceed if
offender’s LHO hasn’t called, or if LHO
has called but the offender’s partner has
not and the offender repeats the cancelled
call.
If you do have to cancel the board you
would normally score it as AV+/AV-, with
the player who has the wrong hand getting
AV- (although there are circumstances
when you might judge the fault to belong
to the other side).
A further bit of this law tells us what to
do when the incorrect cards come from a
board that has not yet been played by
these players, when the players do come to
play that board, but that was not so in
your case.

ROB RICHARDSON asks: When a pair
start a session sitting North-South,
who should sit East when they are
required to play East-West? I have
always thought that North moves to
East, but the default setting on
Scorebridge appears to expect North
to move to West. Is there any rule or
any expected norm?

This is covered by Law 5, which says that
players can’t change their orientation once
they’ve selected a direction, but unless the
director has specified otherwise they can
choose between themselves who sits which
way in the first instance. For clubs who
have the facility, it may be important to sit
in particular directions when playing onewinner movements in order to take
advantage of the excellent analysis offered
by Pianola (www.pianola.net).
r
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COUNTY NEWS
Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
WELL done to Cathy
and Andrew Smith for
winning the York
Spring Congress Swiss
Pairs, to Mike Letts –
Andrew Urbanski on
winning the Premier Life Masters, to
Tony Gammon – Huw Oliver for
winning the Avon/Wilts Green-pointed
Teams, to Suzy Lawson – Shaun Day for
coming 2nd in the Regional Masters
Pairs, to David Jones for finishing 2nd
in the National Pairs Final and to Aidan
Schofield – Suzy Lawson for coming
2nd in the Devon Congress Swiss Pairs.
In ACBA events, congratulations to
Shirley Brown – Keith McIndoe for
winning the Mixed Pairs and to Ralph
Smith – Steve Tomlinson for winning
the Championship Pairs.
The County Knock-Out final will be
between Oliver and Wibberley. Congratulations to the Stephens team for winning the Plate Final.
County League 1 has been won comfortably by the Hartley team with a
match to spare but 2nd place is still
available to three teams. In League 2 the
Smith team have also won comfortably
with Chant currently favourites to take
2nd place. Congratulations to both
winning teams. League 3 is a two-horse
race between Lihou and Duncan.
In the Crockfords Cup, David Jones’s
team are through to Round 4 and in the
NICKO David’s team are through to
Round 5.
In the Western League, Avon had
another disappointing match, this time
against Cornwall, the A team losing
5-15, the B team losing 7-13 and the C
team losing 4-16.
Diary dates: June 8, Handicapped
Pairs.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
BEDFORD A won the
BBA Teams of Eight with
team members Alan
Cooke, Maris Sheppard,
Brian and Maureen
Stairs, Rita and Brian
Keable, Greg Ward and Monica Lucy.
Clear winners of the BBA Mixed Pairs
were Derek and Janet Marsh. The Seniors’
Pairs was won by Maureen and Brian
Stairs, while winners of the Swiss Pairs
were Alan Oddie – Ron Davis.
Congratulations to John and Ros
Bateman who won the Regional Masters
at the Ranked Master Pairs.
In the recent British Spring Sim Pairs,
Barry Dudley – David Alsford were 1st
nationally playing at Milton Keynes on
the Friday; on the Wednesday at MK,
Alan Oddie – Ron Davis were 6th overall.
Away from home, the Bridge Club Live
(the online club) 2014 Reunion was well
attended and took place at the new
Kenilworth Hotel venue in April with
some local players featured in the prizes:
John and Gilly Cardiff won the Friday
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Afternoon Pairs and were 3rd in the
Saturday Afternoon Pairs Stormer. Peter
Scott and partner were 2nd in both the
Friday Evening Corby Cup and the
Saturday Afternoon Pairs Stormer.
Monica Lucy and David Woulds’ team
won the Sunday Afternoon Bears Cup.
Diary dates: June 22, Bedfordshire
One-day Swiss Teams event, Vauxhall
Recreation Centre, Luton. Sun July 13, for
those who have qualified, BBA Champions’ Trophy, Wilstead, 1pm start. For
more details, see the BBA website.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk
ED Scerri – Gary Jones
were runners-up in the
York’s Swiss Pairs with
Celia and Derek Oram
3rd; Celia and Derek also
won the Mixed Pairs event.
In the Portland Pairs, Sally Brock –
Barry Myers were the outstanding
national winners; Pat Dowdeswell – Ian
Mackinder came 6th, and Joan Murphy
– David Beaver 12th.
The BBCBA accounts for 2013-14
show a minor loss of £56. The financial
situation, however, is excellent and the
coming year will see a substantial
decrease in the cost of printing the
Handbook, securing the immediate
financial future.
The membership numbers are growing, thanks to the teaching efforts by
clubs, in particular at The Bridge School
at Gerrards Cross and SBBC. However,
many members don’t play very often.
The average number of playing sessions
per year for our 3,046 members is only
31. Approximately 25% are playing less
than once a month at affiliated clubs. It
is also difficult to get new players to join
our county events. The Ladies’ Pairs
only attracted five pairs, and the Men’s
eleven pairs. These two competitions,
along with others, will be reviewed by
the committee for the coming season.
We have got a new affiliated club,
Naphill Bridge Club. Welcome!
BBCBA event winners: Club Teams
Final: Thame BC (Jean Ingham-Johnson,
Dennis Virgo, Dave Willard and Trevor
Dawe). Ladies’ Pairs: Carol Humphreys –
Carole Mueller. Men’s Pairs: Paul
Dolphin – Steve Lynch. Senior Pairs,
David Patterson – Mike Wenble.
Diary dates: July 13, Teams and
AGM. Please come and have your say.
You will all be welcomed at our GP
Weekend on June 21-22 at Windsor!

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org.uk
CAMBRIDGE University won the Portland Bowl, defeating Imperial College.
The team was Tommy Brass, Alexandra
Birchall, Adam Bowden, Stefan David,
Kyle Lam, and Toby Nonnenmacher.
Jon Cooke – Paul Barden won the
County Pairs, Hilary Duncan –
Christine Lawton won the Novice Pairs,
and Lorraine Waters won the County
Individual. The Cambridge Club won
the County Heat of the Garden Cities. In

the Cambs & Hunts League, Ely 1 won
Division 1 and Ely 3 won Division 4.
At the Year End Congress, Nadia
Stelmashenko – Victor Milman were 7th
in the Swiss Pairs, while Paul Russell –
John Haslegrave were 11th in the Open
Pairs. Victor and Nadia were also 5th in
the Regional Final of the National Pairs,
ahead of Ufuk Cotuk – Mark Tilley in
12th place and Mary Knights 16th. In
the National Final, Mary finished 4th in
the B Division.
The University’s President’s Teams was
won for the third time by Jonathan
Mestel, Paul Barden, Graham Hazel and
Jon Green.
In the Ranked Pairs, Cath Jagger
finished 4th in the Premier Grand
Masters, one place ahead of Catherine
Curtis – Paul Fegarty; David Kendrick
finished 4th in the Grand Masters; Mike
Seaver – Simon Barb finished 10th in
the Premier Life Masters; and Ian
McDonald – Joanne Caldwell were 9th
in the Life Masters.
At the East Anglia Bridge Weekend,
Mike Seaver – Simon Barb finished 4th
in the Swiss Pairs, while Tanawan Watts
– Alison Lloyd came 7th. In the Swiss
Teams, Paul Fegarty – Catherine Curtis
were 2nd, while Niel Pimblett, Matthew
May, Ross Midgley and Chris Waites
finished 8th. At the Norfolk Congress,
Peter Bhagat – Mike Seaver finished 6th
in the Norfolk Cup (Pairs).

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
THE Jersey qualifying heat of the County
Mixed Pairs was won by David Hole –
Marion Miles; David Humpleby –
Muriel Holmes were 2nd.
In the Jersey semi-final of the County
Teams, Youd (Brian Youd, Nigel Elliott,
Robert Brouard, Harold Walden) narrowly defeated Hill (Chris Hill, Jane
Knight, Sue Rankin, Stephen Halston).
The final, held in Jersey, was won by
Rudi Falla, Dan McIntosh, Robert
Plumley, Susie Farnon and Alexandra
Gauld beating the Youd team. This gives
them the right to represent the Channel

Islands in the Pachabo in June. Four of
the same team, Dan, Alex, Robert and
Rudi, won the Island Bridge Club Teams
by an impressive margin.
In Guernsey congratulations to Jan
Walker who, following in her mother’s
footsteps, has won the CI Unranked,
Club Masters and District Masters award
only 37 years after Brenda Walker.
In Jersey the Winter Cup was won by
David Hole; 2nd was John Honey. Also
in Jersey, the Highfield Bridge Club Pat
Grinstead Drawn Pairs was won by Mike
Newman – Pat Panter; Chris Blackstone
– Chris Hill were 2nd.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
CONGRATULATIONS to
Rob Mabley, Sallie Green,
Viv Mably and Celia
Bishop, who were 2nd in
the Swiss Teams at the Barnstaple
Congress.
The Cornwall Congress was held at
Falmouth in March. On the Friday
afternoon the Open Pairs was won by
Dick Andrews – Gaynor Wiseman from
another Exeter pair, Richard Lingham –
Ann Slee. The Novice Pairs went to
Geoff Tomlinson – Ian Marriot from
Jackie Royds – Anne Hindmarch. And,
encouragingly, three tables of primary
school children tried their hand at
duplicate. After Bridgemate problems in
the evening, the winners were Wendy
Miller – Sheena Lanham from Irene
Thomas – Jenny Vaughan. Lisa Massey –
Ian Walsh led qualification for the Open
Pairs, from Mike and Clare Hamon.
Sandra Bennett – Ann Husk won the
Final from Richard and Christine Ray.
Dick Andrews – Gaynor Wiseman won
the Secondary Final, from Val Kennewell
– Margaret Lane, while the Tertiary Final
went to Chris and Sandra Bickerdike
from Jenny Barber – Betty Hocking.
Although there was a very strong entry
for the Swiss Teams, Cornish players did
well, the Bickerdikes, playing with Brian
Crack – Shirley Goldwin, recording
their second win, 24VPs ahead of Bill

A LOVELY WAY TO GO
WENDY BROWN, Cornwall’s senior player, a Premier Life Master
with 300+ Green Points – no mean feat if you’ve always lived in
Cornwall – died quite suddenly in March. Playing at Wadebridge,
she picked up a 29-point hand (a 1 in 103,000 chance), bid and
made 6NT with an overtrick, collapsed and died.
Charlie, her eldest son, sent a brief obituary to the Cornish
Guardian, and this was picked up by a news agency in Plymouth.
Within an hour the Daily Mirror had phoned the club secretary for
more detail and the story appeared in all but two of the national
papers and was used by Tom Townsend as the starting point for his
column in the Telegraph. Amazingly, the story also appeared in
forty English language newspapers, in Romania, France, Greece,
Spain, Italy, Cambodia, Russia and South Africa, and in the New
York Daily News.
As Charlie has said: ‘What a lovely way to go.’ (Barrie Benfield)
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COUNTY NEWS

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
THE County Sim Pairs was won by Ken
Johnston – Ian Reeves, with Carol
James – Ewan Maddrell 2nd. Championship Pairs: 1. Glenda Lloyd – Peter
Boardman; 2. Ken Johnston – Ian
Reeves.
Carlisle (Geoff Thomson, Joan
Mossop, Ian Smith, Adam Aitken, Ian
Reeves, Tony Bartlett, Simon Smith,
Rosemary Jackson) won the Inter-Club
Teams of Eight; 2nd was Grange over
Sands.
The Championship Teams of Four is a
knockout competition run from September until March and was won by Ken
Johnston, Ian Reeves, Babs and Tim
Matthews; runners-up were Robin Rose,
John MacLachlan, Sam Norman and
Alan Anderson.
Manel Trepte – Jack Etchells won the
County Swiss Pairs; Adam Aitken – Ian
Smith were 2nd.
Congratulations to all the winners.
Diary dates: June 28-29, President’s
Cup, Eden Club. July 13, Cumbria vs
Lancashire for the Pearse McNamara
Trophy, Barrow. Aug 10, Cumbria AGM.

Derbyshire
http://www.dcba.org.uk/
IN the recent Edgar
Foster Cups event David
Taylor – Liz Hall were
2nd and Randy and
Doreen Curzon were 4th.
The Derbyshire team
were 2nd to Worcestershire overall.
Harry Madden (13) and Bethany
Madden (15) won the Harry Scully
Trophy. This was an EBU Youth Teams
competition, involving multiple and
Swiss teams formats.
The 2013-14 Winter League is now
over and the league winners are: Div. 1:
1. British Rail A, 2. Derby A; Div. 2:
1. Ripley A, 2. Rolls Royce A; Div. 3:
1. Ringwood Green, 2. Derby C; Div. 4:
1. Derby D, 2. Ripley C; Div. 5: 1. Matlock
C, 2. Ripley E; Div. 6: 1. Derby E, 2. Ringwood Blue. A total of thirty-three teams
competed, representing twelve clubs.
The latest Summer Swiss is under way
with twenty-one teams entered at present. This is available for entry throughout the summer for any team of four, at
Spondon, every other Wednesday evening. It is a very popular event with prizes
each session.
Diary dates: Smedley Salver – Stratified event over six sessions throughout
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the summer. Open to all levels of
experience and ability. July 11, Atkins
Cup, Chesterfield BC; this is a Swiss
Pairs event, it will be run on a normal
club session night and will be open to all.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
EASTERN League results:
Div. 1: John Edward;
Div. 2: Nigel Hamilton;
Div. 3: Shelagh Hugh.
Northern League results:
Div. 1: Neil Marsden; Div. 2: Bob
Mahoney.
Congratulations to Steve Dooley –
Ian Dalrymple who won the Devon
Pairs; the top four pairs go on to
represent Devon in the Corwen Trophy.
Devon Winter Pairs (final table): 1. Jacek
Pietrzycki – Mike Orriel; 2. Ken Nelson
– Ann Hinkins; 3. Peter Bowles – Don
Pearson. Thanks to Tim Walton for
directing, and Andrew Leslie and Don
Pearson for organising the scoring and
Bridgemates.
North Devon Congress: congratulations
to Andrew Thompson – Mike Fletcher
who won the Swiss Pairs and Rod
Marks, Bill Rowe, Andrew Thompson
and Mike Fletcher who won the Swiss
Teams.
Congratulations to Jacek Pietrzycki –
Ian Walsh on coming 2nd and Jim Grant
– Stefan Lindfors who were 4th in the
National Pairs Regional Qualifier at
Bristol. At the Cornwall Congress, congratulations to Sandra Bennett – Ann
Husk who won the Treguddaq Trophy
and Dick Andrews – Gaynor Wiseman
who won the Fistral Cup. The Devon
Congress was once again very successful,
due to the hard work of Terence Treeby
and his committee, and David Jones
and his team who did the directing and
scoring. Congratulations to Brigid
McElroy – Ruth Edmondson who won
the Swiss Pairs and to Pam Pearce, Susan
Sharp, Nicky Ferguson and John Councer
who won the Swiss Teams.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
WEYMOUTH College
Trophy: 1. Eugene Sheehan, David Gill, Robin
Wright, David Berwitz;
2. James and Shirley Dutton, Andy
Kittridge, Rod Marks; 3. Brian Browse,
Clive Russell, Keith Bartlett, Barrie
Cantello.
Gee Trophy: 1. Tim Dunsby, Helen
Ackroyd, Ron and Lynne Heath (photo on
the right); 2. Robin Wright, Eugene
Sheehan, David Gill, Mike McMorran;
3. Chris Stevens, Alastair Cowley, Hugh
Kevill-Davies, Jon Holland.
Garden Cities Qualifier: 1. Christchurch B (David Berwitz, Mike Organ,
Christine and Terry Edwards, Tom
Holdsworth, Robin Wright, Rohan Bagshawe, Julian Gregory). The Dorset
Knockout was won by Margot WilsonGardner’s team (John Gardner, Kelly
Courtney, Janet Smith) beating Alan
Wilson’s team in the final. The Ladies’

Championship was won by Helen
Ackroyd – Ann Sharples.
Other results: Ranked Masters: Nick
Forrest and partner Edward Leatham
finished 2nd in the Premier Life Masters
Pairs. In the Avon/Wilts Green-pointed
Event, Margot Wilson-Gardner, John
Gardner, Alan Wilson and Janet Smith
finished 4th in the Teams; Helen
Ackroyd finished 11th in the Pairs with
partner Pauline Serby. In the Devon
Congress, Ron and Lynne Heath finished
4th in the Pairs and with John Gardner
– Margot Wilson-Gardner finished 10th
in the Teams.
Diary dates: June 22, Dorset Greenpointed Teams, Hamworthy Club, Canford Magna. July 20, Dorset Greenpointed Pairs, Hamworthy Club, Canford Magna.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
GWEN Herga Ladies:
congratulations to winners June Brown –
Angela Fenton with
Sandy Smith – Val
Mollison 2nd. In the
Men’s the winners were Geoff Wootton
– Tony Verran with Alaric Cundy –
Chris Megahey 2nd.
The Helliar was won by the
Barleylands team (Paul Mollison, Gary
Howchen, Simon Moorman, Steve CadeBowyer).
The Ray Cornell Trophy was won by
Chelmsford (Brian Davies, Val Mollison,
Audrey Hartley, Alison Spencer, Ted
Cockle, John C Williams, Neil Bresler,
David Cooper) who will represent Essex
in the Garden Cities.
The Seniors Cup was won by Mike
Wren, with Val and Paul Mollison
coming a very close 2nd.
The Play with an Expert was won by
Alison Spencer – Tom Ruttley.
Premier League: congratulations to
Peter Scotting and his team, Michael
Watson, Phil Collier and Sandy Riach,
who beat the Barleylands team in the
final.
Diary dates: June 8, George Curtis
Swiss Teams. June 22, Warboys Cup.
June 22, Club Pairs. Jun 29, Pro/Am
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Thomson, Dave Mattos, Lilias Lamont,
Stuart Burnett, with Ian Edwards, Alan
Biggs, Rob Mabley, Sallie Green, the
leading Cornish team, 3rd.
Sadly, six Cornish players have died
since the last issue of English Bridge:
Wendy Brown (see purple box on previous
page) and Kay Jones from Wadebridge,
Margaret Warner, George Norman,
Eileen Rimmer and Bridie MacDonald
from Truro. (Fuller tributes: next issue).
Diary date: June 16, Jo Brown
Memorial Pairs, St Austell.

Pairs. July 9, Summer Senior Pairs. July
19-20, Essex/Hertfordshire Joint Greenpointed Weekend.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
GCBA is just about to
hold our AGM. This is
on June 8 at 2.15.
Afterwards we have the
Champions’ Cup and we
will welcome all our members with a
fun game of bridge and a scrumptious
tea. Please do come!
The joint Gloucestershire & Herefordshire Green Point Weekend is on July 1920; Saturday is Swiss Pairs and Sunday is
Swiss Teams. Full details on our website.
We would like to congratulate Diana
and Ken Vowles from Newent BCwho
won the overall prize for the Ace of
Clubs. This event took place in bridge
clubs around the county and was for
players of ranking no higher than
National Master. John Botting – John
Skjonnemand won the Cheltenham leg
of the competition and were runners-up
in the total ranking.
Gloucestershire still has teams in the
Gold Cup and Crockfords, so we are
hoping to tell you of future successes.
Members of GCBA and Cheltenham
BC are hoping to go to Cyprus at the
end of the year. We have joined with
First for Bridge in offering our members
pre-Christmas bridge, bowls, and
sunshine. Details can be found on our
website, we still have room for you!
Please do look on our website:
www.gcba.org.uk. I am sure you will
find county bridge competitions on a
Monday evening or at weekends that
will interest you.

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
AFTER the fifth and final round of the
Inter-club Teams, the winners are Marcle
who had been leading since round 3.
They had a substantial margin of
victory over Hereford C, followed by
Hereford B.
In the Championship Pairs, the winners were Ben Britton – Chris Chowney,

Tim Dunsby. Helen Ackroyd, Lynne and Ron Heath
winners of Dorset’s Gee Trophy.
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Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
Derek and Julian Peers,
Cliff and Anne Short, June
Ball, Helen Robinson,
David Stimson and Roger Edmonds
from Hemel on winning the Desmond
Flockhart Trophy. The Humble Cup was
won by Andrew Doye, Stan and Tara
Harding and Mike Rawlins. This foursome will represent Herts in the
Pachabo Cup in June. The Senior Pairs
winners were Anne Flockhart – Mike
Hancock. Steve Southworth – Fiona
Paterson won the Intermediate Championship, and the Cadets Championship
was won by Stephen Coade – Joan
Grundon. The Marjorie Lukyn Final was
won by Malcolm Harris – Sally Bennett.
Diary dates: July 19, Essex/Herts
Green-pointed Swiss Pairs, Wodson
Park, Ware, 12 noon. July 20, Essex/
Herts Green-pointed Swiss Teams,
Wodson Park Ware, 12 noon.

Isle of Man
www.manxbridgeunion.org
THE last of the Island’s
Championship events
for the 2013-14 season,
the Mixed Pairs for the
Rawcliffe Bowl, was held
at Douglas Bridge Club. The first half of
the competition was closely fought and
at the half-way stage there was little to
separate the first four pairs. The lead
was shared between Liz Kelly – John
Stewart and Angie and Fred Kissack
with Gloria Smith – Bernard Palmer 3rd
and Erika Slatcher – John Large 4th.
Gloria and Bernard faded in the second
half, allowing Mina Patel – Mike Palmer
to squeeze into 4th place (good to see
the new partnership of Mina and Mike
doing so well) and Angie and Fred
Kissack had the stamina to draw away of
Liz and John. The final table was: 1. Angie
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and Fred Kissack; 2. Liz Kelly – John
Stewart, 3. Erika Slatcher – John Large;
4. Mina Patel – Mike Palmer. This was
the first win for the Kissacks in this
competition.
The Island’s team to play in the
President’s Cup in Carlisle in June has
been announced. Paul De Weerd will
captain the team and the rest of the
eight-player squad will be Steve Baggs,
Andy Elliot, Annette Ellis, Liz Kelly,
Bernard Palmer, Gloria Smith and John
Stewart.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
our competition winners:
Larsky Cup for the Kent
Premier Pairs Championship: 1. Jill Skinner –
Jeremy Willans; 2. Phil
Jones – Christine Kempton. George
Griffiths Cup for the Kent Seniors Pairs
Championship: 1. Norman Selway –
Nick Irens; 2. Konrad Mau – John
Gibbons.
At the Maidstone Green-pointed Swiss
Pairs the winners were Kay Preddy –
Norman Selway; 2nd were Michael
Prior – Mike Hampton.
A heat of the Portland Pairs was held
at Tunbridge Wells and this was won by
Kay Preddy – Norman Selway. Mike
Hampton – Bill Charlwood won the B
Final at the National Pairs Finals. At the
Cornwall Congress Swiss Teams the winners were Shirley Goldwin – Brian Crack
with Cornish pair Chris and Sandra
Bickerdike.
There are some interesting additions
to the Archive pages on the website with
biographies of Kent People (Ray White,
John Pearson, Bob King), County Notes
for EBU Golden Jubilee, and Kent by L.E.
Handley, County Secretary. If you have
any archive material, please send it to
Phil Jones or Gerald Soper.
Diary dates: Sun June 15, Brook
Shield (Area League winners). Sun July
13, Phillimore Cup (Kent Swiss Pairs
Championship), 11am, and KCBA AGM,
Tunbridge Wells.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
THE Lancashire team to
play Cumbria in the Pearse
McNamara Trophy at
Barrow on July 13 is David
Pendlebury, Judy Brearley,
Jeff Smith, Jackie Pye, Barrie and Julia
Newall, Clive and Barbara Henderson,
Duncan and Diane Ault, Mike Cragg,
Barbara Heaton, Sue Whittam, Wyn
Sutherland, Linda Wilson, Brian Perry,
Les Hoy, Brian Apfel, Alan Crabtree and
David Spencer.
Hector Barker Pivot Teams: 1. Andrew
Woodcock, Dave Debbage, Andrew and
Veronica Petrie.
Diary dates: June 28-29, President’s
Cup, Carlisle Bridge Club. July 13,
Cumbria vs Lancashire, Barrow Bridge
Club. July 20, MCBA Swiss Pairs,
Altrincham Bridge Club. Aug 2, Nor-

thern Bridge League, Round 1. Aug 3,
Preston Pairs, Preston Bridge Club.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
LEICESTERSHIRE has
completed its county
programme. Results of
the final round against
Oxford: 1st team won
16-4, 2nd team lost 5-15, 3rd team lost
7-13. The final standings are: 1st team
(Dawes League) 5th (last year 4th); 2nd
team (Porter Cup) 5th (last year 8th);
3rd team (Markham Trophy) 4th (last
year 2nd).
Congratulations to Cecilia Dobson –
Louise Armstrong, who won the
Leicester Mercury Trophy for students.
After six rounds, Keith Preston – Ken
Vernon lead the Stanley Trophy (Butler
Pairs Championship), with Jenny Grant –
Bharat Thakrar in 2nd place. The Joseph’s
Bowl (teams of four knockout) was won
by Tony Odams’ team, who defeated
Thakrar in the final. The third place
play-off will be between Myles and
Gibson. The Leicestershire Cup was won
by Paul Bowyer’s team (Jim Mason,
Duncan Happer, Simon Stokes) who
defeated Preston in the final.
The Leicestershire Pairs League has
completed its third season. Divisional
winners were: Dick and Lucy Pathan
(Div. 1), Linda Stone – Ian Walkerdine
(Div. 2), Mick Mahoney – Alison
Nichols (Div. 3), and Richard Bell –
Geoff Marlow (Div. 4).
Diary dates: June 11, LCBA AGM &
Presentations, Greenfields. June 29, Midland League vs Staffs & Shropshire. July
17, Spondon Swiss Teams 1. July 19,
Green Point Pairs, Spondon. July 20,
Green Point Teams, Spondon.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
IT is with sadness that I have to report
the recent death of Shirley Wimbles,
after a short illness. Shirley was a
founder member of Scunthorpe Bridge
Club and a long-standing member of
the county organisation. She was a keen
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with Roy Milnes – Sue Shore in 2nd
place and Terry Meadows – Ian MurrayWatson 3rd. These three pairs have
qualified for the Corwen Trophy.
The winners of the Mixed Pairs were
Sarah Mathews – Peter Watts, with Pat
Jenkins – Stephen Booth the runners-up,
and Janet Holder – Maurice Curtis and
Sue Shore – Chris Chowney joint 3rd.
It has again been a disappointing
season in the Western League. With one
match to play in each of their divisions,
the A Team are 8th and bottom, the B
Team are 4th and the C Team are also 8th.
Entry forms are still available on the
Herefordshire (and Gloucestershire)
web sites for the Gloucestershire &
Herefordshire Green Point Event on July
19-20 July at the Larruperz Centre in
Ross-on-Wye.
Full results of all county competitions are on our website.
Diary dates: July 19-20, Gloucestershire & Herefordshire Green Point
Event, Larruperz Centre, Ross-on-Wye.
Sept 5, Annual General Meeting,
Brooms Green Village Hall, 7pm.

supporter of the game and was a
pleasure to play against. Commiserations to Eric, her husband, and all of the
family. She will be sadly missed.
Bainton Trophy: 1. Maurice Ladlow –
Mo Parsons; 2. John Brocklehurst – Paul
Wokes. Garden Cities Heat: 1. City of
Lincoln Bridge Club.
Annual Championships: Championship Pairs: 1. Ron Wall – Brian Smith.
Open Pairs: 1. Nick Dyer – Mike Perry.
Championship Teams: 1. Maurice Lynn,
John Hill, Elaine Proctor, Christine
Davison. Open Teams: 1. Mike Llewellyn,
Megan Williams, Stuart Knox, Vic
Llewellyn.
Diary dates: June 8, Veterans Trophy
(this event is age restricted; each pair
must have a combined age of at least
125 years with the youngest member of
each pair at least 60 years old). June 22,
Annual General Meeting; this will be
followed by a free session of bridge for
the Herbert Trophy; both events at the
Dunholme Village Hall at 1.30pm.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
all who have done well in
recent events: Alex Hydes
won the Pakistan Day
Championship Teams in
Karachi. Shahzaad Natt was third in the
Portland Pairs. Anita Sinclair was 2nd at
the Night of the Stars. Chris Duckworth
– Brian Callaghan won the Scottish West
District Congress Swiss Pairs with John
Matheson 3rd. Kelvin Wong, Jorrit
Schafer, Filip Sebest – Kevin Satti were
runners-up in the Portland Bowl. At the
Ranked Masters, Ben Green was 2nd in
the Premier Grand Masters, Nick Boss –
Richard Johnson won the National
Masters (photo below) and Tim Chanter –
Helen Wildsmith were 2nd in the Life
Masters. At the York Spring Congress,
Ben Green won the Swiss Teams and was
2nd in the Open Pairs, and Anne
Catchpole – David Schiff were 3rd in
the Mixed Pairs. David Hull won the
Leicestershire One-Day Swiss Pairs.
County results: London Championship Pairs: 1. Brian Callaghan – Chris
Duckworth; 2. Dean Swallow – Carlos

London’s Richard Johnson and Nick Boss, winners of the National Masters
at the EBU’s Ranked Masters Pairs
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COUNTY NEWS
Dabezies; 3. Andrew Bannock –
Mahmoud Sadek. Consolation: 1. Simon
Prager – Dick Jordan. Ian Gardiner
Trophy Final: Brian Callaghan, Chris
Duckworth, Frank To and Rob Cliffe
beat Anita Sinclair, Zia Mahmood, Ben
Green, Glyn Liggins by 13 IMPs. Garden
Cities Heat: 1. Young Chelsea (Chris
Duckworth, Brian Callaghan, Franklin
To, Graham Orsmond, Ian Payn, Joe
Fawcett, Mike Graham, Graham Sadie).
Green-Pointed Swiss Pairs: 1. Ingar
Hansen – Peter Taylor; 2. Richard
Bowdery – Steve Root; 3. Paul Hackett –
Roger O’Shea. Green Pointed Swiss
Teams: 1. Catherine Seale, Tom Paske,
Lyn Fry, Ian Pagan; 2. Shireen Mohandes,
Andy Bowles, Paul Barden, David
Kendrick.
Diary dates: June 22, London Trophy
Finals at RAC. Spectators welcome.
Enquiries to Kath Stynes at kstynes@
talk21.com.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
MARTIN Taylor – Mike
Bell won the Life Master
Pairs. John Holland –
Ben Green were 2nd in
the Premier Grand Master Pairs.
In the EBU Spring Congress in York
Michael Byrne and John Holland were
part of the winning team and the Goldenfields and Blakeys were 3rd. The
Goldenfields also finished 4th overall in
the Portland Pairs Mixed Pairs.
The annual Manchester Green Point
Swiss Pairs at Altrincham in March
attracted a full house of 24 tables.
Bernard and Rhona Goldenfield reached
the top table quickly and seemed to
remain there all day, winning by a comfortable margin ahead of Pat Burrows –
Michael Byrne. Rhona Goldenfield has
won the MCBA Player of the Year for 2014
in the Expert category.
The county Knock-out competition
to determine who plays for Manchester
in the Pachabo has reached the final
stage. Byrne (Newman, Lighton, Hyett,
Mould, Holland) beat Tempo (Bob
Cooke, Rod Franks, Dhun Daji, David
Pennington, Gill Griffiths) and Blakey
(Joy, Irving, Jeff Morris, John Hassett)
beat Tricksters (Kevin Higgins, Richard
Sinton, David Matthews, Ann Thornton).
This means that the final will be
between the same teams as last year.
Well done to the Manchester University team that reached the finals of the
Portland Bowl and congratulations to
Alexandra Birchall on being part of the
winning Cambridge team (see page 54).
Diary dates: Sun June 8, Manchester
Summer Intermediate Pairs, 1.30pm,
Altrincham Bridge Club, for players
below the rank of Regional Master and
others with limited experience; entries
to Barbara Lewis, e-mail: babsandalec@
dsl.pipex.com. Sat July 19, Michelle
Brunner Memorial Competition, Manchester BC, 1pm. Sun July 20, MCBA
Green-pointed Teams, Altrincham BC,
11am.
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Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
THREE of our local
players, Liz Commins,
Beth Wennell and
Sheila Shea, were
selected to play for Wales in this year’s
Lady Milne international event so
congratulations to them. The team
finished a respectable third out of six
(see page 54).
Local players performed well in the
North Wales Green-pointed Weekend.
David Stevenson – Liz Commins were
joint winners (with Tracy Capal – Mike
Pownall) in the Swiss Pairs event. The
foursome of David Flacks, Julian Merrill,
Paul Roberts and Laurence Stone were
runners-up in the Swiss Teams.
The Eric Howarth Trophy for the
County Open Swiss Teams was ‘spirited
off ’ to Lancashire, the winners being
Catherine Draper, Andrew Woodcock,
Andrew Petrie, Dave Matthews; 2nd
place went to Dave and Jean Keen, Ted
Reveley, Bill Niccol.
Congratulations to the team of
Paddy Murphy, Barry Jones, David
Stevenson and Liz Commins who have
reached the final of the Cambria Cup,
the WBU Mixed Pivot Teams event.
Good luck to them in the final.
Well done to Paddy Murphy – John
Hampson who won the North Wales
Pairs Championship.
The final of the County KO teams for
the Lady Connell Trophy will be between
the teams captained by Ted Reveley and
Andy Prothero.
The division winners in this season’s
Merseyside league are: Div. 1, Sutton;
Div. 2, Aigbiurth; Div. 3, Bluecoat.
Diary dates: June 5, Liverpool Open
Teams, LBC. June 6, Worldwide Sim
Pairs, Merseyside BC and Blundellsands
BC. June 12, Jim Davies Swiss Teams,
Heswall BC. June 24, Bill Hughes Sim
Pairs, Deva BC. June 28-29, Presidents
Cup, Carlisle. Aug 2, NBL Round 1.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to
Nevena Senior who won
the Grand Masters Pairs.
On the county scene,
congratulations to Pinner
BC Team 1 who won the
Middlesex Club Teams of
Eight; they were represented by Frank Wharton, Tony Mutukisna,
Prakash Paranjape, Uday Hegde, Trevor
Morris, Vanessa Clarke, Steve Foster and
Geoff Foley. We wish them well in the
Garden Cities Regional Final.
In the Middlesex Cup, the semi-finals
have been completed and the Rosen and
Naqvi teams are set to play in the final
for the right to represent the county in
the Pachabo.
Diary dates: June 2, AGM, 6.45pm,
and Committee Cup, 8pm, both at
Oshwal Club, Northwood. The County
website has an extensive competitions
calendar.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
THE 2014 Norfolk Congress, held for the second
time at the Wensum
Valley Hotel in Taverham,
has been acclaimed as a
great success.
Brian Barrett from King’s Lynn
praised the venue and hotel staff and
event organisation. ‘They could do with
better lighting in the evening, but that’s
a minor point,’ he said. Another topranking Norfolk player, Bogdan Drobny,
noted with approval that the new Congress venue has attracted more lessexperienced players, who had previously only competed at club level: ‘It’s a
really positive new experience for them,’
he said. ‘And, now they’ve done it once,
they’ll do it again next year.’
Top team in the Neville Hill Cup were
Peter Archer, Jeff Smith, Martin Oates
and Sarah Watson, while the Norfolk
Cup Final was won by Rob Cliffe – Alan
Mayo.
Norfolk swept the board at the Greenpointed East Anglian Bridge Weekend in
March, when Giles Ip, Simon Budd,
Paul Darby and Steve Dannell won the
Swiss Teams and Roger Amey – Gerard
Faulkner came joint first in the Pairs
event with Giles Ip – Simon Budd.
New 2014-15 NCBA President
Michael Whiting has started touring the
county’s EBU affiliated clubs. ‘I’m
aiming for a first with that, as I want to
play every time with someone I’ve never
partnered before,’ he said. ‘It’s entirely
up to the individual clubs whether they
pair me with an expert or a new player.’
Michael also plans to visit Norfolk’s
unaffiliated clubs: ‘I want to express
goodwill and let them know that the
EBU exists and is happy to help,’ he said.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
THE final round of the
Inter-club League was
played in April with
Hurworth winning the
A Division for the 9th
season in a row. They
will now represent NEBA in the Garden
Cities Trophy. Congratulations to them
and the other divisional winners:
Durham, Bishop Auckland, Whitley
Bay, St Georges and Castle Morpeth.
The North East League also finished in
April and was won by Val Gibson’s
team, who will now represent NEBA in
the Pachabo Cup.
The NEBA competition for the
Champion Pairs from each club was
won by David and Gill Gold representing Brunton Bridge Club; in 2nd
place were Desmond Dunleavy – Peter
Johnson. Newcastle held their ever
popular Pairs Congress in April and the
main final was won by Chris Stenning –
John Hodgson, with Freda Simpson –
Syd Hetherington winning the consolation final.
The Summer Pairs final will be held at

the end of June and in early August
NEBA will run a mid-week daytime
Swiss Pairs event starting before lunch
and finishing by 4pm – watch the
website for further details.

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
THE Northants Green Point Swiss Pairs
will be taking place at Bugbrooke Sports
and Community Centre, Camp Close,
Bugbrooke, Northants NN7 3RW, on
Sat June 21, starting at 1pm. For details,
see www.bridgewebs.com/northants. At
the same venue there will be a mentored
pivot teams event. Please contact Nicky
Bainbridge, ( 01788 570468 or by
email at rugbyvillagebridge@gmail.com.
The Alastair Brodie Memorial Trophy
was won by Christine White – Karen
Blacklock, 2nd were Colin Tuton – Jo
Henbury and 3rd were Graham and
Berry Hedley. The Teams event in the
evening was won by Mary and Terry
Knights, Brian Churchill and Gill Webb;
2nd were Jim and Nicky Bainbridge,
Doreen Simpson and Alan Coker; in 3rd
place were Jim Shoesmith, Hugh Williams, Janice Chun, Sheilagh McIntosh.
We are sad to be losing Graham and
Berry Hedley, who are moving to Sussex.
They have worked very hard for the
county over the last few years and are
supporters of all events. A presentation
was made to them at the Alastair Brodie.
The Broke Cup was won by Jim
Deacon, Chris Wormleighton, Daniel
Baines and Robert Miller; the team will
represent Northants in the Pachabo. In a
match with lots of swings, the Betts
Bowl was won by Mark Hodgson, John
Walshaw, Colin Porch and Amy Cherry.
The Eden Cup was won by Amy Cherry
– Colin Porch with Graham and Berry
Hedley 2nd; these two pairs will
represent the county in the Corwen. The
Murchie Lerner was won by Colin Tuton
– Jo Henbury with Alan Brown – Karen
Knight in 2nd.
Congratulations to Jim Deacon –
Chris Wormleighton, who were 2nd in
the Regional Pairs Final at Solihull.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
IN the county match against Derbyshire
the first and second teams lost 8-12 and
1-19, but the third team won 16-4.
The President’s Cup (which has now
become an inter-club competition) was
won by Woodborough. The best pair
however, were Ian Dovey – Graham Lee
playing for Bingham. Mark Goddard –
David Hodge won the National Pairs
Regional Final at Solihull.
Diary dates: the NCBA/EBU Greenpointed Weekend, held at Spondon, is on
July 19 (Swiss Pairs) and July 20 (Swiss
Teams). The entry form is available on
the NCBA website. Enquiries to Keith
Rodgers (( 01159447010 (work) or
01773 530764 (evening), e-mail: keith@
hme-limited.com).
For other forthcoming events see the
website.
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Oxfordshire

Somerset

www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
OXFORDSHIRE members
are invited to the County
AGM on Tuesday June 10
at the Oxford Bridge Club
and are reminded there is
still time to enter the
Oxfordshire Congress on June 14-15.
Congratulations to Cathy Rowland –
Aleksandar Lishkov on winning the
OBA County Pairs Final with Debbie
Roberts – Geoff Nicholas coming 2nd.
Aleksandar Lishkov, playing with Carol
Benzie, came 3rd in the Devon County
Swiss Pairs, and with Robert Gasser won
the Monday EBU British Spring Sim
Pairs. In the Bedfordshire Swiss Teams
the winners were Hugh Thomson, Mike
Webley, Paula Hopkinson and David
Patterson, with Robert Procter and
Mike Robinson’s team coming 2nd.
Congratulations to Freddie Illingworth
who was in the England team that won
the Peggy Bayer.
At the EBU Ranked Masters, Abbey
Smith – Chris Wilson came 4th in the
National Masters section, and Stuart
McPhee and partner were 5th in the
Grand Masters section. A belated well
done to Abbey Smith – Chris Wilson
who won the Mixed Pairs at the EBU
Year End London Congress.
Congratulations to Warwickshire
(Ian Handley, Simon Creasey, Roger
Bryant, Darren Evetts) on winning the
Beck Cup, Oxfordshire’s Invitation Teams
of Four (photo below).
The OBA Junior Congress was a great
success. Joint winners of the bridge
section were George and Arthur Anstis
and George Cooper – Sam Metcalfe.
Congratulations to Mike Webley on
achieving the rank of Grand Master.
There is a new format for OBA
County nights with an earlier start time.
Further information is on the OBA
website.
Diary dates: Sun June 8, OBA Mixed
Pairs. Tues June 10, OBA AGM. Sat and
Sun June 14-15, Oxfordshire Congress.

www.somersetbridge.org.uk
THE Championship Pairs
Final was won by Colin
Simcox – Frank Coltman;
the runners-up were Colin
Flood – Eric Cummings.
The final of the Championship Teams Knockout will be between the
teams led by Colin Juneman and Colin
Flood. It will be contested over 64
boards. The Michael Coda Cup was won
by Michael and Sarah Ferguson-Davie.
Pairs League final table, with congratulations to: Div. 1, Alan and Jette Bailey;
Div. 2, Eric Cummings – Gillian Toogood; Div. 3, Steve Fletcher – Simon
Brooke.
David Porter, Julian Brown, Richard
Feetenby and Tom Gibbard representing Taunton BC are through to the 5th
Round of the NICKO. Joe and Daphne
Patrick, and Bob and Jackie Baker, representing Nailsea BC, are through to
the 4th round of the NICKO Plate.
Somerset was well represented at the
Wiltshire/Avon Congress: the team that
came 2nd was Alan and Jette Bailey,
Colin Juneman and Roger Sweet.
Roger Sweet – Jackie Waters were 8th
in the Portland Pairs having won the
Exeter heat. Tony Russ – Wendy Miller
were 2nd equal in the Bristol heat.
Diary date: Sun June 15, County
AGM and Swiss teams, Oake.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
WOLVERHAMPTON BC
hosted a No Fear tournament attracting 26 pairs.
Joan Butler – Margaret
Revell were 1st, with
Trevor Adams – Norman Jones 2nd
and Jonathan Emmerson – Jackie
Banister 3rd. It is intended to try a No
Fears Teams tournament on Thursday
June 12. This is likely to be held in two
halves, with lunch provided in the
middle.

Newcastle’s John Hartley – Chris Tayar
won the Shrewsbury Open Swiss Pairs
with locals Brian Nicholls – Keith Shuttleworth 2nd, Helen and Peter Lees 3rd.
Annette Lucas – Mike Cornes were
comfortable winners of the Bearn Final
with David Beavon – Roger Keanes and
Dan Crofts – John Sheard finishing in
the 2nd and 3rd slots. All three pairs are
eligible to represent us in the Corwen.
Geoff Davies’s team won the Shelley
at Stafford BC; Ann Sleightholme was
2nd and John Whiteman 3rd.
The Barkin Plate is held at Basford
BC. This year’s winners were Tracy and
Martin Aherne who beat last year’s
winners Dorothy Bonsall – Jenny Wood
by 0.75%.
On the international front, Justin
Hackett won the Pakistan Day Teams in
Karachi and Paul Hackett won the
Bangkok Teams in Thailand. We wish
them both luck as they compete for
England in the European Championships in Croatia in June.

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
JANE Moore represented
England in the Lady Milne,
the Women’s Home Internationals.
Colchester Hanley (Graham Beeton,
Rick Hanley, Neil Bresler, David
Cooper) won the Club Teams of Four.
I&K (Philip and Anne Edwards, Wendy
and Paul Lefort) came 2nd and Bury
(Helen Mason, Norman Less, Doc
Lacey, Mike O’Reilly) were 3rd.
Jill and Roger Tattersfield won the
Suffolk Pairs Final; 2nd were Basia
Malinowska – Joan Mayhew and Eric
Newman – Mike Sherer were 3rd.
Suffolk A beat Bedfordshire 18-2
becoming joint ECL A Division champions with Hertfordshire. We share the
trophy but will miss the National Leagues
Final as we lost our league match with
Herts.
EABW Swiss Teams: 1. Giles Ip,
Simon Budd, Paul Darby, Steve Dannell;
2. Christine Jepson, Catherine Curtis,

Paul Fegarty, Peter Clinch; 3. Michael
O’Reilly, Doc Lacey, Norman Less,
Helen Mason. In the Swiss Pairs Roger
Amey – Gerard Faulkner tied with Giles
Ip – Simon Budd; David Willson –
Simon Riley were 3rd. Paul and Wendy
Lefort won the Non-expert prize.
The organisers cancelled the Colchester & Sudbury Swiss Teams due to lack
of entries.
Mark Honess – Anne Wilmer won
the Suffolk Pairs Semi-Final followed by
Rick Hanley – Peter Sutcliffe ahead of
Bogdan Talaga – David Walker.
Diary dates: Wed June 25, Mixed
Pairs (incorporating Married Pairs),
Lavenham, 7pm. Sun July 6, Club
Players Championship, Stansfield BC,
2pm. Wed Jul 16, Seniors Pairs, Clare,
7pm. Wed Sept 17, Ladies’ & Men’s Pairs,
Clare, 7pm. Sat Oct 4, Felixstowe Congress GP Pairs, Felixstowe Leisure Centre,
1pm. Sun Oct 5, Felixstowe Congress
GP Teams, Felixstowe LC, 11am.

Surrey
www.surreycountybridge.org.uk
MANY congratulations
to Bob Rowlands – Peter
Lee who swept the board
in both the County Pairs
and the National Pairs in
consecutive weekends. This was their
4th win in the National Pairs, which is a
record. This after they failed to qualify
for the regional finals last year. It just
goes to show that even the stars can
have an off day!
Richard Granville – George Solarski
were runners up in the National Pairs B
Final.
Jeffrey Allerton – Mike Scoltock
retained the County Pairs Plate. Frances
Hinden – Graham Osborne won the
first County Blue-pointed Swiss Pairs,
and Margaret Bradshaw, Ian Lewis,
Geoff Williams and Frances Dalton won
the Friendly Teams.
In the April issue it was stated that
Ulla Adilz – Pam Jardine had won the
Ladies’ Pairs. In fact, after a scoring
correction, the winners were Pam
Powles – Thelma Scott. Apologies for
this error.
Diary date: June 15, AGM Swiss
Pairs, East Horsley, 2pm. Enter via the
Surrey web site or contact Frances
Trebble at f.trebble@ntlworld.com or
( 01252 679883.

Photo: OBA
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Event TD Rob Dixon (left) with the winners of the Oxfordshire CBA’s Beck Cup,
Warwickshire’s Darren Evetts, Simon Creasey, Roger Bryant and Ian Handley.
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www.sccba.co.uk
JOY Mayall, our excellent
chairman for the last three
years, has decided to resign
for family reasons. We
would like to thank her for
all her superb work.
Many congratulations to:
Geoffrey Wolfarth, who with Nevana
Senior won the Grand Masters Pairs;
Stephen Kennedy, who was a member of
the Under-20 England team that
retained the Peggy Bayer Trophy; and
Julian Mitchell – Peter Clinch who were
third in the National Pairs ‘A’ Final.

www.ebu.co.uk

COUNTY NEWS
Senior Simultaneous Pairs: 1. Roger
Poulter – David Benjamin; 2. Geraldine
Springer – Ian Gordon. Sussex Individual: 1. James Lawrence; =2. Nigel
Urban and Christina Backholer. Mixed
Pairs Final: 1. Jeffrey and Lydia Stanford;
2. Andy Ryder – Katie Lyons. Sussex
Pairs: 1. Roger Poulter – Pyers Pennant;
2. Andrew Southwell – Ian Lancaster. In
the Swiss Teams at Suffolk, Chris Jepson,
Catherine Curtis, Paul Fegarty and Peter
Clinch were 2nd. In the Portland Pairs at
Tunbridge Wells, Gerry Stanford – Joy
Mayall were 2nd.
Spring Congress Results: Swiss Teams:
1. Dave Franklin, Gerry Stanford, Mick
Carrington, Martin Pool; 2. Chris
Jepson, Neil Watts, Nigel Urban, Philip
Hunt. Swiss Pairs: 1. David Sedlickas –
David Municchi; 2. Chris Jepson – Neil
Watts. Mixed Pairs: 1. Chris Jepson –
Neil Watts; 2. David and Jill Armstrong.
Basic Bridge: 1. Barbara Herold – Mike
Wood; 2. Carol Pembrey – Christine
Brown. Multiple Teams: 1. Gerry
Stanford, Martin Pool, Dave Franklin,
Nigel Urban.
Teams of Eight: 1. Eastbourne (Tom
Brogan, Matthew Smith, Alan and
James Hobden, Roger Poulter, David
Benjamin, Mike Keeping, Matt Read).
Mervyn Wotton was awarded the
Gladys Hakki Trophy for outstanding
service to club and county bridge over a
number of years.
Diary dates: July 13, Venture Pairs,
West Sussex. July 20, Green-pointed
Swiss Teams, East Grinstead.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

Photo: EBU

CONGRATULATIONS to
our youngsters who took
part in the Young Bridge
Challenge held recently at
Loughborough. It is the
first time in many years
that we have been represented. Grace Fisher finished 2nd in the
Minibridge; Andy Cope – Elizabeth
Gahan, with team-mates from Yorkshire,
finished 3rd in the Swiss Teams. All
three are regular members of the West
Midlands Bridge Club Junior Section.
Adrian Knight – Leslie Reece won the
County Pairs Championship. They, with

runners-up Susan Stockdale – Darren
Evetts, plus two other pairs, are eligible
to represent Warwickshire in the
Corwen Trophy held later in the year.
The Consolation final was won by Pat
and Brian Parker.
In an exciting finish to the Inter-county
League, the 2nd (Porter) team, by winning their last match 20-0 won the
League by 1 VP. The 3rd (Markham)
team won their League for the 4th
consecutive year. The 1st (Dawes) team
finished 3rd.
All members are encouraged to
attend the County AGM and Cock O’ the
County pairs competition to be held at
C&NWBC on June 29.
Diary dates: Sun June 29, No Fear
Open Pairs (0-10 years playing experience), 1.30 pm; Cock O’ the County
Pairs, 1.45pm, and AGM, 5.00pm; all
events take place at C&NWBC. Thurs
July 10, Senior Teams, West Mids,
1.30pm. Sun July 13, Frank Cup –
Handicap Teams, plus Goodman
Qualifier, West Mids, 1.30pm.

Westmorland
www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland
THE Westmorland County
AGM was held in April
with the appointment of
John Ellwood as Chair. The
meeting thanked the outgoing Chair, Peter Jeffreys,
for all his work over the last six years.
Congratulations to John MacLachlan
– Robin Rose for winning the recent
well-supported Westmorland Pairs event
and to John Farmer – Babs Matthews
and Mike and Sally-Ann Rothwell for
their recent success in the National Pairs
Final.
Coming events include the first
Westmorland team match against
Cumbria in May for the Victor Ludorum
Cup and the Cumbria/Westmorland
Bridge Congress in Kendal on Sept 2728. Current interest already confirms
the potential for this to be a very
successful combined ‘first-time’ event
(enter on the Westmorland website).
Although small in size, the county has
done very well over the year with its
achievements and looks forward to
continued success.

Worcestershire winners of the Premier Grand Masters Pairs
at the EBU’s Ranked Masters Pairs, Richard Jephcott and John Sansom.

www.ebu.co.uk

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk
THE decision to run
promotion / relegation
through the divisions
heightened interest and nerves in the
final rounds. In the Premier Division’s
last round, if the scores at the end of the
first 12-board stanza had remained,
then past-year champions and current
favourites (Williamson) were falling
short. At the other end of the table, two
of the teams most requiring wins to
avoid the drop were doing well, while
others not mathematically clear of the
drop were looking in despair over their
shoulders. However, the second stanza
saw normality return: Keith Williamson,
Kathy Hodgson, Chris Dixon, Pat Davies,
Valerie Austwick and Taf Anthias were
again champions but only by 1 VP; Dave
Latchem, Philip Howard, Andrew
Parkes, Norman Botton and Richard
Samter had given them a chase to the
line. It was an excellent series where no
teams were unbeaten, and no teams
failed to win a match.
Div. 2 saw Bridge earn the right to
play in the top division next year
beating Thackaberry, who finished 2nd,
by just enough margin on the final
night. In Div. 3, Wilcox won from Lane,
turning out to be comfortable winners
compared with the other divisions.
The Spring Teams was won by Don
and Jo Hodgson, Pat Lewis and Helen
Holden. At the well-attended Wilts/
Avon Green Point Weekend local heroes
were Edward Leatham – Bryan Cross
(2nd in the Pairs) and Niall Igoe –
Ambrose Holmes Mackie (3rd). Dave
Latchem with Philip Howard and Huw
Oliver – Tony Gammon won the Teams.
At the AGM, Colin Webb retired after
almost nine years; being replaced by
Roger Karn who showed his bridge
pedigree by winning the Chairman’s Cup
in the after-meeting handicap event
with Bob McMurray as his partner.

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
THE end of the season
brings results in the
major competitions and
we have been pleased
with the success that
Worcestershire has achieved; our thanks
go to our players who have supported us
so well through it. We were successful in
finishing top of the Dawes Trophy (First
Division of the Midlands County
League) and second in the Markham
Trophy (Third Division).
Elsewhere, John Sansom – Richard
Jephcott (photo on the left) did the
county proud by finishing top of a
strong Premier Grand Masters Pairs field
and so improving on their position as
runners-up last year. Chris Davis, from
the Evesham Club, won the Bath heat of
the Green Pointed Swiss Pairs, playing
with Martin David. Sue Evans – Nick
Forward won the Solihull heat of the
Portland Pairs. Pam Pearce – Susan Sharp

won the Swiss Teams at the Devon Congress and came 4th in the Swiss Pairs.
In the county competitions, John Sansom – Richard Jephcott won the Phillipps
Heats but Stewart Fishburne won the
Phillipps Final playing with Ian Thompson, and also the County Pairs Championship and the Ladder playing with Mike
Willoughby. The Grand Prix Teams was
won by Half and Half (Joyce Skelton,
Brian Stanley, Ross Garratt and Mel
Downing). The Club Championship Pairs
was won by Mike Heard – David Philpott
on a split tie, the Veterans Pairs by David
Thomas – Jimmy Ledger, and the Mixed
Pairs by Joyce Skelton – Paul Hammond.
The first heat of the Grand Prix
Teams takes place on July 7: this has
been a very successful and enjoyable
competition and we would encourage
some new teams to come along and join
in the fun!

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
JUNIOR player Rhys
Munden of Sheffield was in
the winning England
Under-20 team in the home
international competition
for the Peggy Bayer Trophy. Daniel
Winter – Gideon Harvey, also juniors,
won the Harry Scully Trophy at the
Young Bridge Challenge.
Congratulations to them and to the
following on their successes in recent
national and county events: EBU
Ranked Masters: Ana-Maria Scherson –
Georgina Wooler won the Masters
section, and Frank Littlewood – David
Musson were 3rd in the Grand Masters
section. EBU Portland Pairs: Becky
Dickinson – Alan Jarvis were 2nd.
Stuart Davies – Richard Winter won the
EBU Northern Pairs and James Thrower –
Phil Godfrey were 2nd.
Sheffield A were champions of
Division 1 of the Yorkshire League.
Nelson Rose Bowl: Janet Latham,
Heather Hobson, Carole Kelly and
Judith Biles. West Yorkshire Open Teams:
Janet and Ted Latham, Richard Pike and
David Waxman. Peter Littlewood Midweek Pairs: Barbara Boaler – Chris
Quigley. Scarborough Congress: Pairs:
Pauline Cooper – Richard Hilton;
Teams: David Wilson, Mark Ballantine,
Waldemar Maciejewski and Ian Cook.
Yorkshire Improvers Pairs: 1. Viv Keel
– Jane Walker; 2. Alison Bloxham –
Fiona Drew; 3. Richard and Ann Barton;
41 pairs took part – a huge success.
Margery Cartwright Simultaneous
Pairs: 1. Martin Brailsford – Terry
Marah (Beauchief); 2. Ray Causton –
Brian Davison (Olicana); 3. Geoff
Newman – Adrian Goulding (Wakefield)
Diary dates: June 6, AGM, Doncaster. June 11, Affiliated Clubs Teams,
Tickton. June 15, Castle Swiss Pairs,
Huddersfield. June 19, John Gerrard
Simultaneous Pairs, Clubs. June 28,
Schools Cup, York. June 29, Malton
Teams, York. July 6, Yorkshire Flitch.
July 20, Newcomers Pivot Teams,
Bradford. July 24-27, EBU Northern
Summer Festival, Spa, Scarborough. r
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24-26 October 2014

REALLY EASY
AUTUMN
BREAK

Club Bidding Quiz
click
link

by Julian Pottage

Answers to Problems on Page 13
W
Hand 1
´ J 10 4 3
™ K8653
tJ3
®96

N

E
S
1NT Pass

?

2®. By using Stayman,
you give yourself two
possible chances of finding a fit, in spades and
hearts. If partner bids 2t, denying a fourcard major, you will rebid 2™.

Wroxton House Hotel
Wroxton St Mary, Banbury,
Oxfordshire OX15 6QB
( 01295 730777
The hotel package is £182 per person
(£156 per person sharing).
Please make reservations directly
with the hotel.

Bridge fees: £46 per person
Four sessions of bridge plus two
days half-board at this charming
country house hotel.
The event starts with dinner on
Friday evening at 6.15pm followed
by the first session of bridge. A
bridge lesson on Saturday morning
followed by bridge in the afternoon and evening with dinner.
Finally, on Sunday, a Swiss Pairs
event with a break for a light
lunch. The event finishes around
3.30pm.

ENTRIES LIMITED TO 36 PEOPLE
(RESIDENTS ONLY)

Suitable for the more
experienced novice with up to
about 5 years experience.

Entries & enquiries to
EBU Competitions
Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219
or e-mail comps@ebu.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk
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click

W
Hand 2
´ J 10 8 7 4
™ Void
tAKJ3
®KQ62

1´
?

N

E

S
1™
1NT Pass 2™

Double. With a shapely
hand and good values,
you do not wish to sell
out to 2™. This delayed double is still for
take-out. Rebidding 2´ would be a mistake;
that would show six spades, which you do
not have, and be considerably less flexible.

W
Hand 3
´ K 10
™ A9853
t Q 10 9 8 7
®J

N

E
S
1® 1t

Hand 4
´ A852
™ A 10 7 6
tK
®K874

W
1®
?

link

N
E
Pass 1t

S
Pass

1™. You should make the
most economical rebid
because this maximises
your chance of a fit.
Although you have stoppers in the unbid
suits, a 1NT rebid would be wrong on two
counts: (i) you are a point light and (ii) your
singleton suggests that a suit contract will
play better if a fit is present.

Hand 5
´ 10
™ A 10 5 3
tKQJ84
® 10 8 3

W
N
E
S
Pass Pass 1® Pass
1t Pass 1™ Pass
?

4™. With a seven-loser
hand, you should take
the pressure off partner
and raise all the way to game. If you play
splinters, you can also give yourself 10
marks if you chose 3´, showing the spade
shortage as well as a raise to game in hearts.
.

?

1™. Playing for a penalty
at the one level rarely
proves rewarding.
Whether you are playing penalty or negative doubles, it is better
to go after your own best contract when
you have this sort of shape. You may get a
chance to defend at a higher level; indeed
that is what happened at the table.

Hand 6
´762
™4
t K J 10 8
® A Q 10 7 3

W
N
Pass 1™
?

E
S
Pass 1´

Double. As you passed
originally, East knows
you do not have a great
hand. However, if it is a
part-score deal, you want to compete and to
give partner a choice of suits.
r

PORTLAND BOWL
CAMBRIDGE University have won the Portland Bowl, beating the defending champions Imperial College in the final by 25 IMPs.
The Cambridge team for the competition was Tommy Brass, Alexandra Birchall,
Adam Bowden, Stefan David, Kyle Lam, and Toby Nonnenmacher. Imperial were
represented by Filip Sebest, Kevin Satti, Jorrit Schafer, Kelvin Wong, and Sam
Winslow.

www.ebu.co.uk

ONLINE EXTRA
Report

Rules & Maxims

The Rule of Fifteen 2014 Corn Cairdis
by Simon Cochemé

by Michael Byrne
Rating HHHHH
When does it apply?
The Rule of Fifteen is a guideline to whether or not to open the
bidding in fourth seat (i.e. after three passes) with marginal
hands. It is useful in deciding if you should throw in a deal (have
a pass-out) or open the bidding and try and make a plus score.
Since you are usually guaranteed an average score if you pass the
deal out, opening the bidding and going several off (or, even
worse, having your opponents steal the part-score) is a disaster.
What is it?
The Rule of Fifteen works as follows: when the bidding starts with
three passes and you are thinking of opening, add together your
high-card points total with the number of spades you hold. If the
total comes to 15 or more then you should open, if it comes to less
it is a good idea to pass.
Why does it work?
The simple logic behind it is that if you open with a poor hand
and not enough spades then the opponents just overcall 1´ and
steal the part-score from you. By contrast if you have the spades,
then there is a big upside to opening the bidding, that the
opponents can’t easily overcall and buy the contract.

THE Corn Cairdis has been played between England and Ireland
since 1993. Each team is now made up of three foursomes,
representing club players, county players and EBU officials. The idea
in the early days was that the officials would do some business with
their opposite numbers before and after play, but now the event is
completely social, with all the EBU players paying their own way.
Peter Stocken, past Chairman of the EBU, is the event organiser.
This year, the EBU team was: Officials: Peter and Dinah Stocken,
Jeremy Dhondy, Simon Cochemé; County: Philip Mason, Robin
Ashdown, Ian Johns, John O’Sullivan; Club: Ron and Lesley Millet,
Marlene Jones, David Banks.
Corn Cairdis means Cup of Friendship, and friendship was much
in evidence in the generous hospitality provided by the Regent
Bridge Club; the barbeque on the Saturday night was particularly
memorable.
The EBU repaid the friendship by being extremely generous at the
bridge table. The Irish, on the other hand, cast all thoughts of cairdis
aside once play began and went flat out to take revenge for their
defeat in Bradford in 2013 (as well as Ireland’s 10-13 defeat at
Twickenham in February). The CBAI went into an early lead and
declined to take their foot off the pedal, running out comfortable
winners by 299.27 VPs to 180.73 (they were using the WBF’s new
IMP to VP conversion table). Here is one of England’s rare successes:

What are the problems?
Obviously like all simple rules extreme hands are not well
represented. If you hold:
´
™
t
®

Void
A Q J 10 3 2
KQJ87
10 8

and the bidding starts Pass – Pass – Pass, then in a million years
you shouldn’t pass the deal out as you might make a game or even
a slam. One has to temper the rule with common sense, and weigh
up the possible gains of opening against the likelihood of buying
the contract.
Tactically speaking, there is also more merit in opening a 12-14
no-trump in fourth seat as opposed to a short club or diamond in
the five-card major style, as 1NT will often buy the contract even
when your opponents can make 2´.
What more do I need to know?
You may hear the term Pearson Points used as a name for the rule
after an American player, but I prefer the more colourful Cansino’s
Count after the great British player Jonathan Cansino, who was
one of Great Britain’s finest players, winning all before him in the
1960s and inventing the Multicoloured 2t along with Jeremy
Flint.
r
Online Extra

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer North.
´ AK
™ J542
t AKQ2
® A82
J74
´ 10 8 6 5 3
N
K 10 8 7 6
™ Q3
W
E
10 4
t J8763
S
J63
® K
´ Q92
™ A9
t 95
® Q 10 9 7 5 4

West

North
2NT

East
Pass

South
6®

All Pass

Lesley Millet opened 2NT with the North hand and Ron Millet
went straight to 6®. West led a heart. Ron won with the ace and
cashed three rounds of diamonds, discarding the losing heart from
his hand. West trumped the third diamond and played another
heart. Ron ruffed and now had to tackle the trump suit. With K-J-6
missing, cashing the ®A works if either player now holds a
singleton ®K, and that is twice as good as running the queen from
hand, which gains only when East has a singleton ®J. Ron got that
right and the slam was made.
r
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English Riviera Congress
Riviera Centre, Torquay
27 – 29 June 2014
A summer congress at the fabulous Riviera Centre in Torquay, featuring a one-day Swiss Teams
event on the Friday, followed by a two-day Swiss Pairs event on the Saturday and Sunday.
All events are Level 4 and are fully Green Pointed.

Programme
Fri
Sat
Sun

2.00pm-6.00pm
8.00pm-11.00pm
11.00am-1.45pm
2.15pm-6.00pm
11.00am-4.30pm

Swiss Teams (Four x7-board matches)
Swiss Teams (Three x 7-board matches)
Swiss Pairs (Three x 7-board matches)
Swiss Pairs (Four x 7-board matches)
Swiss Pairs (Five x 7-board matches
including a short break)

Venue: Riviera International Conference Centre, Chestnut Avenue, Torquay, Devon, TQ2 5LZ ( 01803 299992

The EBU have a new accommodation booking service, operated by Bridge Overseas,
telephone Freephone 0800 0346 246, to book a hotel in Torquay.
Entries to: Competitions Department,
English Bridge Union, Broadfields, Bicester Road, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP19 8AZ
or telephone Peter or Dawn ( 01296 317 203 / 219 or e-mail comps@ebu.co.uk

or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

ONLINE EXTRA
The Five-card Major System

Five-card Majors Part III
by Neil Rosen
THE idea of writing a comprehensive
series of articles on five-card majors,
strong no-trump and two-over-one game
forcing is that the articles should provoke
interest and debate. I sincerely hope that
you will try to take on board some of the
suggestions I am making – though clearly
individual partnerships can, and should,
amend or adjust some of the ideas to suit
their tastes.
I also hope you will have a go at the
exercises that I set within the articles.
These are designed to support and augment rather than to catch you out or
depress you! Please feel free to contact the
editor with any queries you may have –
who knows, we may even get the space in
a future article to answer them directly!
I will start this month with a quick
review of some of last month’s material,
which seems to have caused quite a lot of
interest since it was published. There will
also be some associated quizzes for you to
double-check your understandings.

Inverted Minor-suit Raises
To raise 1® to 2® you need at least 11
high-card points (HCP) – maybe 10 with
a good quality six-card suit. The bid is
essentially at least invitational facing a
maximum weak no-trump. It needs to be
remembered that this hand type, i.e. a
balanced weak no-trump, is always the
most frequent hand type for a 1® opener.
Remember, also, that the sequence 1® –
2NT is natural (11-12 HCP), so only use
the 2® bid if your club suit is a feature
worth showing.

•

After 1® – 2®:
A bid of 2t shows a no-trump
hand, without four clubs (11-14 or
18-19 HCP).
A bid of 2™/2´ is natural and
unbalanced (showing at least five
clubs and four hearts / spades) and is
not necessarily promising any extra
values, so is forcing as far as 3® only.

•

Online Extra

•

Quiz No. 1
3t/3™/3´ are best played as
splinters, i.e. showing a singleton or a
void in the bid suit – clearly describing an attractive hand with a feature
easily definable below the level of
3NT, so, for example, Hand A . . .

Here are some problems for you. In each
case, what would you bid?
Answers on the next page – no peeping!

Problem 1
Hand A
´
™
t
®

•

A72
3
AQ8
K Q 10 9 6 2

. . . would jump
to 3™ after a 1®
– 2® start to the
auction.

´
™
t
®

952
43
AQ7
AQ764

2NT shows a weak no-trump with at
least four clubs.
Problem 2

1® – 3®:
The 3® response is pre-emptive in nature
(again, you normally assume a weak notrump opposite) and will usually be passed.
The bid shows at least six cards (very, very
occasionally five) and about 5-9 HCP. It
can be quite weak but remember that
opener may have an 18-19 balanced hand,
in which case he will now rebid 3NT – so
quite weak, yes, but not revolting!
1t Openers:
In auctions starting with 1t the difference
is that you always start with the
assumption that the diamond suit is real –
hence after an inverted raise (1t – 2t),
should opener introduce a new suit, this is
natural and unbalanced (usually 5-4 but
occasionally 4-4-4-1). It does not promise
any extra values, so it is forcing to 3t only.
Should opener jump in a new suit, again
this is a splinter bid.
The sequence 1t – 3t is weakish
(showing fewer that 10 HCP).
HHHHHH

´
™
t
®

873
75
AQ862
AQ5

Problem 3
´
™
t
®

75
KJ63
AQ752
Q6

Problem 4
´
™
t
®

K73
KJ2
752
AK52

(A)
You
1®
?

Partner
2®

(B)
You
1®
?

Partner
3®

(A)
You
1t
?

Partner
2t

(B)
You
1t
?

Partner
3t

(A)
You
1t
?

Partner
2t

(B)
You
1t
?

Partner
3t

(A)
You
1®
?

Partner
2®

(B)
You
1®
2NT
?

Partner
2®
3®
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Answers to Quiz No. 1
Problem 1
´
™
t
®

952
43
AQ7
AQ764

(A)
You
1®
?
(B)
You
1®
?

Partner
2®

Problem 4
Partner
3®

(A): 2NT. Tempting though it is to express
your ‘real’ clubs, the essential nature of
this hand is that it is a balanced 3-2-3-5
12-count (i.e. a weak no-trump). Express
that with 2NT which guarantees real (at
least four) clubs at the same time.
(B): Pass is the normal bid here. Partner
has shown weakness, so game will not be
making. There is room, however, for some
creativity / flair on auctions like this. One
possibility is to up the stakes with a preemptive raise to 4®, since if you pass the
opponents might protect and find a likely
making contract of their own. 4® should
not be misconstrued, because you could
make any other descriptive bid with
genuine game ambition.

Problem 2
´
™
t
®

873
75
AQ862
AQ5

(A)
You
1t
?
(B)
You
1t
?

´
™
t
®

60

75
KJ63
AQ752
Q6

K73
KJ2
752
AK52

(B)
You
1®
2NT
?

Partner
2®

Partner
2®
3®

(A): 2NT. This shows a weak no-trump
with at least four clubs.
(B): 3NT. Partner’s bid is now invitational
and non-forcing. However, he has shown
enough values to issue an invitation facing
a weak no-trump. With a maximum, you
are duty bound to accept this invitation.

Partner
3t

Quiz No. 2

Partner opens 1t.
What is your plan?

Problem 1

Partner
3t

(B)
You
1t
?

FOOTNOTE to auctions starting with a
1t opener: I touched on this in
click
my last article (April Online
Extra, page 61) where I intro- link
duced you to the very important
aspect that responding 2® to 1t is forcing
to game. You can therefore use 3® as
invitational to reduce the burden on, and
frequency of, the no-trump response.
Remember: typically 3® over 1t shows a
six- or seven-card suit and 10-12 HCP.

Now test yourself with a few more quizzes.

b) 1® – 2NT
2NT denies a four-card major, and
denotes a very flat hand with a good
11 or 12 HCP.

Partner
2t

g) 1®/1t – 4NT
Technically 4NT here should be
ordinary Blackwood, because if you
wished to use Roman Key-card
Blackwood you should agree the
minor first with an inverted raise
(This is an optional treatment I only
recommend to advanced partnerships).

No-trump Responses to a
One-of-a-Minor Opening

Partner
2t

(A)
You
1t
?
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´
™
t
®

(A)
You
1®
?

a) 1® – 1NT
1NT denies a four-card major and
shows 6-10 HCP. In practice it could
be a bad 11-count which would not
want to invite facing 11-14 balanced.

(A): As in 1(A), bid 2NT. This gets across
the balanced character of the hand and its
(lack of) strength. You can still stop in 3t
if necessary: if that is the bid partner
makes once he knows that you have a weak
no-trump hand, you will pass.
(B): Again, pass. Or perhaps, depending
on vulnerability, raise to 4t.

Problem 3

(A): 2™, showing typically at least five
diamonds and four hearts, (but occasionally 4-4-4-1 is possible), with no extra
values implied at this stage.
(B): Pass – quickly! Partner’s bid is weak.

c) 1® – 3NT
3NT shows a 13-15 HCP balanced
hand – again with no four-card
major. Usually the hand does not
contain wonderful controls (i.e. aces
and kings) as otherwise some good
slams will be missed.

´
™
t
®

Q2
432
AKJ84
K73

(i) Partner opens
1t. Do you bid 1´
or 2t?

Problem 2
´
™
t
®

AK73
75
A8754
A2

(ii) Assuming for
the moment that
you have chosen
2t, what do you do
now over the following developments?

d) 1t – 1NT
Again, 1NT denies a four-card major
and shows 6-10 HCP.

(A)
Partner
1t
2™

You
2t
?

(B)
Partner
1t
2´

You
2t
?

e) 1t – 2NT
Scratched record by now! No fourcard major and a balanced 11-12
HCP hand.

(C)
Partner
1t
2NT

You
2t
?

(D)
Partner
1t
3t

You
2t
?

f) 1t – 3NT
13-15 HCP, no four-card major –
similar principles to c) above.

More questions on next page!
Online Extra
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Problem 3
´
™
t
®

A2
K73
A8754
K64

Problem 4
´
™
t
®

Q73
K5
A542
K852

(A)
You
1t
?

Partner
3®

(B)
You
1t
?

Partner
2t

(C)
You
1t
?

Partner
3t

(i) Partner opens
1®. What do you
respond?
(ii) Partner opens
1®, the opponents
overcall 1´; what do
you respond?

Answers to Quiz No. 2
Problem 1
´
™
t
®

Partner opens 1t.
What is your plan?

Q2
432
AKJ84
K73

Playing inverted
minor-suit raises as
you are, it should be
quite simple to start
with 2t, then bid
3NT next time. If you play Acol, you have
a really tricky time: you either have to
jump straight to 3NT (ignoring the big
diamond fit) or improvise by bidding 2®,
which can often lead to all sorts of
problems.

Problem 2
´
™
t
®

AK73
75
A8754
A2

(A)
Partner
1t
2™

You
2t
?

Online Extra

(i) Partner opens
1t. Do you bid 1´
or 2t?
(ii) Assuming for
the moment that
you have chosen
2t, what do you do
now over the following developments?
(B)
Partner
1t
2´

You
2t
?

(C)
Partner
1t
2NT

You
2t
?

(D)
Partner
1t
3t

You
2t
?

(i): This is a matter of style and partnership agreement. My belief is that with a
game-going hand you should always bid
as naturally as possible, hence bidding
your longest suit – diamonds – is best.
With fewer points, you can happily start
with 1´ (fewer than 12 HCP essentially).
(ii)(A): Partner has shown an unbalanced
hand with at least four hearts. Bid 2´
now – which is natural and forcing since
you started with 2t first, remember!
(ii) (B): Raise quietly to 3´. This is in fact
stronger than bidding 4´, since the auction
is forced to game as discussed, so you can
leave room for any possible slam exploration. An ill-advised jump to 4´ should
be construed as minimum and most
certainly not slam suitable.
(ii) (C): Bid 3´. You are going to game;
who knows, partner may still have a fourcard spade suit! It would be very lazy not
to find out.
(ii)(D): Partner has shown a weak hand
without a four-card major. This is a very
difficult bid now – you might well settle
for a slight gamble of 3NT, based on your
overall strength. Though any of you
choosing 5t have my admiration: a hand
full of controls (aces and kings) nearly
always plays very well in a trump contract.

Problem 3
´
™
t
®

A2
K73
A8754
K64

(A)
You
1t
?

Partner
3®

(B)
You
1t
?

Partner
2t

(C)
You
1t
?

Partner
3t

(A): 3NT. Partner has issued an invitation.
You are maximum and furthermore you
have a wonderful fitting king of clubs to
add to the party.
(B): 2NT. Describe your hand as 11-14
balanced. This bid is forcing for one
round. If partner describes a minimum

now with 3t, you can push on to 3NT
since you are maximum, whereas with a
minimum you would be happy to pass.
(C): Pass – quickly! Partner has made a
weakish bid (fewer than 10 HCP), so you
will not be making game. You should be
delighted that you appear to be stealing
the contract from the opponents.

Problem 4
´
™
t
®

Q73
K5
A542
K852

(i) Partner opens
1®. What do you
respond?
(ii) Partner opens
1®, the opponents
overcall 1´; what do
you respond?

(i): 2NT. I prefer this to 1t or 2® myself.
Certainly to bid 2® here, when holding a
balanced 11-12 count, you should really
have five clubs, in my opinion.
(ii): 2NT. Again, do not fall into the ageold trap of supporting partner’s nonexistent club suit. The fundamental difference between five-card major systems and
Acol is shown here where we do not want
to show a fit for a non-existent (in all
likelihood) suit.

Dealing with Intervention
after a 1® Opener
a) After a One-level Overcall
After your side opens 1® and the
opponents overcall, you should play a
fairly natural set of continuations.
So, introducing a new suit or making a
negative double could be played pretty
much as your partnership already does.
Jump bids in new suits are weak jumps not
strong (basically the same system
bids as if the opponents had not click
overcalled – see article in the
link
Online April issue, page 60).
There is some debate as to whether after
a 1™ overcall a double should be played as
guaranteeing four spades (with 1´ showing at least five cards in the suit), or for the
double to deny four spades, with 1´
therefore showing at least four cards. My
preference is for the latter (using support
doubles is vital here – see more details in
my next article).
Thus, holding Hand B overleaf:
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After 1® – (1™)
you can now double
´ 972
to deny spades and
™ 85
hence show minort AQ84
suit values. This
® Q962
enables you to bid
on a great number
of hands which
otherwise would be unbiddable.
You also have the option of supporting
partner’s opening 1® bid – in various
ways. After the following sequence:
Hand B

Partner Opp 1
1´
1®

You
?

Opp 2

The following scheme works well:
2® = 5+ clubs, 5-9 HCP.
2´ = 5+ clubs, 10+ HCP.
3® = 6+ clubs, 5-9 HCP.
Note that if partner forces you to speak,
you are sometimes compelled to bid notrumps even without a stopper in the
opponent’s suit – as the best description of
your hand. Thus, after the start to the
auction below, and holding Hand C:
You
1®
?

Opp 1
1´

Partner Opp 2
2t
Pass

I strongly believe
2NT (11-14) to be
´ 852
the only sensible
™ KJ64
choice here. If partt K4
ner then wishes to
® AJ97
raise to 3NT, he can
always bid the opponent’s suit first
to check for a stopper if he does not possess one himself (in practice, partner will
invariably have one anyway).
Hand C

b) After a Double
1. A new suit at the one level follows
standard practice, i.e. you ignore the
double and the bid is forcing for one
round.
2. Jump bids at the two level (i.e.
2t/2™/2´) are Weak Jump Shifts
(WJS), just as if the opponent had
passed, so showing a six-card suit and
about 4-8 HCP non vulnerable and
5-9 HCP if vulnerable.
3. 2NT shows a good club raise, at least
five clubs, 10-11+ HCP.
62
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4. 3® is weakish, typically showing six
clubs and 5-9 HCP.
5. 3t/3™/3´ are natural and preemptive (seven-card suits are expected, since WJS at the two level were
available).

Dealing with Intervention
after a 1t Opener

Quiz No. 3
Problem 1
´
™
t
®

72
KQJ983
84
973

Partner opens 1®
and you hold the
hand in Problem 1.
What would you bid
in each of the
auctions below?

a) After an Overcall

(a)

Partner
1®

Opp 1
1t

You
?

Partner opens 1t and your right-hand
opponent (RHO) overcalls with, say, 1™.
Now:

(b)

Partner
1®

Opp 1
Dble

You
?

(c)

Partner
1®

Opp 1
1´

You
?

(d)

Partner
1t

Opp 1
Dble

You
?

(e)

Partner
1t

Opp 1
1´

You
?

Double shows exactly four spades.
1´
shows at least five spades.
1NT
shows 6-10 HCP and is
natural.
2®
shows 10+ HCP and is forcing
for one round. Please note that
this is not forcing to game as it
would have been without
intervention.
2t
is natural and weakish; it can
be based on a three-cards suit if
no other clear bid is available.
2™
is an unassuming cue-bid
showing a good diamond raise
with at least four diamonds
and 10+ HCP.
2´
is a fit-showing jump, showing
five spades, at least four
diamonds and 9+ HCP.
2NT
is natural and shows 11-12
HCP.
3®
is fit-showing, promising at
least five clubs and four
diamonds, and 9+ HCP.
Note that because 1t always promises a
real suit, it is best to play jumps as fitshowing rather than weak in competition
(this can of course be altered to suit your
own partnership style).
b) After a Double
Things are nice and straightforward now:
new suits are natural and forcing for one
round, jump bids are fit showing.

You open 1® with
this resplendent 11count (I sincerely
hope you would!).
What’s your rebid in
each of the following
auctions?

Problem 2
´
™
t
®

K84
962
K5
AJ865

(a) You
1®
?

Opp 1
Pass

Partner
2t

Opp2
Pass

(b) You
1®
?

Opp 1
Pass

Partner
1™

Opp2
2t

(c) You
1®
?

Opp 1
1™

Partner
2t

Opp2
Pass

(d) You
1®
?

Opp 1
1´

Partner
2´

Opp2
Pass

(Answers on next page)

HHHHH
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Answers to Quiz No. 3

EBU AUTUMN
CONGRESS

Problem 2

Partner opens 1® and you hold the hand
in Problem 1. What would you bid in each
of the auctions below?

´
™
t
®

K84
962
K5
AJ865

17 – 19 October 2014

Problem 1
´
™
t
®

(a)

You open 1® with this resplendent 11count (I sincerely hope you would!). What’s
your rebid in each of the following
auctions?

72
KQJ983
84
973

Partner
1®

Opp 1
1t

You
?

Bid 2™ – a perfect hand for a Weak Jump
Shift.
(b)

Partner
1®

Opp 1
Dble

You
?

Again, bid 2™
– still weak after a
double or an overcall, remember!
(c)

Partner
1®

Opp 1
1´

You
?

Double. You would need seven hearts to
jump to 3™. Bidding 2™ would be a gross
overstatement (you would need a stronger
hand, 10+ HCP or the equivalent.)

(a) You
1®
?

Opp 1
Pass

Partner
2t

Holiday Inn
Peterborough PE3 6SG

Opp2
Pass

Pass. Partner has made a Weak Jump
Shift. If you had three-card diamond
support you might on occasion up the
ante with a pre-emptive raise to 3t.
(b) You
1®
?

Opp 1
Pass

Partner
1™

Opp2
2t

Main events:

Pass, Pass, Pass! Unless forced to speak by
partner, a voluntary bid of 2NT should
show 18-19 HCP, never 11-14.
(c) You
1®
?

Opp 1
1™

Partner
2t

Opp2
Pass

t The prestigious four-session
Two Stars Pairs, commencing
Friday afternoon.
t The Satellite Pairs, starting on
the Friday evening, if you
prefer a more relaxed style.
Other events:

(d)

Partner
1t

Opp 1
Dble

You
?

Bid 1™. 2™ would be fit showing, not a
Weak Jump Shift, after a 1t opening and
intervention.
(e)

Partner
1t

Opp 1
1´

You
?

Double, as you did in auction (c) after a
1® opening.

Bid 2NT. Even without a stopper, partner’s
forcing bid means we have to make the
best description of our hand. Remember:
if partner also lacks a heart stopper he can
always bid 3™ rather than a lazy 3NT.
(d) You
1®
?

Opp 1
1´

Partner
2´

Tricky – you have a choice between 2NT
and 3®. Holding five clubs, I would plump
for a non-forcing 3® bid. Partner can
always still ask for a stopper by bidding 3´
– the opponent’s suit.
r

Free trial ´ Acol widely played
Special subscription rates for EBU members
Friendly & fun online club for all players
Online Extra

Opp2
Pass

t Swiss Pairs on Saturday.
t Teams-of-Four on Sunday – a
multiple teams event leading
to two 14-team finals: the
Eastbourne Bowl (Premier)
and the Burlington Cup
(Secondary).
All non-qualifiers play in the
Sussex Cup.

Entries and
enquiries to
EBU Comps Dept
( 01296 317203/19
or e-mail comps@ebu.co.uk
or enter online at
www.ebu.co.uk/members/
EBU Accommodation Booking
Service 0800 0346 246
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